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ABSTRACT 
Measurements of neutron diffraction, specific heat, Young's modulus, 
and resistivity have been undertaken in order to study the perturbed 
magnetic ordering in strained and alloyed chromium. 
Strain is introduced through both random internal structural 
dislocations, as well as through uniform external stresses. Uniform 
compressive and tensile strains shift TN 1n proportion to their 
magnitude, with a rise in TN resulting from tensile strain, and a 
lowering due to compressive strain. Computer approximation of the 
strain distribution associated with dislocations allows analogy to be 
-+ 
made between the random and uniform strains. The effect on Q from 
changes in atomic spacing is observed, along with the dependence of the 
-+ AF1-+AF2 and AFl-+P transitions on "critical" values of Q. 
The saturation magnetic moment of the s.d.w. is determined to be 
0.41 ± .04 µ8 (independent of strain) whilst the strain distribution 1s 
used to determine the variation of magnetic moment with temperature 1n 
strained chromium. 
A commensurate ordering arises when dislocations are closely 
spaced. The obstructions to the s.d.w. at intervals less than one wave-
length, make the incommensurate state unstable. 
Chromium a lloys are produced, employing manganese, rhenium, 
vanadiwn, and iron respectively, as low concentration solutes. The 
stability of the ordering is obs erved through the size of the entropy 
change i n the vicinity of the Nee l transition. The lowered entropy 
removes the possibility that localized magnetic moments at the solute 
atoms are stabilizing the s.d.w. structure. 
Th i n films of chromium are deposited in thicknesses varying from 
0 
30 A to several thousand angs trom. Resi s tivity me asurements suggest t he 
existen e of a Neel temperature anomaly i n films of thicknes ses greater 
than 1000 A. An anomal y between 280 Kand 340 K 1n ultra-thin films 
0 
l.S 250 ) 1s observed. This is postulated to arise from an AF0-+ P 
transition. 
INTRODUCTION 
Metallic chromium possesses an unusual magnetic ordering, 
which has been the subj ect of intensive research for many years. 
Experimental results have in general been adequately explained in terms 
of the spin density wave theory, which has in turn been interpreted 
through the band structure of chromium. The particular interest 1n thi s 
form of magnetism relat es not only to its unusual character, but also to 
its extreme instability in the sense of its sensitivity to both physica l 
and chemical perturbations. 
This thesis i s presented with a view to clarifying certain 
regions of doubt surrounding the slightly perturbed chromium system. 
Experimental results on a range of physical properties are presented 
with a view to a better understanding of strained and alloyed chromium. 
Theoretical interpretation is generally limited to phenomenological 
discussions, and recourse to existing established theory. 
In Chapter 2, a brief background of previous investigations 1n 
the field 1s presented, following the account in Chapter 1 of the spin 
density wave theory and its applications to chromium. The results of 
experimental measurements on unperturbed chromium are presented, and 
features of significance discussed. 
Chapter 3 contains an account of the equipment and techniques 
employed throughout the course of study, revealing any experimental 
limitations. 
The rema1n1ng chapters pres ent the experimental data obt ai ned 
for chromium which has undergone one of three perturbing influences. 
Chapter 4 is devoted to t he effect of both random internal 
strain, and uniformly applied stres s , on the spin density wave ordering 
in the pure metal. Comparisons are made with previ ous research and a 
semi-phenomenological explanation is given to account for the 
observat i ons. A model of structural dislocations is assumed which 
accounts for the strain observed in heavily worked specimens. 
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Chapter 5 contains a description of investigations of the 
effect of alloying on the spin density wave structure through the 
introduction of small quantitie s of metallic solutes. Comparison is 
made between a variety of differ ent alloys, and analogy is made with t he 
strained system. 
Chapter 6 deals with pure chromium specimens of limiting size 
and thickness, in order to determine whether limiting specimen 
dimensions can inhibit the existence of, or alter, the spin density 
wave. Details of the thin film deposition equipment are presented here . 
The perturbing influences of strain, alloying, and limiting 
size are compared and contrasted in the final section, with conclusions 
drawn relating to the sp i n density wave structure. 
In order to give a complete description of the field of study, 
certa i n results reported in the literature by a variety of researchers 
have been presented in this thesis. Where such data has been included, 
appropriate reference has been made to the source of results. All 
unreferenced data is the product of this current i nvestigation. 
CHAPTER 1 
SPIN DENSITY WAVES 
1.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
Studies of magnetic properties of transition metals have been 
carried out for many years. This has led to a detailed understanding, 
both theoretically and experimentally, of various magnetic states. 
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Among the first row transition metals, chromium has proved t o 
be somewhat of an enigma. Its properties have been adequately account ed 
for only during the last decade. Nevertheless, indirect evidence of the 
magnetic ordering in chromium was first reported several decades ago 
through its anomalous resistivity (McLennan & Niven, 1927; Bridgman, 
1933; Erfling, 1938; and Sochtig, 1940]. An ill-defined anomaly was 
observed above room temperature which was shown to be affected by 
hydrostatic pressure such that the anomaly temperature was lowered. The 
observation of an anomaly at this temperature was extended to thermal 
expansion (Hidnert, 1941], thermoelectric power (Potter, 1941], and 
elastic properties [Fine et al., 1951]. To this stage however, no 
adequate explanation had been given for the anomal y . The earliest 
specific hea t measurements revealed no anomalous variation of specific 
heat in the vicinity of 311 K [Armstrong & Grayson - Smith, 1950]. A 
significant development in the unders t anding of ch r omium and its 
magnetic properties came from Shull & Wilkinson [1 953], who undertook a 
neutron diff raction investigation of fine powder chromium. They 
i nterpreted their measurements as resulting from an antiferromagnetic 
s tructure, with a ~el temperature of 450 K, and a small saturation 
magnetic moment of 0.4 µB. There was no evidence of any change in the 
magnetic structure at around 311 K, and so the earlier reports of 
anomalies at this temperature were not interpreted as being due to the 
4 
magnetic ordering. 
In subsequent investigations of the properties of chromium, 
attempts were made to find other explanations for the anomalous physical 
properties such as the effect of impurities of chromium oxide in causing 
a transit i on [Powell & Tye, 1956]. The possibility that impurities in 
the chromi um metal could give rise to irregular results, led to measure-
ments being made on chromium of higher purity, and greater care was 
taken to ensure it to be strain free [Henderson et al., 1954]. Measure-
ments revealed that strain due to random disloca tions, as well as 
hydrostatic pressure, moved or spread the apparent transition about 
311 K [DeMorton, 1958]. 
Mounting evidence of the electronic na ture of the transition 
at 311 K [DeVries, 1959] gave rise to suggestions that the transition 
was in fact the Neel temperature in pure chromium (contrary to the 
predictions of Shull & Wilkinson [1953]). Confirmation of this 
explanation followed quickly through the neutron diffraction 
investigations of Corliss et al. [1959]. This study of a single crystal 
revealed not the expected antiferromagnetic structure proposed in the 
light of the earlier results, but rather a perturbed antiferromagnetism 
with a Neel temperature at approximately 308 K. This temperature was 
consistent with the observed anomalies in other physical parameters. An 
explanation was adva~ced according to which there was normal antiferro-
magnetism with a spin moment reversal of 180° every 14 unit cells. This 
so-called "antiphase" theory provided a great impetus to further 
research and many neutron diffraction investigations followed [Bykov et 
al., 1960; Bacon, 1960; Hastings, 1960]. Bacon [1961] gave an 
explanation of the earlier results of Shull & Wilkinson [1953] by 
interpreting the earlier high Ne 1 temperature as due to the internal 
strain in powdered chromium. This explanation was given theoretical 
foundation by Marcinkowski & Lipsitt (1961] who calculated the expected 
stress associated with a specimen of high dislocation density, and by 
analogy wi th hydrostat i c pressure meas urements, a we ll spread eel 
transition extend i ng up to beyond 450 K was predicted. 
At this stag , the first ob s ervation of an entropy change at 
TN was reported by Beaumont et al. [1960], and was shown to be 
exceedingly small compared with what might be expected for a normal 
antiferromagnet. 
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Th increasing volume of experimental data was then to be 
given a theoretical interpretation through the theories of Overhauser 
[1962] and Lomer [1962]. Overhauser [1962] first suggested spin density 
waves a s being sinusoidal modulations of the ordered magnetic moments of 
the conduction electr ons. Using the Hartree-Fock approximation, it wa s 
possibl to show that the spin density wave state should be quite stable 
(though later, more detailed determinations questioned the degree of 
stability). Larner [1962] using a band theory approach, and construct i ng 
likely Fermi surface s for chromium, also explained the ordering in terms 
of a modulation of s pin density associated with the conduction electrons 
(itinerant antiferromagnetisrn). The weak nature of the ordering was 
explain d as being due to the small region of the Fermi surface which 
was involved. 
Various properties of the spin density wave model were 
verified experimentally through the neutron diffraction investigation of 
Shirane & Takei [196~ ]. This study showed the s.d.w. model to be 
preferable to the inJdequate "antiphase" model. It was also shown tha t 
the spin density is f airly well localized at the atomic sites rather 
than being continuou s throughout [Moon et al., 1966]. 
With spin J ensity wave theory now well established, chromium 
was thoroughly inve st igated with a view to checking and extending the 
theory. 
An obviou s extension was to alloy chromium with dilute 
concentr tions of various transition metals, and observe the changes 111 
the magn etic structure. Many studies were undertaken (Harnaguchi et al., 
1965; Koehler et al., 1966], whilst only limited theoretical 
explanat i on was presented [Rice et al., 1969]. 
Research was also carried out into the strain induced change ~ 
1n the magnetic ordering [Bastow & Street, 1966] showing a strain 
induced preferred orientation of the spin density wave. Bacon & Cowlam 
[1969] gave a detailed account of the magnetically ord ered structure of 
powder chromium in a heavily dislocated state, whilst further arnendn,ents 
to these r esults were sug1ested by Window [1 970]. Only qual i tative 
exp l anat ions were offered with doubts be ing expr essed a s to the 
adequacy of these . Certa n detail s remained wh i ch r equi red 
clar i fic ation. 
The peri0d s1nC t' that time has been devot ed primar i ly to 
further i ntense investigati ons i n order to reproduc e previous 
experimental resul t s with greate r accuracy [Weber & Street, 1972; 
Polovov, 1974; Ara js et al., 1973]. A large number of theoretical 
discussions have b~en reported recently [Kotani, 1974; Kotani, 1975; 
Nakajima & Kurihar , 1975 ] whilst highly precise x- ray and neutron 
diffract i on data have provided evidence of strain waves and small 
perturbat i ons to t he spin density wave [Tsunoda et a l., 1974; Eagen & 
Werner, 1975; Tsunoda et al., 1975]. 
1.2 SPIN DENSITY WAVE THEORY 
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A great deal of theory has been presented in the literature t o 
describe t he magnet i c ord ering of chromium and its alloys. This theory , 
collective ly termed spin density wave theory, has its foundations in the 
simple Ov erhauser model [Overhauser, 1962], with added refinements 
accountin g for some of the minor peculiarities in the structure of 
chromium. 
It is wel l beyond the scope of this thesi s to give any sort of 
thorough discussi on of cur rentl y accept ed th eoretica l models, and such 
an accoun t would be repet it ious, as many use f ul s ummari es are to be 
found in t he litera ture U-tunday, 1968; Arrott & \'Jerner, 1967; 
Shibatani e t al., 1969; As ano & Yamash i ta, 1967 ] . Thi s sect i on will 
therefore briefly µre sent t he concepts of the Ov erhauser model, 
explaining its ma in defects , and presenting r efer ences to lat er 
theoretica l devel opments wh ich d is cu ss i t s defects . Th e fo l lowi ng 
discussio n i s not int ended to be precis e or rigid , but i s inc luded to 
gi ve some fou ndat i on to t he expe r imenta l obs ervatio ns pres ented lat er. 
Rigorous J iscuss io ns may b~ obta i ned from t he pr viousl y mentioned 
reference · . 
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1.2.1 Overhauser Model 
It was suggested by Bloch [1929] that high density electron 
gases would exist in a paramagnetic state, whilst low density gases 
would be ferromagnetic. This long accepted suggestion was challenged by 
Overhauser [1962] who showed that the Hartree-Fock ground state of an 
electron gas never corresponds to the paramagnetic state, but possibly 
to a sinusoidal (or helical) variation of the spin density. 
A helical variation in the spin density, P, may be represented 
by, 
p = A +A A +A P0 (xCosQz + ySinQz) , (1.2.1) 
where this is the simplest representation of a helical wave, with x, y, 
+ 
and z being the coordinate axes, and Q the wavevector. Such a variation 
of electron spin will lead to an added contribution to the electron 
exchange potential, A, such that, 
A = 
A +A A +A 
A' - go (x Cos Qz + y Sin Qz) , (1.2.2) 
where A' is the normal diagonal contribution to the exchange, g is the 
off-diagonal contribution, and a is the Pauli spin operator. 
The exchange operator, A, links the plane wave states in 
+ + + pairs, (k,a and k+Q,S), where a and Sare respectively spin-up and 
spin-down . 
From the Hartree-Fock equations, 
(1.2.3) 
solutions may be found, giving an energy, 
= 
where Ek is the free electron energy. 
This gives rise to two branches in the energy spectrum with an 
energy gap of 2g between the upper and lower band. Overhauser continues 
further to determine the spin-up (Ek) and spin-down (Ek+Q) energies, 
with their respective eigenfunctions, and then to calculate the energy 
difference (6W) between a s.d.w. state and the trivial solution (Q = 0), 
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6W 
V = - µ 2 ( coth S - l) , ( L
2
R
2
] 
327T (l.2.4) 
where 
s = , (1.2.5) 
Land Rare derived from the volume of integration chosen ink-space, V 
is the volwne , y is the exchange integral, andµ= dEk/ak at k = -½Q . 
z z 
Th e sign i f i cance of eqn (1.2.4) is to show that a s.d.w. 
solution may always exist in the Hartree-Fock approximation (as 6W/V is 
always negative) though th is is insufficient to show that this state has 
lower energy than the paramagnetic state. 
I f a s.d.w. solution is to exist, then the Fermi surface mus t 
have a fini t8 area of intersection \vi th th e plane k = - ~~ . Such an 
intersection, requ1r1ng a repopulation of states, may give rise to an 
energy which would de f orm the s.d.w. and make it unstable with respect 
to the paramagnetic s t ate. Overhauser calculates the energy of 
r e 1Jopulation resultin g fro n1 Coulomb interactions, and hence shows that 
no matter ho\v weak the coup ling, or how high the electron density, the 
paramagnetic state is always unstable with respect to the s.d.w. stat e . 
Th e spin density waves described to date have been helical; 
however a simple extension to a linear s.d.w. is achieved by combining 
right and le f t handed spira l waves to give, 
p = -+ -+,,_ 2P0 E: Cos Qz (l.2.6) 
-+ 
where E 1s tl1e unit vector definin g the polarization direction of the 
wave. Formation of such a linear wave wou ld depend on the existence of 
only a weak exchange potential, g, for each helical wave. This would 
allow mutua l existence of the heli cal wave s with negligible relative 
inter£ renc , and eff ctiv ly doub le the energy decr ease. 
Overhauser f urth er discuss es the sus ceptibility of the spin 
density state, showing the exi stence of an instability in susceptibility 
at Q = 2kF. Additiona l dis cussi on relates to t he i nt eraction of neutrons 
with a s.d.w. (Section 2 .1.1), and finally to applications of s.d.w. 
theory to metallic chromium. 
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The disct ssion sununari zed here is the foundation on which a 
great deal of late1 dev e lopments have been centred. Certain obvious 
inad equaLies exist in this t heory due to the many simplifications 
empl uyed in derivir g this mo Jel. Overhauser has assumed an unscreened 
Coul omb Lnteractior to obtai1 the above result, whereas a more realistic 
model, u~ing screer ed potent Lals, f avours the existence of a 
paramagn etic state . The gen~ral pr oblems of Overhauser's model have 
since been discuss(d and gen rally accounted for in many more recent 
studies. 
1.2.2 Refined Mod l ls 
The prinl ipal result of the Overhauser model was to link 
itineran t antiferr( magnetism with spin density waves, and show that this 
magnetic ordering ~hould be stable for a wide variety of band structures. 
Interpretation usir g a two-band model (proposed by Lamer (1962]) was a 
further important c evelopment arising from this early theory. The 
significance of th t se discussions came from their applicability to 
metallic chromium. 
The inad 1·quacies of the arly work were discussed, and to some 
extent resolved, b .' Fedders & Martin (1966]. This later theory revealed 
that for a more re ,tlistic electronic system (incorporating screened 
Coulomb potentials ) , the paramagnetic state was always of lower energy 
than the s.d.w. system. Neverthel ess, construction of possible band 
str ctur s created a system capabl of supporting spin density waves and 
further predicting and accounting f or some of the experimental 
obs rvations in metallic chromium. The range of band structures 
req ired to support s.d. waves is clearly very limited and this explai ns 
the relatively small number of experimental observations of s.d.w. 
ordering (restricted to chromium and its alloys). 
The existence of a two-band model with an en ergy gap allowed 
clo . e an a logy to be made with the s uperconducting state. The B.C.S. 
mod l' l of superconductivity [Bardeen et al., 1957] could then be appli d 
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to the chromium magn etic system, resulting in an accurate prediction of 
the magnetic moment variation with temperature. This theory suggested a 
second order transition at the Neel temperature, whereas the transition 
in chromium has been confirmed to be weak first order [Arrott et al., 
1965]. This defect i n the model has been accounted for with various 
minor adjustments to the proposed band structure of chromium [Heiniger 
et al., 1965; Kimball & Fa li ~ov , 1968; Nakanishi & Maki, 1972]. To 
date, no precise exp rimental knowledge of the chromium band structure 
exists, and hence no existing theory can be relied upon to completely 
describe the magnetic ordering in chromium. 
1.3 SPIN DENSITY WAVES IN CHROMIUM 
Having pre sented a brief theoretical account of s.d. waves, it 
is now possible to describe this type of ordering as it exists in a r eal 
system. 
In metallic chromium, spin density wav es exist always in a 
linear mode (rather than helical). For such lin ear waves, the magnetic 
+ 
polarization (m) may be aligned either perpendicular to, or parallel to, 
-;:t + + the wavevector ~- A longitudinally polarized wave (m II Q, designated 
AF2) is seen to exist in chromium at low temperatures up to 123± 1 K 
(the spin-flip temperature, designated TSF). At this temperature, the 
+ + 
metal undergoes an abrupt change to a transverse polarization (m 1 Q, 
AFl). In the transverse phase, there are two energetically equal 
polarization directions (compared with one 1n the AF2 phase), causing an 
anomalous discontinuity in the elastic properties at TsF· 
Th e trans erse phase persists until the eventual loss of 
ordering at the Neel temperature (TN) of 311.3±0.5 K. Above TN, the 
chromium behaves as a Pauli paramagnet, with a magn tic phase diagram 
for pure unstrained chromi um as shown in Fig. 1.3.1. 
The beat 11~ riodicity of the magnetization, 6 [Arrott & Wern er, 
1965] ari s \vith tc-nperature (Fig. 1.3.3) from ~pproximately twenty to 
thirty atomic spacin.!,s. The spin moment various continuously through 
the lattice such th~ t the spin dir ection at corner and body-centred 
+ positions are opposite. Both the wavevector Q and the polarization 
+ 
vector mare constrained to the ( l O 0) directions. 
In alloyed and strained chromium (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) a 
third ordered state exists, being the commensurate antiferromagnetic 
structure (AF0). Unlike simple antiferromagnets however, the spin is 
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not associated with a "rigid" moment fixed at the atomic sites. This 
AF0 ordered state is interpreted as a commensurate spin density wave 
(for which Q=2TT/a), with a continuous change of spin density through the 
lattice. In Fig. 1.3.3, the incommensurate spin density wavelength is 
represented as almost equal to 2TT/a, whilst earlier, a beat magnetization 
100 .·.·:-:·.·.·.·.·.-:·.·.·.· .·>.·. ·.·.· 
PARAMAG. 
100 200 300 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
Fig. 1.3.1. Magnetic phase diagram for pure unstrained chromium. 
wavelength corresponding to about 25 atomic spacings (o) was mentioned. 
Both wavelengths are in fact related .with Q represented by, 
(1.3.l) 
This magnitude of Q being approximately equal to 2n/a explains the 
existence of satellite neutron diffraction peaks about the (1 0 0) 
position (see Section 2.1). 
The r.m.s. magnetic moment of the spin density wave is quite 
small(µ= 0.42±0.03 JJB at OK), and varies with temperature to a final 
::,.::: 
0 
;::l. 
........__ 
;::l. 
1.00 
0.75 
0. 50 
0. 25 
0.2 0.4 0.6 
T/TN 
0.8 1.0 
Fig. 1.3. 2 . Theoretic a l (B .C .S.) variation of the ma gnetic moment of 
pure unstrained chromium as determined from neutron diffraction 
[Koehler et al., 1966]. 
I'""""\ 
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Fig. 1. 3. 3. Temp era t ire d pendcnce of the s. d. wa vev cc tor for pure 
c hr om i wn [Arrott J t al . , 19 6 7 ] . 
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extinction at T . The variation of w with temperature closely follows 
that pred icted by th e B.C.S. model and is shown in Fig. 1.3.2. Close to 
the Neel temperature, the ex1erimentally determined moment deviates from 
this theoretical fit, and un ergoes a small discontinuity indicative of 
a first order transi t ion. 
That both the sp in-flip and Neel transitions are first order 
has been well established from diffraction data [Arrott et al., 1965]. 
From the discussion so far, it has been assumed that the 
magnetic moments are not localized at the atomic sites, but spread in a 
continuous change of density throughout the lattice. This assumption 
was investigated by ~loon et al. (1966] and Arrott & Werner [1967], who 
showed from neutron i ntensity data on the magnetic form fac t or, that the 
moments, though not absolutely localized at the atomic sites, were a 
fairly clo s e approximation to the localized model. That the moments 
displayed such a localized ch a racter, raised the question as to whether 
the atoms maintained a l ocali zed moment above the Neel temperature. 
Paramagnetic neutron scattering was performed by Wilkinson e t al. (196 2] , 
who found no evidence to suggest that localized magnetic moments existed 
above TN. The moment is then a property of the itinerant electrons 
which becomes di sordered at TN due to increasing thermal energy. The 
approximately locali zed nature of the moments may be accounted for by 
the probable int eraction of the sand d band el ectrons. 
s with other common magnetic states, the spin density waves 
exist 1n domains in the real metal. These doma i ns have been observed by 
Hosoya & Ando (1971] and are determined to have an average volume of 
approximat ~ly 3.6 x 10- 16 cm 3 [Steinitz et al., 1972] at a temperature of 
129 K. Each <lorn in consists of a single spin density wave state havin 
a fixed~ <lnd; [Werner et al., 1967; Graebner & Marcus, 1966]. Single 
domain mat erials may be produced by cooling through the Neel transition 
in a suffici ently large magnetic field. 
Existence of a fluctuating spin density poses th e question of 
whether a similar fluctuation in charge could be observed. Early theo1y 
[Ov rhauser, 1962] indicated that no charge wav e shou l d exist; however 
recent investigations hav e suggested the existence of a weak charge 
wave. eutron and x-ray diffraction data [Tsunoda, 1974; Eagen & 
Werner, 1975; Pynn et al ., 19 76] has revealed s atellite neutron peaks 
corresponding to st rain wave s in the crystal, with r el ated wavelengths 
+ + 
of 2Q and 3Q. Thes e waves have been interpreted as r esulting from 
strain due to the f unda1nenta l s.d.w., or to the existence of hi gher 
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ord r sp i n density wave · . An additional suggestion ~as that these 
higher order wave s coulJ ar is e from a weak charge dens ity wave. The 
general i nstabilit y of t he spin density wave system n1ay be seen throu gh 
the effe ts of strain a,1d alloying. This will be the topic of 
dis cussion in later chapters. 
CHAPTER 2 
DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
2.1 DIFF CTION STUDIES OF CHROMIUM 
Diffraction experiments on chromium may be und ertaken using 
either x-r1ys or neutrons. The x-ray diffraction pattern (Fig. 2.1.1) 
follows that e~Jected for a boJy c ntred cubic material, with only 
reflections for which h+k+l = 2n allowed (\vher e n = 0,1,2, ... ) . 
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The neutron diffraction pattern reveal s additi onal information 
relating to the magn etic ordering of chromium (Fig. 2.1. 2). The 
magnetic moment of the neutron interacts with the magnetic moment of the 
electrons causing re f lections of the type (1 0 0) to occur. This 1s due 
to the opposite spin polarization direction in the region of the body 
centred position witl1 respect to that of the corner sites . There are 
then two magnet i c sublatt i ces which caus reflections with no 
restriction on (hkl). 
2.1.1 Neutron Diffrac tion 
Neutrons incident on a crystal lattice will be reflected 
through specific ang l es (8 ), satisfying the Bragg equation, 
nA = 2d(hkl) Sine . (2.1.1) 
An alternat ive means of d ·fining th e reflections 1s through the Laue 
equations, 
-+ 
ilk = c , (2.1 .2) 
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Fig . 2 . 1.1 . X-ray diffr action pattern for annealec.l fine powder chromium. 
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The apparent double reflections at high angles is due to the two 
wavelength component s resulting from the copper target. 
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1g. 2 .1.2. Neutron diffra ·tion pat tern for annealed fine 
powder chromium. 
+ + 
where G 1s any reciprocal lattice vector, and 6k 1s the change 1n 
neutron wavevector on elast i c scattering. 
In the case of metallic chromium, spin density waves (wave-
+ 
vector Q) may also contribute to the di ffraction of the neutron beam, 
resulting in more general Laue equations, 
+ + + 
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6k = G ± Q (2.1 . 3) 
A theoretica l discu ssion of the interaction between the neutrons and the 
s.d. waves is given by Arrott [1966]. 
+ The vector G will take on all values allowed for a b.c.c. 
+ 
material, whilst the vector Q lies along the [l O OJ directions and has 
a magnitude IQI ~ 0.96 2n/ a. The commensurate AFO structure arises wh en 
jQj = 2n/a causing a simple (1 0 0) neutron r eflection (Fig. 2.1.4). 
In the s.d.w. state, there will be a number of satellite 
refl ctions about the (1 0 0) position, occurring f or wavevectors 
(Q O 0), (2-Q O 0), (1 1-Q 0), (1 Q-1 0), (1 0 1-Q l and (1 0 Q-1), wh r e 
Q is in unit s of 2n/a. The relative intensity of t hese satellites and 
the resulting neutron diffraction pattern may be determined as follows . 
For any interaction between neutrons and a crystal lattice, a 
differential scattering vector is defined by, 
do = 
wher e bis the scattering length. 
For magnetic scattering, bis equal to qf , and 
do = (qF) 2 , 
where q is the magnetic i nteraction vector, and F i s the magnetic 
s c~tt ering ampli tude. 
(2.1.4) 
(2.1.SJ 
Th interaction vector 1s de f ined by q = Sin¢, where ¢ 1s t he 
angle between the neutron scattering vector and the magnetic 
pol ar ization of the latt i ce. The reflected intensity resulting from 
ea h satellite reciproca l lattice point wi l l then be proportional to 
q 2 = Sin 2 ¢. 
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Fig. 2 .1.4. (a) Re cip rocal l attice at (100) po s1t1on for Af O structur e 
with ( ) the resulting ne utron intensity in re gion of th (100 ) 
reflect i on. 
For the AFl phase, the magnetic moment will be polarized 
perpendicular to the ~ vector, giving Sin 2 ¢ for the (Q O 0) and 
-+ -+ (2-Q O OJ refl ections equal to 1 (Q is parall e l to 6k = [l O O], wh i ch 
-+ 
is there f ore perpendi ular to m) . For the (1 1-Q 0), (1 Q-1 0), 
-+ -+ (1 O 1-Q) and (1 0 Q-) reflections, m will be as often parallel to 6k 
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as perpelld icular, res ulting in an average¢ of 45° or Sin 2 ¢ = ½. Shmn 
in Fig. 2 .1.5 is the t Fl reciprocal lattice space as well as the 
resulting neutron diff raction pattern for a randomly oriented powder 
sample. The central peak results from a combination of the four "off-
axis" po i nts (L q2 = ,._ ), whilst the apparent satellite reflections each 
result from an "on-ax i s" point (q 2 = 1). 
-+ -+ The AF2 pha ~e is that for which m 1s parallel to Q 
(longitudinall y polar 1zed). This means that for the (Q O 0) and 
-+ -+ (2-Q O 0) refl ections , m will always be parallel to 6k, and hence ¢ = 0 
and Sin 2 ¢ = 0. The satellite neutron diffraction peaks will then be 
absent in the AF2 phas e. The "off-axis" points will also result from a 
-+ -+ longitud i nally polari ~ed s.d.w. and hence m and 6k will always be 
approximately perpendicular (¢=90°) and hence Sin 2¢=1.0. A central 
"apparent " (1 0 0) re f lection will arise for which~ q 2 = 4 (Fig. 2.1.6 ). 
For the s.d.w. phases, only one of the {l O O} reflections has 
been con sidered. The s.d. wave s may be aligned with equal probability 
along any ( l O O) dir ction (ignoring non-random strain), therefore 0 1 ly 
one-thir of the s.d. wav swill contribute to each satellite point 
about a particular (1 0 0) position. Thus for the s.d.w. structure, 1h~ 
scattering vector is ~1ven by, 
= 1 " 2 F 2 
3 "" qSAT SAT SAT 
(2.1 .6) 
If it is a s~ med that FSAT is identical for ea h satellite 
reciprocal lattice po 1 nt (FSDW = FSAT), then 
= (2.1 . 7) 
gives th total inten . i ty of r efl ections about the (1 O 0) position. 
For the AFO ommensurate structure, the average value of q 2 
is determ Lned by averab ing Sin¢ over a sphere, wh ich gives q2 = ~- The 
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Fig. 2.1.5. (a) Reciprocal latti ce alout (1 0 0) pos i tion for the AFl 
phase (b) showing the neutron int nsity in the vicinity of t he 
(1 0 0) refl ection. 
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scattering vect or for t hi s phase w 11 then be given by, 
doAFO = (2.1.8) 
It r nains to alculate : for the various structures in order 
to determi ne t he effectiv e scatter i ng vector. 
An ex ressi on f or Fis g Lven in Bacon [1962] as, 
F = e
2 v _l N -+ 
-=-r... 1: Sf 
mc 2 N 
n { [
hx ky 
exp 2ni -f + T + (2.1.9) 
where f is the ::i tomic f orm factor, N is the number of atoms in the unit 
cell at positio s (hkl ) , and Sis 1 he spin of each atom. 
Fort 1e AFO s tructure, t l ere are two effective atomic sites. 
The (0 0 0) wit ,1 spin +S and the (! . ½ ½) with spin - S. The summation of 
eqn (2.1.9 ) then reduc 0s quite real ily to give, 
= 
2 
e y Sf 
mc 2 
(2.1.10) 
For t he s.d. w. states, t he summation becomes more complex. 
Though it 1nay be shown that the ma~netic moment s are fa i rly well 
localized .1t the atomi c sites [Arrott & Werner, 1967], a gradually 
changing m.1gnet i c mom nt is assumed in this calculation. The summation 
of eqn (2. 1.9) kas then performed by replacement with an integral, 
giving, 
= _!_ e 2y ( S) f ' 
12 mc 2 
where ( S) LS th t root mean square value of the spin. 
(2.1.l l ) 
Subst i tution of the appropriate Finto eqns (2.1.7) and 
(2 .1.8) gives, 
= 
= 
~ [ e 2 y ( S ) fl 2 
3 mc2 
~ [e2y sf] 2 • 
3 mc 2 
(2.1.l ~) 
(2.1.l) 
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The s catt ering vec t r s, a 1d hence total s cattered neutron in t ensity , 
will be equal for b0th co unensurate and i ncommensurate state s , prov i ding 
that, 
fAFO = fsow (2.1.14) 
and 
5AF0 = ( SS D\'. ) (2.1.15) 
'l he com.me surat , form factor fA .f.O will simply be f 100 ; 
however, the form fL ctor :or the spin density waves will vary for each 
satellite reciproca l latt Lc e point. The "off-axis" points will 
approximately corr 
correspond to fQOO 
different, then th 
,pond o f 100 , whereas the "on-axis" points will 
nd f 2 Q 0 0 . If these values for f are significantly 
as sun it ion made 1n deriving eqn (2 .1. 7) is incorrect 
and thus the actua l expr ~sion for the sca ttering vector should be, 
= (2.1.lb) 
Experimen a lly letermined f orm fa ctors may be obtained from 
Moon et a l. [ 1966] i ving approximat e (taken from graph) values for 
ff 00 :::: 0.46, fQOO ~ 0.50, f~-Q 0 0 :::: 0.42. The low angle satellite is 
slightly enhanced v. 1th t h , higher an gle S' tellite being s lightly 
decreased in size. To a ;ood approx imati n howev er , the AFl phase has a 
total i ntegrated i nt ensit , of the satel lite peaks equal to that of the 
central peak. It s hould t hen be pos sible t o represent t he t otal 
intens i t y of the AFl phas t· by eqn (2.1.7) and thus t o we ll wi thin the 
experimenta l accuracy, 
= = (2.1.1 7) 
providing eqn (2. 1.1 5) is obeyed. 
Bacon & Cowlam [1969] have shown that for chromium alloys 1n 
which an AF0-+ AF l transition occurs, the magnetic moment of the 
commensurate phas e equals t he maximum mom nt of the s .d. wave. In 
strained chromium ho wev er , they analyse t heir experimental data assuming 
that the r.m.s. magnetic moment for the s. J .w . structure equals the 
moment in the AF0 state . The former view would appear to bl more 
compatib le wi th the concept of t he commen surate phase corre sponding to a 
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s .d.w. fo r wh i ch Q=l. Nevertheless, the latter as sumpt ion (eqn 2.1.1 5) 
will be employed following Bacon & Cowlam; the validity of this is 
f urther discussed in Section 4.7. Th e int egrated intensities for the 
AFl, AF2, and AFO phases wil l then be all equal. 
The temp erature dependence of S (spin magnetic moment) has so 
far been i gnored. If the entire material transforms at one Neel 
temperature, then S wi l l be uniform throughout the specimen, regardles s 
of what phase or phases exis t . 
Previous experimental results indicate a range of TN existi ng 
througho ut each sp ecimen as a function of strain, wi th a correspondin g 
variation in S. At low temperatures , Sis almost independent of 
temperatu r e (Fig. 1.3.2) and will be fair l y uniform throughout the 
specimen. At temp eratures approaching a " loca l TN" however, Sand hence 
do will v ry significantly. It is then not possible to say, 
doA FO = doAFl = doAF2 
' 
but rathe r that, 
doA FO doAFl doAF2 (2.1. 18) = = 2 2 2 5AFO 5AF1 5AF2 
Hence the integrat ed neutron intens ity (I a: do) may no longer be us ed t o 
give a direct ind i cation of the rel ative proportion of phases. 
Thus the strain induced spread i n T will make determinat i on 
of phase diagrams difficult, and th e only rel i able information which may 
be obtained relates to the low temp r ature phases and to the commence-
ment and extinction of the AF! phase (obs erved through t he existence uf 
satellit e refl ect i ons). 
Phase diagrams presented in thi s th sis have be en determine<l 
by drawing a smooth curve through the experimental points and graphic -
ally determining the integrated int nsity of the two satelli t es . This 
intensity is then subtracted from the central peak and the remainder 
assumed to result from AFO/AF2 ordering . The ratio of t wice the sum uf 
the satelli t e intensit i es to the total intensity is assumed to be a 
measure of the proport i on of AFl pha e pr 1• sent . 
The AFO and AF2 phases coincide over only a limited 
tempe r a ure range and the r el ative propor l ions of the two phases have 
been es imated so as to giv smooth t rans tions . 
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Computer aralysis of the r sult ~, [Ri tveld, 1969] was not 
attempt d due to the non-re roducibl e exp rimental conditions, the 
irreguL .r shape of t he neut ro n distr i bution and the very large 
statist i cal variation of data. The preci s ion of data was not sufficient 
to justify ana lysis by least squares fitting, though relative integrated 
intensities of peak s could be determi ned graph ically to a reliabili t y of 
about 10% for large intensities in the low temperature region. 
2.1.2 -ray Diffraction 
X-1ay diffraction is quite inef f ecti ve for the observation of 
rnagneti : structure, as x-rays gave no significan t interaction with the 
electro1 sp1 s . It is however a fairly useful means of observing strain 
. . 1n a gi ven stec1men. 
X-1 y beams may be very well collimated, with diffracted peaks 
therefo r e ha\ i. ng widths dep endent not onl y on t he initial beam, but also 
on the lattic e structure. The fairly broad (3 l 0) reflection has been 
used in this thesis to obse rve strain broaden ing of the reflection for a 
variety of s re cimens. 
A (1uanti tat i. ve es timate of strain cou ld not be obtained, as 
the ref l ecte peak width will depend not only on the strain, but also 0n 
such propert ies as grain si ze and pur i ty. Pea~ widths for strained and 
annealed chrcmium hav e been recorded and used i n the experimental 
chapter .- as a qualit a tive guide to th e specimen strain. 
The strong interac tion between x-ray s and the metal latt ice 
causes only the prop ('rties of the specime n sur f ace to be observed. 
Caution must be tak er in analysis to avoi d plac ing to o much emphasis on 
results, as they may not be characteristic of th e bulk specimen. 
2 . 1.3 Previous Exp rimentation 
Neutron diffraction techn ique s have been widely used as a 
means of observing the magneti c struc ture in chromium following the 
early work of Shull & Wilkinson [1953] (S ection 1 .1 ) . 
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Later inv stigations of chromium deal t with the effect of 
perturbations to the lattice, through alloyi ng [llamaguchi et al ., 1965; 
Koehler e t al., 1966; Lebech & Mikke , 1972] and strain [Sabine & Co x , 
1~166; Bacon & Cowl am, 1969]. 
More recen tly , a great deal of interest has been aroused due 
-+ -+ to the ob _ervation of satelli te ref lections at positions 2Q and 3Q 
[Tsunoda E: t al., 19 7 i; Eagen & Werner, 1975; Pynn et al., 1976] as 
this indilates that he magneti c moment distribu tion i s not strictly 
s i mple si1 usoidal, b11t contains higher harmonic s. 
2.2 SPEC JF IC HEAT 
Specific h,, a t measur ement s potentiall y offer a great deal of 
information regardin ~ the magnetic ordering of chromium. In practi ce 
however, measuremen t ; have bee n inadequate until fairly recently, wi th 
l i ttle if 1ny adequa e theoretical explanat i on being provided to explain 
the observ~d entrop i s and latent heats. 
:arly inv tigations of t he temperature variation of specifi 
heat were made by An1 erson [1937] and Armstrong & Grayson-Smith [1950], 
though resolution of any fine structure was not poss ibl e due to the 
general experimental uncertain ty. Low t emperat ure in vestigations 
[Estermann et al., 1· 152 ; Rayne & Kemp, 1956] gave information on the 
electroni c contribut on to the spec ifi c heat of pure chromi um, with 
l ater extension to a l oys of chromium [Cheng et al ., 1960]. 
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InJi cations cf a magnetic orderi ng in chromium led 
inve _t igators to searcl for a A-anomaly as s oc i at ed with t he Neel 
tempt rature. This was ~vent ually reported by Be aumont et al . [196 0]. 
Furth~r evid ence of th l magn etic contribut i on to the electronic speci fic 
heat came from the dis L 1s sion by Shimizu et a l . [1962], who showed a 
widel y varyi ng low tem1 'ratur e coeffici ent of specifi c heat, o. 
The most sur1 ·1s1ng feature of t he obs rved A-anomaly at TN 
was its exce edingly sma 1 si ze. Antiferro nagnet ism assoc i ated with 
local i zed magnetic mom its with sp i n½ wou ld be expected to exhibit an 
entropy change ( corresp 1nding to t he total order + di sorder transi tio1 1) 
of ma gnitude, 
!1S ½R ln 2 :::: 2900 mJ/mole/K , 
where as the value obser ed by Beaumont et al . [1960] 1.,ras only 18 mJ / 
mole/ ~ .. Thi s small ent opy could be accounted for us i ng the s.d.w. 
theory and t l1 erefore ga e added we i ght to that theory . The nature of 
this arly t r ansition a peared to be second order in agreement with 
early theory [Overhaus , 1962]. 
La cer invest i ations revealed the weak first order nature of 
the t ransiti on at TN' h th a very small la t ent he a t and a total entropy 
chang about TN of 29 m / mol e/K [S a lamon e t al., 1969 ; Sze & Meaden, 
1971]. Expl ~nation of he fi rst order nature of t he Neel transition 
(confirmed using other echniques) was a subject of some discussion. 
Theo ersimpl ified Over auser theo r y was amended or r placed [He i niger 
et al., 1965 ; Kimball Falikov, 1968; Nakanash i & ~laki, 1972] to 
accoun t for weak fir s ord er transition. Lack of experi mental 
inform tion regarding t e Fermi surface anJ band s tructure of chromium 
prevents th evolut ion f a comple t ely acc eptable theory, though 
exist ing int erpretation prove parti ally s a tisfac t ory. 
For this pres nt invest i gation, t he importance of t he specific 
heat measurements is in revea ling t he entropy of the order- disorder 
trans ition. Determinat n of th is entropy has pr eviously proven to b 
highl ) unre liable for a number of r easons. Early measurements dealt 
with pecimens of susp t purity an d unknohn i nternal dislocation 
st1ucture, whilst c ' en more recent reports su ffer from un certainty 1n 
de fi ning non- magnet i c contributions to th e specific heat. 
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The tota l specifi c heat arises f rom a number of contributions. 
Th simpl est repre s~ntation of a non-magn etic system will be, 
= yT + C 
~ 
, 
whe r e C is the Dey)e specific hea t and y · is the elec tronic g 
(2.2 . l) 
contribut i on, C . rhe specific heat at Cl)nst ant pressure is then given 
e 
by, 
= (2.2.2) 
where A 1s the Grun 2isen constant. 
An effect ive background specifi ~ heat arising from non-
magnetic effects ma y be calculated using prev i ous measurements to 
est i mate t he Debye t emperature and the variou s co efficients (y,A). 
Web er & Street [197 2] performed such a calcul atio n using the results of 
Clus ius & Franzosin i [1962] to det ermine the background. Their 
cal culated entropy -.: hange was 137 mJ/mole/K. 
The main Jifficulty in performing such a calculation lies 111 
the generally unrel Lable absolute values of measured specific heat, 
coml ined with the uncertainty in es timating the true C and C (as 
g e 
distinct f rom the iJeal theoretica l functions). 
A further entropy determ Lnation by Weber & Street [1972] 
def j ned tl1e backgro nd by a smooth curve interpolated between the low 
tem1 eratur e (260 K) and hi gh temperature (340 K) regions. Such a 
caltulation revealeJ a lower limit to the ent ropy of 70 mJ/mole/K, being 
con iderably less t han that report ed using a theoreti al background. 
Polovov [L974 ] performed a highly precise m asurement of 
spe i fic heat, and 11si ng a theoret ical det ermination f or background (C 
g 
and C ), obtained a1 ntropy value of 121 mJ/mo l /K . e 
The entroi>Y det rminations presented in this thes is will be 
der ived us ing a smo th interpolated background specific heat (F ig. 
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2.2 . l) . Resultant en tropy es t imates may th erefo r e be smaller than the 
act u,ll val ue. This should al l ow fairly rel i able comparisons to be made 
bet\H~n the various sµec 1mens studied, without r ~lying on absolute 
spec fie heat accuracy. 
Clo se inspection of the \-anomaly at T (Fig. 2.2.2) reveals a 
smal l l at ent heat of approximately 1.1 J/mole though with differing 
anomdly shapes for h ating an d cooling cycl es [Polovov, 1974]. No 
hyst eresi s at the transi tion was observed, and t he single crystal N~el 
temp rature was estimated to be 311.4 K. 
Dependence of the transition on increasing strain was eviden t 
through a rise in transi tion temperature as well as through a loss of 
first order character (Section 4.7.5). 
Calorimetri L measur ements by Webe r & St reet [1972] suggeste l 
relaxation effects wh i ch caus ed the data ac cumul a ted immediately belO\' 
TN to vary significan t ly as a function of the thermal history of the 
specimen . Such effects have not been reported in other specific heat 
studies, though they have been observed and discussed by Stebler et a l . 
(1970], f ollow ing a r esistivity invest i gat i on. 
Evid ence of the spin-flip temperature has only been recentl y 
obtained through specifi c heat studies. Early magnetic investigation 
[Street t al., 1968j were used to estimat e an entropy change at TSF Jf 
0.2 mJ/mol e/K, far sm l ler than would be exp ect ed to be observed by 
conventional calorim try . The influence of stra in would quickly broaden 
the trans ition result ing in its effective extinction i n all but the most 
strain free s i ngle cryst al. 
Pol ovov [1 974] reported the fi rs t dir ec t observation of a 
spec ific heat A-anoma l y at TSF (Fig. 2.2.3 ) wit h an entropy change of 
0.57 lllJ/ mole/K. The trans ition , observed on ly f or a s train free, s i ngl 
crys al, occurred at a transition temp rat ure of 124 . 1 K. Hysteres i s 
was observed on heat 1nh and cooling , wi th an e ffec tiv e temperature 
disc rL'pa ncy of 0.5 K, and a trans ition wid th of about 1.0 K. 
A atisfac tory th eoretica l model link i ng the ch r omium band 
stru~t ure and entrop) measurements doe s not ex ist , du e to both the 
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inadequacies of entropy determinations and to the uncertainties 1n the 
exact band structure in chromium. Nevertheless, the various references 
cited in this section present theoretical discussions wh ich offer some 
degree of explanation. 
2.3 ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
Measurement of the anomaly in the electri cal resistivity of 
chromium has long been a means of defining the Neel transition 
temperature. 
Observation of this anomaly predates spin density wave theo ry 
[McLennan & Niven, 1927; Bridgman, 1933; Erfling, 1938], with its 
origin at first assumed to be of a crystallographic nature. 
Since the advent of s.d.w. theory as a means of interpreting 
the magnetic ordering in chromium, resistivity measurements have been 
used to define both the pressure dependence of T [Mitsui & Tomizuka, 
1965], and the variation of TN with alloying [Trego & Mackintosh, 1968; 
Arajs et al ., 1973]. 
The temper ature variation of resistivity (p) 1s shown 1n Fig . 
2.3.l, being represented as, 
p = po + p (T) , (2.3.1) 
where p0 1s the residual resistivity, dependent on purity and strain, 
and p(T) is the temperature dependent resistivity . In chromium, for 
temperatures sufficiently well above TN c~ 400 K for anneal ed chromiun1, 
Fig. 2.3. 2) , p(T) varies linearly with t empera ture following the form 
expected for ideal metals. 
The extr me high temperature res is t ivity has been determined 
by Anderson et al. [1970] with an eventual deviation from linearity 
occurring at about 1000 K. 
Magnetic contributions to the resistivity become significant 
as the temperature is lowered through T and it is therefore in the se 
low temperature regions that interest 1s directed. 
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The conductiv i ty (a= 1/ p) for a cubic material such as 
chromium is given by Stebler [1970] as, 
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(2 . 3 . 2) 
where v is the group velocity of electrons at the Fermi surface SF' and 
Tis the relaxation t ime , determined by the scattering of the charge 
carriers. 
The relaxation time will be given by, 
1 
T 
= 
1 1 
-+ - + 
T 1 . 
r 1 
1 
1 
m 
(2.3. 3) 
where T. represents scattering by impurities, 1 scattering by phonon ~, 
i r 
and T , scattering due to magnetic ordering. For the non-magnetic cas , m 
Ti accounts for p0 (eqn 2.3.1) whilst Tr accounts for the normal linea r 
temperature dependence, p(T). 
For chromium, the Fermi surface exhibits gaps below TN caus ing 
the spin density waves which -contribute a relaxation T to o . The 
m 
effect of the gap is to decrease the effective number of charge carriers, 
and hence cause a small increase in resistivity immediately below TN. 
This rise of about 4% is not discontinuous at any point (for all 
specimens reported to date) though this may be due to some residual 
strain broadening in even the most well anneal ed specimen. 
A more detailed theoretical account of the resistivity 
dependence on energy gaps is present ed by Miwa [1963]. (This discussion, 
directed towards rare earth metals, is applicable to the chromium 
system.) 
Obviously th extent of magnetic scattering of th e carriers 
-+ 
will depend on the ori ntation of the s.d.w. Q vector with respect to 
-+ 
the current density di rection J. Measurements on a single crystal by 
Muir & Strom-Olsen [1971) reveal the differing size of the Neel 
-+ transition anomaly for different relat ive orientations of J and Q (Fig 
2.3.3), confirming the expected anisotropic natur of the rermi surfac ' . 
Structural d tails of the anomaly have bee n di scussed . Th e 
charac t eristic shape of Fig . 2 . 3 . 3 seems well st ab l ishcd . Curr ent 
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measurements on high puri ty, well annealed , single and polycrystalline 
specimens support this shape . Earlier measurements [Sabine & Svenson, 
1968; Meaden & Sze , 1969] , however , indicated addi t io na l fine structure 
in the anomaly belO\v T , though no explanation of this ha s been 
presented, and it \vOuld seem to be due to th e µarticular experimental 
conditions. 
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Fig. 2.3.3. Neel temperature anomaly by Muir & Strom-Olsen [1971] for 
various relative orientations of wavevector and current density. 
Discussions of the resistivity transition have been present ·d 
in which a second order character is assumed, and hence critical 
exponents were determined [Akiba & Mitsui, 1972]. A discus sion of thl'S L· 
critical spin fluctuations is given by Parks [1971]. Interpretation uf 
the transition in terms of critical fluctu a tions is considered 
unrealistic by Muir & Strom-Olsen [1971] in view of the firs t order 
nature of the transition, and an expected rise in resistivity above T~ 
which should result from this model. 
Muir & Strom-Olsen [1971] further i ndicat that the B.C.S. 
model of superconductivity, which predicts a critical exponent of½, 
compares favourably with the experimental value below TN of 0 .58. 
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Resistivity meas urements immediately above TN follow a 
dependence uncharact erist ic of a magneticall y disordered metal (Fig. 
2.3.1, Fig. 2.3.2 ) . The r esistivity does not become l in ear immediately 
above TN as might be expec t ed, but gradually approaches the hi gh 
temperature curve. The t emperature at which the l i nearity i s eventually 
commenced is lowe r ed on reduc t i on of specimen st r ain , t hough even a 
thoroughly annealed sample is non-linear up to 380 K. Apart from the 
obvious s train dependence, no explanat i on of t his effec t exists . A s t uJy 
of short range order and critical phenomena mi ght provide an explanat ion . 
The size and position of the transition has been shown to 
depend on both alloying and on strain. Random strain due to 
dislocations causes the transition to be well spread [DeMorton, 1958), 
with an effective decrease in the size of the anomal y at 311 K. This 
strain-induced decrease in the anomaly will be discussed further 1n 
Chapter 4, whilst the transition temperature of alloys will be defined 
from the anomaly position (Chapter 5). 
Interest has been devoted to a discussion of the Neel 
transition anomaly, whilst discussion of the possib i lity of an anomaly 
in the vicinity of the spin-flip temperature has not been attempted. 
The weak first order spin-flip transition was for long either ignored or 
not detected i n r esis t ivity s tud ies . The ent ropy change a t TSF i s about 
two order s of magn i tude sma ll er th an that a t TN ' sugges t i ng t ha t any 
re s ist i vi t y ano ma l y would be exceed i ngl y difficult to r esolve . 
Observation of the transition using resi s tivity techniques was 
first reported by Matsumoto et al. [1969) wi th furth er reports followi ng 
quickly [Arajs, 1969; Meaden et al., 1969). The transition was 
observed as a change of gradi ent of the temp er ature deriva tive of 
resistivity which was reported at a variety of temperatures between 
115 Kand 122 K. The change was only very sl i ght however, and could nut 
be clearly distinguished beyond experimental error . leasurement s under -
tak en fo r t his project could not resolve any fine structure at TSF ' A 
r ecent s t uJy by Muir & St rom- Olsen [1971] on a single crystal repor t ed 
no anomalou variation in this region and they suggested tl1at specimen 
strai n could have accoun t ed fo r the earlier observation of the 
t ransi t ion. For t his i nvestigation , no details of the resistivity in 
th e vicinity of t he spi n-f l ip t ransiti on are pr esent ed. 
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2. 4 ELASTIC MEASUREMENTS 
2.4.1 Young's Modulus Measurements 
Measurement of the elastic properties of chromium provides a 
fairly sensitive means of observing the magnetic transitions. The 
experimental l y simplest measurement for polycrystalline chromium is 
Young's modulus, with accompanying logarithmic decrement (Munday, 1968]. 
This measurement is performed by propagating a strain wave 
along a speci men with the wavelength and specimen length matched to give 
a resonance according to, 
2l f 
V 
= n ' (2.4.1) 
where l is the specimen length, v 1s the velocity, f is the frequency, 
and n 1s a positive integer. The velocity determined from eqn (2.4.1) 
may be used to calculate the Young's modulus for longitudinal waves, 
such that, 
E = pv2 = , (2.4. 2) 
where p 1s the sample density. 
The specimen cross sect ion must be smal 1 \\1i th respect to the 
wavelength in order to make dispersion losse s negligible . 
Propagation of the wave is achieved by attaching the specimen 
to a quartz transducer, which is excited by an electric signal 
(Chapter 3). 
Resonance 1s determined from observation of the current 
passing through the electrical connections to t he transducer. The 
frequency dependence of the current may be analysed in terms of the 
equivalent ircuit for the sys t em [Munday , 1968) . The current varies 
through closely spaced maxima and m1n1ma at frequencies f 1 and f 2 
respectively. The resonant frequency f 1s then 
0 
= (2.4.3) 
where I 1 and I 2 are respectively the current maxima and minima. 
The resonant frequency i s of t he composite os c i l la t or, 
compri sing transdu cer, specimen, and bonding ma t eria l. Assumi ng that 
the bond contri but i on is negl ig i ble , and th a t t he spec imen and 
transducer cross s ect i ons a r e wel l match ed, t l1en t he s pec i men r esonant 
frequency, f , may be det erm i ned f rom, 
s 
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nf 0 nf 0 m f tan f + m f tan f 
s s s q q q = 0 , (2.4.-l) 
where f q is the transducer resonant frequency, m the specimen mass, and s 
the transducer mass. m q Calculating the frequency, f, from eqn (2.4.-l) s 
and substituting this into eqn (2.4.2) gives the Young's modulus at a 
particular temperature. 
It is also possible to determine the specimen dissipative 
losses by as suming that such losses are attributable only to the 
specimen. This gives a logarithmic decrement of, 
0 TT = = Q (2.4.5) 
The above equations and discussion pertain to el asticity measurements 
using a continuous longitudinal strain wave with temperature drifting 
slowly. 
Other techniques lso exist for Young's modulus measurement, 
the most successful being the pulse technique. The use of pulses of 
high frequency waves has a slight drawback in that absolute values may 
be uncertain due to closely spaced resonances, and the resultant 
difficulty 1n defining the fundamental resonance. A great deal of 
literature 1s devoted to the study of these pulse techniques [ lcSki min , 
1961]. 
2.4.2 Prev i ous Experimentation 
Elasticity measurements on chromium have been reported over a 
period of many years. Earl y r esults wer e ob t ained by Fi ne e t al . 
[1951], in which an annealed powd rand an electroformcd sample were 
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studied. The first observation was of great significance as it revealed 
not only the anomaly at 311 K but also an apparent transition at 120 K. 
In the light of later results, it would appear that both specimens 
studied contained an appreciable degree of strain, though not 
sufficiently great to completely obscure the spin-flip transition. The 
importance of the transitions in relation to the magnetic ordering was 
not realized at that time, though these early data lay the foundation 
for later discussions. 
Additional studies of elastic properties were made by De~lorton 
[1961, 1963], with later measurement of the Youn g 's modulus for strain~d 
and annealed chromium by Street [1963]. Sharp anomalies at 311 Kand 
120 K were confirmed, with the annealed specimen r vealing large 
discontinuities at the transition temperatures. The result s were 
interpreted using spin density wave theory. The large discontinuities 
observed for annealed specimens (Fig. 2.6.1, Fig. 2.6.2) disappear when 
the specimen is strained, and this is interpreted in terms of magnetic 
domains [Munday, 1968]. 
Various polarization domains are energetically identical in an 
unstrained material, allowing for easy oscillation of domain size and 
polarization direction. Application of stress in a given direction acts 
to lock the domains in a preferred polarization, thereby removing the 
freedom to oscillate in the AFl phase. Hence an abrupt change in the 
form of the spin-flip anomaly is observed for even small degrees of 
specimen strain, as the domains in the AFl and AF2 phases are both 
effectively fixed. 
An int nsive study of elastic properties was carried out by 
Munday [1968] and Munday et al. (1965], in which the effect of strain 
and magnetic fields was investigated. Various conclusions were drawn 
relating to domains and preferred s.d.w. alignment [Street et al., 
1968]. 
Since that work, the elastic properties of chromium have bee11 
fairly well understood, and only a limited amount of further research 
has been carried out [Palmer & Lee, 1971]. 
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2.5 OTHER TECHNIQUES 
The various propert i es of chromium discussed in this chapter 
have all been observed in thi s investigation in order to understand the 
perturbed magnetic structure of chromium. There are however, a number 
of other equally useful techn iques not employed here, though widely 
quoted in the literature. 
The most useful of these is Mossbauer spectroscopy, though few 
reports exist relating to chromium. Two papers which have reported 
results of interest have studied tin dissolved in chromium to observe 
the hyperfine field at the atomic sites. 
Street & Window (1966] investigated strained and annealed 
chromium, distinguishing the various magnetic phases from the shapes of 
the spectra resulting from Zeeman splitting (Fig. 2 .5.1). The single 
peak r presenting the paramagnetic phase undergoes an abrupt broadening 
at TN to the widely spread peak, characteristic of the s.d.w. structur . . 
The Nee l transition was seen to be first order, though no information 
was obtainable regarding the spin-flip transition. 
A more recent invest i gation by Wi ndow (1 970] , dissolving tin 
and go l d alternatively as sources in the chromium matrix, gave spectra 
for heavily crushed powder at various temperatures . The perturbed 
structure observed by Bacon & Cowlam (1969] was apparent, though certain 
minor changes to the exact form of the magnetic phase diagram were 
suggested. Existence of a weak AF-+ P transition about 311 K was 
assumed, whilst a decreasing proportion of the specimen remained ordered 
up to 500 K. 
The main defect of the Mossbauer technique as a means of 
studying sp in density waves is i ts insensitivity to the change between 
the AFl and AF2 phase. 
Further usefu l information may be obtained through measurement 
of magnetic susceptibility. The most detailed set of results for th is 
comes from ~lunday et al. (1964] and Pepper [1966] wh o studied the 
susceptibility of strai ned and annealed chromium in various magnetic 
fields. The susceptibility showed a cusp at 311 K wi th a discontinuity 
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Fig. 2.5.3. Thermal expansion of 
chromium [White, 1961]. 
at TSF for recrystallized chromium (Fig. 2.5.2). The magnitude of the 
susceptibility is consistent with Pauli paramagnetism, supporting the 
concept of no localized magnetic moments and reinforcing the itinerant 
nature of this antiferrogmagnetism model. 
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Anisotropy of the susceptibility has been observed and 
supports the s.d.w. model of magnetic ordering (Steinitz et al., 1972]. 
Further studies of chromium have employed thermal expansion 
as a means of observing changes of magnetic ordering. An anomaly 
similar to that for resistivity 1s observed (Fig. 2.5.3). 
Various measurements of lattice constant and thermal expansion 
[Lee & Asgar, 1969; Stebler et al., 1970] have revealed a c}1anging 
atomic structure on passing through TSF and TN. The cubic structure 
above TN is converted to orthorhombic below, with correspondingly 
different lattice parameters in each direction (for a single domain 
structure). The orthorhombic structure results from the difference 
-+ 
between the Q direction, the polarization direction and the third axis. 
-+ 
Below TSF' the Q vector and polarization vector are aligned, whilst the 
two transverse directions are indistinguishable from each other, 
resulting in a tetragonal structure. 
A variety of other properties such as Hall coefficient (Furuya, 
1976], magnetostriction [Lee & Asgar, 1969], and thermo-electric power 
[Edwards, 1963], have been used as an aid to the understanding of spin 
density waves in chromium. None of these, however, add any further 
information beyond that already discussed to date. 
Some electron microscopy (McLaren, 1964] has provided useful 
information regarding the dislocation structure of chromium, whilst 
magnetic domains have been observed by x-ray investigation (Hosoya & 
Ando, 1971]. 
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CHAPTER 3 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
3.1 RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENT 
Electrical resistivity measurements were undertaken over a 
wide temperature range, in order to observe possible transitions at the 
Neel temperature (311 K), the spin-flip temperature (123 K) and at 450 K. 
The wide temperature range necessitated the design of a cryostat capable 
of operating ove r a temperature range from below 100 K to around 500 K. 
Such a cryostat (Fig. 3.1.1) was constructed, allowing both 
continuous heating and cooling of the specimen between 77 Kand 500 K. 
The maximum temperature of the cryostat was actually limited by the 
specimen contact properties, with the cryostat itself being capable of 
ranging to much higher temperatures. 
The out er chamber, K, was evacuated in order to thermally 
insulate the inner nitrogen tank. Within the nitrogen tank is a chamber, 
L, which is connected to either the vacuum line or the gaseous helium 
line. The copper chamb r wall ensures good thermal contact with the 
nitrogen. The chamber is filled with helium exchange gas during pre-
cooling of the spec imen . Evacuation of this chamber thermally insulated 
the specimen chamber, M, from the liquid nitrogen, allowing the specimen 
to be heated via the nichrome wire heater, D, hence achieving the 
desired higher temperatures. 
The specimen was mounted on a baseplate, N, 1n a chamber, M, 
filled with helium gas. Th is region was sealed by an outer can, with d 
gold seal, S4 • The entire specimen container could be removed from 
above by breaking the vacuum seal, S2 • Access to the specimen could be 
obtained through disconnecting the heater wire at t he connector, H, an 
Helium 
<J~-
Vacuum 
Line 
R 
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Fig. 3.1.1. Resistivity 
cryostat (not to scale). 
Liquid Nitrogen 
breaking the gold vacuum seal, S 4 • The specimen was suspended in the 
region, C, with support given through the electrical connections. 
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Temperature was measured by two copper-constantan thermo-
couples, one being attached to the specimen surrounds, N, and the other 
to the specimen itself. Thermocouple wires were led out of the cryostat 
at the feedthrough, A, and referenced with respect to ice water. Four 
electrical leads from the specimen were threaded through the central 
tube to the top connection pins, A. 
The control system for the measurements is shown in Fig. 3.1 . 2. 
A 30 ohm heater was operated from a power supply (30 volts, 1 amp, 
maximum) which in turn was controlled by a slow sweep generator. The 
generator allowed the heater current to be stepped at a pre-determined 
rate between two limiting values. The heat leaks from the specimen were 
comparatively small and hence the rate of temperature increase was 
determined by the power input and the specific heat of the specimen 
chamber. The increase of power input was designed primarily to take 
account of the changing specific heat. At an input power of 
approximately 3 milliwatts a very slow heating rate of 0.01 K/min from 
O °C was achieved. 
Because of the relatively low power inputs, temperature 
stability was not good, and a drift of at least ±2 K/hour occurred 
without manual heater adjustment. 
Specimen removal and replacement took only about 60 minutes. 
A further 15 minutes was needed to reach a pressure suitable for filling 
with liquid nitrogen. The cool-down time depended on the pressure in 
chamber E, with rapid cooling (77 Kin 10 minutes) achieved using 
exchange gas in the chamber. 
Resistivity measurement required a constant current through 
the outer specimen terminals, and this was obtained through the constant 
current power supply which gave a current stability (< 1 part in 10 4 p~r 
24 hours) for currents up to 1 amp. 
The voltage between the inner specimen terminals was measureJ 
using a precision Keithley Nanovoltmeter to amplify the normally small 
signals. The amplified signal was then directed to the data logger. 
SLOW SWEEP 
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HEATER 
,_.---< POWER SUPPLY 
H 
•••• 
r-;; ~ ~ r ... :_;_r._ _____ ~..-j 
I s I 
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CURRENT 
SUPPLY I .__.,_~~ 1 __ 
AMPLIFIER~-~~ 
DATA LOGGER 
VIDEO 
TERMINAL 
TO COMPUTER 
DIGITAL 
VOLTMETER 
1---~ TAPE DECK 
Fig. 3.1.2. Electronic control of resistivity measurements. 
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The data logger accepted four input voltages, measuring each 
in any controlled sequence through a digital voltmeter. The input 
voltages were: 
(1) Amplified signal from inner specimen potential leads; 
(2) The specimen thermocouple voltage; 
(3) The specimen surrounds thermocouple; and 
(4) The voltage from a standard resistor 1n series with the 
constant current supply. 
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The specimen thermocouple ((2) above) was measured at the 
start and end of each measuring sequence. Voltage and current ((4) 
above) measurements were recorded for currents in both the forward an! 
reverse directions. Later averaging corrected for thermal voltages 
which were generally significant. The extra thermocouple ((3) above) 
was monitored during each measuring sequence to ensure that therma l 
gradients within the specimen chamber did not become intolerably large. 
The sequence of measurements was taken automatically at a pr -
determined rate. Voltages were recorded on a video display unit which 
could be either operated as a local unit, or as a terminal for the DE 
10 computer (Research School of Physical Sciences, A.N.U.). Results 
could also be continuously recorded on a Tape Deck and later directed to 
the computer for analysis. 
A computer program was written (Appendix A2) which calculated 
temperature from the thermocouple voltages using a polynomial fit. Th e 
temperature range was divided into three regions with appropriate 
polynomial coefficients obtained for each region. Using this method, 
temperature could be determined to an accuracy equal to the thermocouple 
calibration (~ 0.1 K). 
The computer program also calculated resistivity, averaging 
values for forward and reverse current, and performed a numerical 
differentiation to obtain the first temperature derivative of 
resistivity. Facilities were available to plot the results thus 
obtained, though generally, selective manual plotting was more 
convenient. 
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Resistivity measurements were divided into two categories, the 
first being a measurement over the entire a~ailable temperature range, 
and the second being an observation of the Neel temperature anomaly. 
,tcasurements over the entire temperature range were carried out at a 
heating rate of "v 0.4 K/min with the specimen-surrounding thermal 
differential of no more than 1 K. Measurements of the Neel anomaly were 
generally carried out at a heating rate of~ 0.1 K/min with the 
specimen-surroundings thermal differential reduced to~ 0.1 K. 
There were difficulties encountered in attaching electrical 
leads to the chromium and chromium-based alloys. Solder adhered only 
with difficulty to chromium, though an extra high temperature soft 
solder was used with some success. Pressure contacts could not be used 
over any reasonably wide temperature range, primarily due to the 
unsuitability of the required insulating materials. The most successful 
solution was to wrap wires firmly about the specimen to provide reason-
able mechanical contact, and then bond them with silver conducting epoxy. 
This form of attachment proved most reliable, though it made estimation 
of the absolute resistivity uncertain due to the spread of the contacts, 
and the uncertainty in their separation. 
The measurement of the resistivity of crushed powders 
presented some initial difficulty, and unsuccessful attempts were made 
to employ an eddy-current method [Bean et al., 1959]. The final 
solution was to embed platinum wires in the pressed powder (the details 
to be described in Chapter 4) and resort to the conventional four 
terminal method. The resistivity of all desired specimens could thus be 
determined to an accuracy of< 1 in 10 4 (relative accuracy) over a 
temperature range from 77 K to 500 K. 
3.2 SPECIFIC HEAT MEASUREMENT 
All specific heat measurements recorded in this thesis were 
obtained using the facilities available at the Physics Department, 
Monash University. The calorimeter and temperature control system was 
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originally designed and constructed by R. Easton [Easton & Weber, 1971] 
whilst the measuring apparatus and specimen containers were designed and 
constructed for this research program. 
The ca lorimeter itself (Fig. 3.2.1) operated on the simple 
principle of havi ng a specimen as far as possible isolated from the 
surroundings, and recording its temperature change as a function of heat 
input. 
In practice, it proves somewhat difficult to isolate the 
specimen completely from its surroundings. The three forms of heat 
transfer which must be eliminated, or at least reduced as far as 
possible, are convection, conduction, and radiation. 
Convection is eliminated by encasing the sample in an 
evacuated chamber. The other forms of heat transfer cause problems 111 
different temperature regions (Table 3.2.1). 
Temperature 
Heat flow - radiation 
Heat flow - conduction 
Table 3.2.1 
5 K 
2,9XlQ-S 
1.5 
SOK 
2.9 X 10- 2 
4.0 
300 K 
6.2 
2.0 
700 K 
74.2 
2.0 
Heat flow in milliwatt/sec. Results taken from Easton & Weber [1971] 
for heat leak along ten copper wires (0.007" diam.) connecting an 
enclosed body across a 1.0 K temperature difference. 
The conduction problem remains significant at all temperatures, 
and may be decreased by reducing the links between the specimen, A, and 
the surrounding container. The leak is further decreased by anchoring 
the wires to a heat sink, H2 , and maintaining a zero thermal differential 
between sample and the sink. The sample is suspended by light stainless 
steel wires and very fine copper wires were used for electrical leads. 
The radiation problem 1s less easily solved, and becomes 
significantly large above about 300 K, accounting for the unreliable 
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Fig . 3 . 2.1. Specific heat cryostat (no t to scale). 
so 
absolute specific heat values at high temperatures. Once again, this 
heat loss is best reduced by maintaining the shield surrounding the 
specimen at a temp erature very close to that of the specimen itself. A 
typical heat input to the specimen would be about 20 mwatt with a 
desirabl e accuracy of 0.1%. This required the random heat losses to be 
reduced to below 2 x 10- 2 mwatt, requiring that the temperature gradient 
between specimen and shield had to be kept to no more than a few milli-
degrees, a condition which wa s almost impossible to achieve at 
temperatures above 450 K. 
The temperature control system is shown 1n Fig. 3.2.4. 
Temperature difference between specimen and inner heat shield, G, was 
monitored using a null detector on a copper-constantan thermopile, with 
the out-of-balance voltage directed to a heater control unit. This unit 
directed power to the shield heaters, K2 and K3 , as required to maintain 
a zero thermal differential. The differential was maintained to withi11 
±2 millidegrees. The shield, a double walled container , cut from solid 
copper and well annealed, is ciS Sumed to h~ve negligible thermal 
gradients, and a thermocouple running the length of the shield revealed 
a gradient of about 5 millidegrees above room temperature. 
Greater temperature stability of the shield was obtained by 
placing a second shield about the inner one with a thermal differential 
between the two maintained at about 2 K. This thermal differential was 
controlled using a null detector to monitor a copper-constantan thermo -
couple. The detector operated a heater control unit which added power 
as required to the outer shield heater, K1 • This thick walled copper 
container was supplied with the bulk of its power from a large power 
supply. 
A vacuum jacket surrounded the entire arrangement. A pressure 
of better than 10- 5 torr was obtained before experimentation was 
commenced. 
All elec rical leads were "heat sunk" on copper blocks H1 anJ 
H2 to ensure good thermal equilibrium with the respective shields. 
Wires could be disconnected by a screw arrangement at stainless steel 
plates B1 and B2 , thus allowing removal of the shields for access to 
the specimen. 
.·.·. -~· i.-...--- F 
E ------t::0:/·-: · )/ H 
·.·. . -:-:-: 
C G 
Fig . 3.2.2. Specimen container for specific heat 
measurement of powders. 
G 
B 
E 
C 
H 
Fig. 3.2.3. Specimen container for specific heat 
measurements of solid specimens. 
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Fig. 3.2.4. Shield control system for specific heat measurement. 
To prevent radiative heat los s es out of the central tube, 
radiation baffles, C1 and C2 , were incl ud ed. 
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With the control sy s tem operating, the specimen could be 
assumed fairly isolated, and thus heat could be continuously applied to 
the specimen. (Fig. 3.2.5 describes the heating and measuring 
circuitry.) A constant current power unit supplied the heater, with 
typical power inputs being up to 20 mwat t. A platinum resistance 
thermometer sensed the specimen temperat ure. Voltage to the heater and 
current (as determined from a standard resistor) were monitored using a 
data logger (described in Section 3.1). Voltage and current from the 
platinum resistor were directed to separ ate potentiometers and the out -
of-balance voltage recorded by the data logger. 
Data was collected and stored on computer paper punch tape. 
This tape could later be processed through the computer to analyse 
results. The potentiometer measuring the platinum resistor voltage was 
continually reset to balance, with a maximum drift of about 10% of the 
absolute value. An out-of-balance of no more than this amount provided 
an accurate measurement, as could be checked by continual rebalancing. 
A computer program analysed the results, determining 
temperature at intervals pre-determined by the data logger, as well as 
measuring the heat input. Thus the aver age specific heat over the time 
interval could be determined and plotted as a function of temperature. 
The program also took into account the small self-heating effect of the 
platinum resistor. 
The t i me interval, and hence temperature interval, could be 
set at any value , though accuracy was clearly sacrificed when using 
short intervals, as measuring inaccuracy and random thermal losses 
became significant. Conversely, prolonged intervals removed the 
possibility of observing sharp transitions. An optimum interval was 
found to be between 0.2 Kand 0.5 K, wh ere greater accuracy could be 
obtained by averaging values (in region s of less significance). 
Separate specimen holders wer e produced for powder and solid 
specimens respe tively. The powder holder (Fig. 3.2.2) consisted of a 
thin walled, hi gh ly poli ·hed copper container, H, with a small 
I 
CO STANT 
CURRENT 
HEATER 
CONTROL 
UNIT 
I 
DI GITAL 
VOLTMETER 
2 
1 s _AM_P_L_E .. ,-----i___. DATA 
LOGGER 
L POT. l 
CONSTANT 
CURRENT 
SUPPLY 
~--
POT. 2 
3 
TELETYPE 
Fig. 3.2.5. Electronics for _pecific heat measurement. 
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protruding tube, C, forming the only outlet. Powder w s poured into the 
tube (while in the glove bag containing a helium atmos phere), and the 
tube was then sealed using Stycast high temp erature bonding cement, G. 
Heater wiring, A, was added to the outside of the container and attached 
using Al 2 O3 powder. The platinum resistance thermomet er, F, was placed 
in a tight fitting tube, centrally located, with a small amount of 
grease added for thermal contact. The leads from the p latinum resistor 
were "heat sunk", B, around the container. The fine powder, E, relied 
on the enclosed helium exchange gas to provide good thermal contact. 
The entire container was suspended with light stainless steel wires from 
three hooks, D. 
For solid specimens a different arrangement 1vas required. 
Fig . 3.2.3 shows the container used. The s o lid rod, F, 1vas mounted 1n 
an inner tube with thermal contact to the s i des provid ed by a quick 
setting rubber bond, G. The platinum resistor, H, was mounted in a 
central tube, with grease providing thermal contact. An outer, close 
fitting container was placed over the inner tube with grease again 
providing good contact. Heater wire, A, and platinum resistor leads, B, 
were wrapped to the outer container with Al 2 O3 powder giving adhesion. 
No exchange gas was used and the inner parts of the holder were open t o 
the vacuum line. 
Experiments were performed on both containers without 
specimens 1n order to determine their specific heats as a function of 
temperature. These "background" curves could then be used during later 
experiments to determine absolute specimen specific heat. 
Measurements normally proceeded at between 0.1 K/minute and 
0.2 K/minute with a measur i ng interval of about 0.3 Kand an accuracy of 
at best ±0.5%. Absolute accuracy of specific heat values depended 
heavily on the reliability of background determinations and the 
reproducibility of experimental conditions. Final accuracy was only 
about 5%. 
The calorimeter r equired up to 6 hours to dismantle and 
reassemble, with a further 12 hours pumping and cooling down time. This 
did not facilitate rapid cycling of the exp eriments. 
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3.3 YOUNG'S MODULUS MEASUREMENT 
Young' s modulus measurements have proved to be a very useful 
means of observi ng magnetic phase transitions in chromium and its 
alloys. The sensi tiv i ty of these elastic properties to changes in the 
ordering gives r i se to large, easily observa ble di scontinuities, at both 
the spin-flip and Neel temperatures. 
The cryostat for these measurement s was of a type similar to 
that used in many previous investigations (Fig. 3.3.1). The specimen 
chamber, m, was surrounded by a copper rod, e, which was immersed 1n 
liquid nitrogen. The rod was broken and a heat leak, f, a series of 
removable copper strips, was interposed. A heater wire, d, was wrapp d 
around the copper block. 
The specimen tube, b, normally contained helium exchange ga ~. 
The outer vacuum jacket, c, was evacuated to a pressure of at least l U- 4 
torr in order to minimize heat leaks by convection. The limiting 
temperatures of the cryostat were controlled by adjustment of the vacLium 
and copper heat leak. The heater operated at powers up to about 30 Wdtt, 
and provided a temperature range from 100 K up to 400 K. Balance of 
heater input and heat leak to the nitrogen allows a steady temperatur e 
to be produced, though in practice, such a steady state is only obtain-
able with continual manual adjustment of the heater. 
The specimen, a thin rectangular rod normally 2 mm x 1 mm cross 
section, was bonded to a quartz transducer of matching cross section 
using Araldite epoxy resin. The transducer was fitted with two 
symmetric pivots, p, formed to the appropriate shape from silver 
conducting epoxy. These were fitted into appropriate slots, n, at the 
base of long stainless steel tubes. 
Electrical signals were transmitted along wires running within 
the tubes and through the pivots to the gold plated faces of the quart z . 
The high frequency signal from a frequency synthesizer was matched to 
the resonant frequency of the combined quartz-specimen oscillator (Fi
0
• 
3.3.2). The quart z transducers were X-cut, with frequencies ranging 
from 55 kHz to 120 kHz (though most measurements were performed using a 
<}--~~---I 
V CUUM LINE 
<]--~-~ g 
g 
( b) 
( a) k 
e 
Fig. 3 . 3 . 1 . Young ' s modulus cryostat (a) with specimen 
holding arrangement (b) . 
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transducer frequency of 85 kHz). Though the specimen rods were chosen 
to have frequencies close to that of the transducer (by appropriate 
choice of specimen length), some systems oscil lated at frequencies up to 
5% away from the transducer frequency . This r sulted in a considerable 
decrease in the c larity of the re sonanc e . 
The current through the cryst a l 1s d i rected through a 1 Kohm 
resis to r to earth and the voltage acros s t he r esistor used as a measure 
of current. 
FREQUENCY 
SYNTHESIZER 
------, I - ._ I COMP OSITE 
I -~ I OSCILLATOR 
__ , __ ... 
FREQUENCY 
METER 
1 KD VOLTMETE R 
Fig . 3 . 3.2 . Electronic system for measurement of Young ' s modulus. 
A copper-constant an thermocoup le was at t ached to th e specimen 
using G.E . varnish and the voltage monitored using a digital voltmeter . 
The resonance was detected as a current maximum fol lowed 
closely in frequency by a current minimum. From measurement of current 
and frequency, a resonant frequency can be determi ned as a function of 
temperature [Mund ay , 1968] . By taking in to account th e resonant 
frequency of the quartz alone, the reson ant frequency, and hence Young's 
modulus of the specimen, was obtained . An additional Jliece of 
information which can be obtained fr om the measurements is the 
Logarithmic Decrement (Sect i on 2.4.1). 
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A computer program 1vas prepared (Appendi A3) wh ich used a 
least squares polynomial appr1)ximation to det ermine the transducer 
resonant frequency a t a given temperature. The specimen t emperature was 
pre-det ermined from a pol ynom Lal fitting procedure. The data was 
analysed using this l rogram , md a print-out of temperature , logarithmic 
decrement, and Young ' s modulu ~, obtained . 
Absolute a l·curacy of the Young's modulus values was limited to 
about 2%, due to unc(·rtaintie - in specimen mass and density. Relative 
accuracy was much be t ter however, being reliable to better than 0.1%. 
Measurements were ta~en for very slowly increasing temperature, such 
that a static s i tuat j on was a proximated. 
The arrang u nent all owed for fairly sp eedy specimen change and 
cool down. 
3.4 DIFFRACTION EXPER IMENTS 
3.4.1 Neutron Diffraction 
The most powerful means of observation of the magnetic 
ordering in a materia l such a s chromium comes from neutron diffraction 
data. 
All neutron investi gations were carried out at the Australian 
Atomic Energy Commis _ion res earch establishment at Lucas Heights, using 
the III FAR reactor . On ly powder techn ique s were u ed, as interes t 
generally lay i n heavily distorted, and hence polycrystalline, material s. 
0 The measurement s wer e carried out using a neutron wavelength of 1.082 A. 
Specimens (being cy linders of diameter 0 .5" and length 1.5") 
were mount ed in th in 1valled a luminium cans , and suspended from the end 
of a long stain le ss s teel tube . A small heat er wire 1vas attached to a 
copper block i~nediate ly above the specimen. copper-const antan 
thermocouple wa s useJ to mon i tor th e temoeratL1re at th e hase of the 
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specimen container. The specimen "tail" was mounted inside a helium gas 
filled chamber which was in contact with a cooling chamber above the 
specimen. 
coolant. 
Either liquid helium, or liquid nitrogen, could be used as a 
Temperatures up to 100 °C could be obtained using the heater. 
The cryostat allowed very simple specimen change, with 
negligible time loss at fixed coolant temperatures, though manual 
temperature control and large thermal mass of the system resulted in a 
large time involved in attaining a steady temperature state. 
The neutron beam was well collimated, of cross section 
0.5" x 1. 75". The detecting arm was of variable length up to about 2 
metres, with the detecting slit set to match the normal beam width. 
Angular resolution was quite good. Peaks separated by about 0.8° in 28 
were resolvable. 
In order to obtain temperatures greater than 100 °C, a furnace 
had to be utilized. This furnace operated on the principle of wedging 
the specimen between two thermally massive cement blocks, each 
containing heating elements. Power was supplied with the aid of a 
variac, and the temperature monitored by a chrome-alumel thermocouple. 
With both cryostat and furnace, the temperature could be 
controlled to within ±2 K for up to 24 hours. 
Measurements were recorded by automatic typewriter, with the 
counting arm "stepping" at a pre-determined rate. Analysis and 
averaging were performed manually with background runs undertaken and 
accounted for. Eight consecutive readings were taken at each angular 
setting, and these averaged before plotting. A smoothing function was 
applied to the results \vhereby each experimental point is averaged with 
the preceding and following points. The "satellite" points are given 
half weighting. Results deviating by more than two standard deviations 
were eliminated from calculation and plotting. 
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3.4.2 X-ray Diffraction 
X-ray diffraction was performed using the diffractometer at 
the Physics Department, Monash University. All measurements were under-
taken at room temperature, with the x-ray beam impinging on a flat 
surface of the rotating specimen. The sensing arm moved at a pre-
determined rate, with x-ray diffracted intensity being recorded 
automatically on a chart recorder. Final results were obtained by 
drawing a smooth curve through the "noisy" chart recording. 
CHAPTER 4 
STRAIN AND MAGNETIC ORDERING 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The magnetic structure of chromium has proved to be highly 
unstable with respect to various perturbing influences. Of these, 
stress - both internal and external - has been shown to cause 
significant alterations to the spin density wave structure. 
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The problem of internal stress resulting from th e presence of 
dislocations within a specimen has led to many apparently conflicting 
results in the past. In order to ascertain the exact rol e which 
dislocations play in the ordered structure, Bacon & Cowlam [1969] und er-
took a neutron diffraction investigation on strained and annealed 
chromium. Their magnetic phase diagram for heavil y distorted powder 
chromium (Fig. 4.1.1) contrasts most significantly with that obtained 
for unstrained chromium (Fig. 1.3.1). 
Features observed were the high Neel transition temperature 
(450 K) as well as the existence of a commensurate simple AFO structure. 
The AF2 phase existed in only part of the specimen, though within thes e 
regions, it extended to above the spin-flip temperature of unstrained 
chromium. 
Partial annealing of the powder caused a significant lowering 
of the transition temperature (Fig. 4.1.2), and an apparent return 
towards the "ideal" structure. The "as-crushed" powder sho\ed a 
pronounced magnetic transition at around 450 K, and the absence of any 
transition at the previous Neel temperature of 311 K. 
Window (1970] later published results (Fig. 4.1.3 ) obtained 
using Mossbauer techniques, which showed a less sharp transition at 
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Fig. 4.1.1. Phase diagram for fine powder chromium 
[Bacon & Cowlan, 1969]. 
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450 K, with a small region of ordering persisting to around 500 K. The 
unstrained Neel transition remained, though as a much weaker transition 
corresponding to a partial AF+P phase change, with paramagnetism 
persisting in certain regions of the specimen down to below 311 K. The 
existence of the AF2 phase was also shown to be limited, being not 
observed at temperatures above TSF (123 K). This conclusion however 
was obtained primarily by analogy with chromium, alloyed with small 
amounts (< 0.5 at%) of transition metals. 
A problem which remained as a result of the work reported 
above was to isolate stress as the single cause of the vastly changed 
ordered structure. All of the specimens used in this work were in 
powder form, with a large surface area to volume ratio. Such specimens 
could have their magnetic ordering disturbed due to the small particle 
size (large surface area), which could contribute to the observed 
magnetic distortions. The partial annealing which occurred in Bacon & 
Cowlam's results would not only tend to relieve stress, but also cause a 
partial sintering of particles and a corresponding increase in particl e 
size. 
Neutron diffraction measurements on a solid specimen of 
chromium subjected to tensile stress [Sabine & Cox, 1966] do not 
indicate any noticeable rise in transition temperature beyond 311 K. 
This result suggests that stress (or at least stress of this magnitude, 
and in a specific direction) has not caused an elevation of TN. 
The measurements described in this chapter were designed, in 
part, to identify stress as the perturbing influence, whilst the problem 
of particle size is given greater consideration in Chapter 6. 
Further interest surrounds the form of the transition at 
around 450 K, as no previous measurements of physical properties (apart 
from neutron diffraction and Mossbauer) have given any indication of 
anomalous behaviour in that region. Even the results of Window suggest 
a fairly abrupt change of phase at 450 K. Similarly a question remains 
concerning the extent of the AF2 phase. Alloying of chromium invariably 
causes a lowering of the spin-flip transition, whereas measurements by 
Bacon & Cowlam indicate an elevation of TSF in certain limited r egi ons 
of the specimen. 
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The commensurate AF0 phase which is the dominant phase at high 
temperatures does not lead to identifiable anomalies in the other 
physical properties of strained chromium. Some doubt remains as to its 
lower temperature limit. 
The effect of stress on the Neel trans i tion at 311 K is also 
slightly unclear, as neutron diffraction gives no indication of any form 
of phase change, whereas the Mossbauer study indicates a weak AF-+ P 
transition in limited regions of the specimen. 
The Neel transition is apparent in resistivity studies on 
strain free chromium, via a drop in resistivity occurring in the 
vicinity of 311 K. The persistence of this anomaly, despite the 
introduction of dislocations, has been demonstrated by De Morton (1958], 
Marcinkowski & Lipsitt (1961] (Fig. 4.1.5), and Matsumoto & Mitsui 
(1968] on variously strained polycrystalline samples. The observed 
anomaly, though spread slightly in temperature, maintains its 
approximate size, despite stresses which - according to Bacon & Cowlam 
should cause greater strain than in a crushed powder. It would appear 
that the anomaly would correspond to a transition in at least 75% of the 
specimen in a region of within ±20 K of the Neel temperature. This 
result implies a much less perturbed ordering than that obtained 
previously for powders. 
Attempts to introduce a uniform stress to the chromium lattice 
have been made in a number of investigations. Fairly large hydrostatic 
stresses have been applied to pure samples [Mitsui & Tomizuka, 1965] and 
a lowering of the transition temperature was observed in general 
agreement with the theoretical calculations of Rice et al. (1969]. 
There is no suggestion of a change to a commensurate structure, however, 
and the s.d.w. state persists even for pressures of 8 x 10 9 Nt/m 2 (Rice 
et al., 1969]. 
A detailed neutron diffraction study of strained chromium 
single crystals [Bastow & Street, 1966] has shown the instability of the 
s.d.w. with respect to stress; with the alignment of the s.d.w. in a 
plane perpendicular to the direction of compressive stress. (This is 
interpreted as an alignment of the magnetic moments in the di rection of 
the compressive stress, in the AFl phase.) 
z 
AFl 294 K 
* Cooling Stress t Direction 
AF2 78 K 
Fig. 4.1.4. Reciprocal space plots of neutron diffraction reflections 
for compressively stress-cooled chromium [Bastow & Street, 1966]. 
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A neutron diffraction study on strained single crystals by 
Sabine & Cox [1966] gives no indication of any commensurate phase, nor 
in fact an indication of a rise in TN. Their meas urements do however 
show a spreading of TSF to above, as well as below, 123 K. 
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The object of this chapter 1s to identify stress, as distinct 
from surface effects, as the perturbing influence in the ordering. It 
is further intended that this chapter should discuss the mechanism of 
interaction of strain with s.d.w. ordering. Details of the effects of 
both random and uniform strains will be presented. 
4.2 SPECIMEN PREPARATION 
The preparation of specimens falls into two main categories, 
the first being powdered samples, and the second being solid poly-
crystalline rods. 
The powder specimens were obtained from 99.995% electrolytic 
chromium flakes supplied by Aeronautical Research Laboratories 
(Melbourne). These flakes were placed in warm concentrated hydrochloric 
acid, in order to remove any surface impurities or oxidation. Flakes 
thus cleaned were placed in a hardened steel cylinder and crushed until 
the average grain size was reduced to less than 1 mm (maximum dimension 
of grain). The powder was then separated according to particle size, 
and the larger grains crushed further. Crushing continued until 
sufficiently large quantities of fine powder (< 0.1 mm) were obtained. 
The larger grains were removed from the coarser powder, leaving a 
particle size of between 0.1 mm and 1 mm. 
The fine powder was separated into several portions, each 
being treated differently. The first sample was pressed in a steel 
cylindrical press tool, in a mechanical press, applying a force of 8 ton 
weight. The sample thus obtained was heat treated at 300 °C for 38 
hours in vacuum. Increased strength of the bulk specimen indicated that 
mild sintering had occurred. 
A second sample was pressed, using the same technique; though 
it underwent no subsequent heat treatment. A further fine powder sample 
was left in its "as crushed" state with no heat treatment or pressing. 
A coarse powder sample was also obtained which had not undergone any 
additional treatment. 
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In order to measure resistivity of the powder specimen, it was 
necessary to attach four electrical leads to the powder allowing use of 
conventional resistivity measuring techniques. Attempts to soft solder 
leads on to the pressed powder proved to have limited success, whilst 
pressure contacts gave a highly unstable connection. The solution 
adopted was to build a steel press tool, to produce a powder compact of 
rectangular form 3 mm x 4 mm x 30 mm, with four very fine holes cut in the 
base, in which four platinum wires could be inserted. The wires 
protruded about 2 mm above the base, and hence were embedded in the fine 
powder. After pressing under a pressure sufficient to bind the powder 
into a reasonably solid block, it was possible to remove the pressed 
powder with the four wires firmly embedded in it. It was possible as 
required to anneal the chromium powder-platinum wire composite for 
subsequent resistivity measurements. 
In order to investigate the effect of annealing on the powders, 
specimens having undergone two annealing procedures were prepared. Th e 
first specimen was a pressed powder bar as above, which was placed in an 
evacuated furnace, and annealed for 43 hours at 1300 °C. The resulting 
bar was not only well annealed (as indicated by appearance and 
resistivity data) but also well sintered into a solid rod. The effect 
of the sintering is, of course, to reduce the surface area of the 
specimen. Hence not only is the stress reduced, but also the influence 
of any possible surface effects. 
In order to separate the effects of decrease of surface area, 
a second specimen was annealed, 1n which great care was taken to avoid 
sintering between particles. A fine powder was well mixed with an 
excessive amount of similar diameter Al 2 0 3 powder. The mixture was then 
spread out to roughly single particle thickness, and annealed in a 
furnace at 1200 °C for 24 hours in an oxygen free argon atmosphere. The 
majority of the Al 2 0 3 powder was removed by floatation, leaving a well 
annealed powder, for which microscopic inspection before and after 
treatment revealed no detectable increase in particle size. 
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Other specimens were in the form of solid polycrystalline rods, 
and all of them were prepared at Aeronautical Research Labs, Melbourne. 
One high purity rod was extruded from a 3" diameter ingot to a final 
diameter of 0.75". This rod was machined to 0.625" di ameter follo wed 
by swaging at 850 °C to its final diameter of 0.5". The entire process 
was carried out in air. Later analysis revealed an oxygen content of 
< 0.04 wt% and a nitrogen content of 0.0015 wt%. The "as swaged" 
specimen was cut into three separate specimens of which one underwent no 
further treatment. A second piece was well annealed in vacuum for 24 
hours at 1300 °C. The remaining piece of rod was cut in the way 
indicated in Fig. 4.2.1, to give several discs. The individual discs 
could be mounted to give an aligned swaging direction, or placed 
randomly. The object of cutting such a specimen was to enable 
interpretation to be made regarding any preferred orientation resulting 
from the swaging process. 
A similarly swaged rod was rolled at 850 °C and forged in such 
a way as to reduce its diameter. The resulting 0.190" diameter rod was 
drawn successively to produce a series of wires of decreasing diameter. 
In this way a range of specimens were produced with various 
degrees of strain. It is a matter of difficulty to determine the actual 
internal strain of each of the specimens. The degree of strain is 
related to the density of dislocations. Dislocation densities may be 
determined by electron microscopy techniques [McLaren, 1964], but since 
the areas which are examined are small, average values representing the 
specimen strain as a whole are difficult to obtain. 
Observation of the widths of x-ray diffraction peaks provide a 
means of detecting strain; however difficulties arise due to the 
contribution to the widths from such properties as grain size. Never-
theless, the strain qualitatively estimated from x-ray peak widths was 
shown to be consistent with expected strains as well as with resistivity 
data. The (3 1 0) peaks derived from a selection of the specimens is 
shown in Fig. 4.2.2. All specimens were partially dissolved in warm 
concentrated HCl to remove surface scratches and deformities, and hence 
allow better observation of the bulk of each specimen. X-ray measure-
ments show that surface scratching and polishing cause quite an extreme 
increase in widths. The data of Table 4.2.1 is a summary of the mode of 
s 
-{> (a) 
-+ Reinforced S 
~(b) 
-+ ~ Random S 
~ 
Fig . 4.2 . 1 . Preparation ~f specimen with axis perpendicular 
to the swaging axis (S). 
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X-RAY I TE SIT) 
a 
114.5 115.0 115.5 116.0 
28 GLE (degrees) 
Fig. 4.2.2. X-ray diffraction pattern in the vicinity of the (3 1 0) 
peak showing successive broadening for: 
(a ) Well annealed polycrystalline chromium; 
(b ) 0.5" swaged r od; 
(c ) 0.078" swag ed, rolled and dra1 n wire; 
(d ) Finely (0.1 mm) crushed powder. 
The double peak is due to the two wavelength components for x-rays 
arising from a opper target. 
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preparation of the specimens, and the x-ray half-widths of the (3 1 0) 
x-ray lines for a selection of specimens. The results indicate the 
variation of strain in specimens subjected to differing swaging and 
annealing procedures. 
Description 
Fine powder 
Fine pressed powder 
Fine pressed powder 
300 °C 
Coarse powder 
Annealed powder 
Annealed sintered 
powder 
Swaged rod 
Swaged perpendicular 
rod 
Annealed swaged rod 
0.01" diameter wire 
0.078" diameter wire 
Table 4.2.1 
X-ray 
Width 
23.3 
12.2 
8.6 
14.1 
Preparation Comments 
Finely crushed 
Finely crushed - pressed 
Finely crushed - pressed - heat 
treated 300 °C 
Crushed powder - fine powder 
removed 
Fine pressed powder 1300 °C -
43 hours 
Fine loose powder 1200 °C 
24 hours 
Drawn and swaged rod 
Discs cut with axis 
perpendicular to swaging axis 
Swaged rod - 1300 °C - 24 hours 
Rolled, drawn wire 
Rolled, drawn wire 
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The x-ray widths were determined by measuring the angular difference 
between the peak centre (main wavelength component) and the position at 
half intensity. Units are arbitrary, though proportional to angle. 
Values of width quoted are reliable to ±1 unit. The choice of specimens 
tested (for x-ray width) was determined by the suitability of such 
specimens to be fitted in the x-ray apparatus. 
4.3 NElITRON DIFFRACTION EXPERI~1ENTS 
4.3.1 Fine Powders 
X-ray analysis suggested that the fine powder specimens were 
the most highly strained of those studied, and cont ai ned a high 
dislocation density. 
The results of Fig. 4.3.l are for the "as crushed" powder, 
though only minor differences occur as a result of pressing and mild 
heat treatment. Most significant is the existence of satellite 
reflections at 10 K implying the persistence of the AFl phase to well 
below 123 K (the unstrained spin-flip temperature), and presumably to 
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0 K. Satellite reflections are also observed at 350 K, and indicate the 
existence of the AFl phase at this temperature. 
The magnetic diffraction peak finally disappears in the 
vicinity of 450 K, though the large statistical uncertainty places a 
fairly wide range of doubt over the transition temperature. Measure-
ments were not sufficiently numerous about the transition to give any 
insight into the nature of the transition (e.g. if it is of first or 
higher order). 
The effect of pressing on the powder was to increase the size 
of the satellite reflections at 10 K, and extend the range of the AFO 
phase by a further 10 Kor 20 K. 
The effect of the mild heat treatment at 300 °C for 24 hours 
was insignificant. There was no resolvable variation from results for 
the other two fine powders. 
Between 295 Kand 350 K, there is no change, other than a 
general decrease of intensity, and a slight relative decrease in 
satellite intensity. There is no indication of any abrupt change in the 
magnetic ordering, resulting from a transition at 311 K. 
Transverse s.d.w. ordering (AFl) extends to around 350 K, and 
there is some evidence of its persistence in small proportions of the 
specimen to around 400 K. 
The neutron intensity is plotted as a function of temperature 
in Fig. 4.3.2. The solid curve represents the theoretical fit as 
obtained, using the two band model, analogous to the B.C.S. super-
conductivity theory [Bardeen et al., 1957]. This curve has been shown 
to fit closely the experimental results for pure unstrained chromium. 
It is observed that ordering disappears at 450 K, and there is 
a departure from the th oretical curve at about 200 K. The latter is 
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Fig. 4.3.1. Neutron diffraction (1 0 0) peak for fine powder Cr. 
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Fig. 4.3.2. Temperature variation of the magnetic moment 
for finely crushed chromium powder . 
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Fig. 4.3.3. Magnetic phase diagram representing relative 
proportions of ordered phases. 
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associated with the appearance of the above commensurate AF0 structure. 
The magnetic phase diagram is shown in Fig. 4.3.3 in which 
only the relative extent of ordered phases is shown, and no account has 
been taken of the paramagnetic phase. As was discussed in Section 2.1, 
the phase diagram is subject to great unc ertainties, and the phases have 
been drawn to give fairly smooth transit ions. The exac t relative 
proportions could not be determined, particularly above room temperature. 
The AF0 phase, though dominant at high temperatures, appears 
less significant than indicated by earli er measurements. For all fine 
powder specimens, the AF2 phase exists in a greater region of the 
specimen than the AFl phase at OK. The pressed powder, which is most 
heavily strained, showed approximately equa l proportions of AFl and AF2 
phase at OK. The saturation magnetic moment could be determined by 
comparison with Bragg peak intensities obtained from copper (Appendix 
Al) . The value obtained was 0. 41 ± 0. 04 µB in good agreement \vi th 
previous investigat i ons. 
4.3.2 Coarse Powder 
Coarse powder was investigated only in the "as crushed" form 
with no pressing. Because of the large range of particle sizes, it 
proved difficult to obtain an x-ray estimate of the strain; though 
measurement revealed line widths no greater than that for the fine 
powder. 
Results here (Fig. 4.3.4) are similar in general to that 
obtained for the fine powders. Satellit e reflections are visible thougl1 
weak at 10 K, corresponding to an AFl phase of at most 20% (Fig. 4.3. 6). 
The exact position of the transition to paramagnetism at hi gh 
temperatures was not estimated, though any diffraction peak lay within 
statistical variation at a temperature of 475 K. Certainly, any ordered 
phase existing to such temperatures must be very weak. Once again, 
there is no evidence of any transition in the vicinity of 311 K. 
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Fig . 4 . 3.4. N utron diffraction (1 0 0) peak for coarse powder Cr . 
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The intensity pl otted as a funct ion of temperature (Fig. 
4.3.5) undergoes a deviati on from the theor etical curve at around 200 K. 
This deviat i on can be approximately correlated with the commencement of 
the AF0 phas e. 
Satell i te reflect i ons persi s t up to 353 K resulting from a 
high temperature AFl phase which may persist up to 400 K. The phase 
diagram (Fig. 4.3.6) once again shows only the relatively ordered phases , 
with no consideration of the paramagn etic state. 
The saturation magnetic moment determined using the copper 
standard is calculated to be 0.43 ± 0.04 µ 8 . Results generally followed 
quite closely those for the fine powder, and changes in the exact 
composition of the coarse powder caus ed no observable change. This fa ct, 
along with the x- ray data, suggests that the coarse powders have 
obtained a saturation stat e of strain which no amount of further 
crushing or size reduction can significantl y alter. 
4.3.3 Swaged Chr omium 
The neutron diffraction investigation of fine powder chromium 
has given result s in general agreement with Bacon & Cowlam [1969]. 
Uncertainty still surround s the exact cause of the perturbed magnetic 
ordering, though stress seems the most likely solution. No previous 
measurements hav e been repo r ted on heavily distorted polycrystalline 
rods, for which surface area effects would be insignificant. The only 
measurements on solid spec i mens refer to well annealed crystals. 
Minimal plastic s train appl i ed to a s i ngle crystal by Sabine & Cox 
[1966] gave no indication of any resulting high temperature order i ng. 
There is then a need to study pol yc rys tall i ne high dislocat ion 
den s ity specimens in order to det ermine what part stress plays in 
perturbing the magnet i cally ordered s t ructure . The swaged chromium rod , 
described in Sect i on 4 . 2, was plac ed i n the neutron di ffr ac t omet er, and 
rotated continuo us ly about t he swaging axis during the re cord i ng of 
measurement s . The i nt egrated intensit i es of the (1 1 0) and (2 0 0) 
Bragg peaks were det ermi ned , and thei r relativ e i nt ensities compared 
wi th values obtained for powder chromium. The (2 0 0) reflection for 
the swaged rod was proportionally more intense than for the powder. 
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The (2 0 0) refl ection was next studied wi th the specimen not 
rotating, but placed at fixed angles. Intensity measurements at six 
fixed angles coincided to within statistical resolution, and this fact, 
combined with the fine grained appearance of the rod, ruled out the 
possibility of large single crystal grains causing the abnormally large 
(2 0 0) reflection. 
It was therefore concluded that results arose from a preferred 
orientation of the grains as a result of the swaging process. The 
literature [Barrett & Massalski, 1966] reveals that swaging a b.c.c. 
chromium lattice results in pre fe rred ( 1 1 O) dir ctions along the 
swaging direction. 
In order to further investigate this point, the specimen 
described in Section 4.2, having its axis perpendicular to the swaging 
axis, was studied. Such a specimen, with the disc swaging axes aligned 
(Fig. 4.2.1), was placed in the diffractometer, and measurements of 
(1 1 0) and (2 0 0) peak maxima pe rformed for various fixed angles 
between neutron beam and swaging axis. The resulting neutron 
intensities (at pea l-.. maximum) ar e shown as a functi on of angle (between 
swaging direction and neut ron beam) in Fig . 4.3.7. 
The "speci men angle" has been defined so that 0° corresponds 
-+ 
to that angle for which the ~k for the scattered neutron beam is aligned 
with the swaging direction. There is an intense ( 1 1 0) preferred 
orientation along the swaging direction. It is more intense than 
suggested, due to the incomplete alignment of the individual specimen 
discs which could only be aligned to within an an gular deviation of 
about 20%. The (2 0 0) reflection will arise from scattering in the 
( 1 0 0) direct ions and Fig . 4. 3. 7 reveals (as \vould be expec t ed) ( 1 0 0) 
preferred directions both 90° and 45° away from the swaging axis. 
The strain wh ich has caused the preferred crystallographic 
orientation will al so interact with the s.d.w. ordering. Such an 
interaction was obs erved by measurement of the (1 0 0) magnetic peak as 
a function of specimen angle (Fig. 4.3.8). The central peak results 
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from s.d. waves which are perpendicular to the scattering (1 0 0) plane. 
Large peak intensities at ±45° indicate that the s.d. waves are more 
frequently aligned along the ( 1 0 0) axes perpendicular to the swaging 
direction. The abnormally large satellite peak intensity at 90° (~1ich 
results from s.d.w. aligned parallel to the (1 0 0) scattering vector) 
clearly demonstrates the strong preference for those ( 1 0 O) axes 
perpendicular to the ( 1 1 0) swaging axis (8 = 0°). Such non-random 
orientation makes analysis of tl1e neutron data rather difficult. 
Shown in Fig. 4.3.9 is the (1 0 0) magnetic diffraction peak 
for the "as swaged" specimen as a function of temperature. The 
preferred crystallographic and spin density wave ordering is reflected 
in the abnormally large satellite reflections. Despite this feature 
however, no satellites are visible at 20 K, with only very low intensity 
satellites appearing by 80 K. Information may be immediately gained 
from the high temperature results, for which a very low intensity peak 
per~ists up to 450 K. The 405 K measurement, which reveals very 
distinctive satellite reflections, confirms the existence of the AFl 
phase at high temperatures. In raising the temperature from 295 K to 
above 311 K (the unstrained Neel temperature), a rapid decrease in 
satellite intensity is observed, consistent with an AFl + P transition in 
a large region of the specimen. 
To allow analysis of these results, it was necessary to under-
take a series of measurements on the swaged rod cut perpendicular (Fig. 
4.3.10). This specimen was placed in the diffractometer and continually 
rotated to account for its preferred orientation. Satellite reflections 
are less pronounced than for the "as swaged" specimen, though still 
apparent at 85 K. Measurements in tl1e region of 450 K revealed at most 
a low intensity peak barely resolvable beyond statistical fluctuations. 
Similarly, the satellite's intensities became so weak as to make their 
existence uncertain even at 400 K. 
It is concluded from all these measurements that stress is the 
single cause of the high temperature magnetic ordering. It remains then 
to interpret the data accumulated to give a more quantitative basis to 
the results by determining phase diagrams and a saturation magnetic 
moment. 
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It is possible to determine the "effective" average recipr ocal 
lattice for the swaged rod, using the information obtained regarding the 
preferred orientation of the lattice and the s.d. waves. Such an 
analysis suffers, however, from the inaccuracies in measurement, 
resulting largely from the imperfect alignment of the separate 
perpendicularly cut discs (Fig. 4.2.1). 
An alternative analysis may be undertaken by estimating the 
relative intensity of satellite reflections with respect to the central 
peak for the AFl phase. This estimate was obtained by assuming that the 
diffraction peak for the "as swaged" rod at 161 K (Fig . 4.3.9) 
corresponded to an entirely AFl phase. From the relative central peak 
and satellite peak intensities, it is possible to obtain an intensity 
plot of reciprocal space about the (1 0 0) position as shown in Fig. 
4.3.ll(a). 
It is necessary to standardize these relative intensities in 
order to obtain an effective total intensity for each phase. If a 
proportion of the crystals ~ (1 + 2x) are aligned along the ( 1 0 0) 
direction perpendicular to the swaging axis, then a proportion ~ ( 1 - x) 
will be aligned along each of the two other< 1 0 0) directions. In 
terms of "x" then, the relative intensity of the central peak, with 
respect to each satellite, is 
1 - X 0.5 
2 ( 1 + 2x) = 3.15 
The 2 on the bottom line arises from the half weighting of each 
reciprocal lattice point contributing to the central peak due to the 
random orientation of the magnetic moment with respect to the neutron 
beam. From this, xis easily calculated, and may then be used to obtain 
the standardized intensities shown in Fig. 4.3.ll(b) for which the total 
intensity is increased to IAFl = 1.21 times the value for powder chromium. 
The AF2 phase corresponds to alignment of the magnetic moments parallel 
to the s.d.w. vector, with a resultant doubling of weighting for the 
central peak, and an effective extinction of the satellites. This gives 
a single central peak with an effective intensity IAF2 = 0.58 (Fig. 
4.3.ll(c)). 
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Fig. 4.3.11. Relative i nten s ity of recipr ocal latti ce points for swaged 
chromium showing (a ) unstandardized va lues in AFl phase; and 
standardized values for (b) the AFl phase; and (c ) the AF2 phase . 
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Fig. 4.3.12. Intensity of r eciprocal lat tice point s about the (1 0 0) 
position for swaged chromium, perpend i cular to t he swaging axis 
s howing (a) intensities on perp ndicu lar axis, as well as 
i ntensiti es for perpendicu lar specimen re sultin g from mixture of 
parallel and perpendicular structures for (b) AFl phase, and (c) Al·2 
phase. 
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It is possibl ~, using thes calculations, to standardize the 
results at each temperature to obtain an effective integrated intensity, 
as well as the relative proportion of phases. The AFO phase is assumed 
to contribute an intens i ty weighting I AFO = l. 00 to the central peak - an 
assumption which may not be completely correct, though should be 
accurate enough considering other approximations made. 
The specimen cut perpendicularly will (assuming it 1s rot a t d) 
consist of two averaged reciprocal space patterns. The first is 
identical to the above, resulting from when diffracting directions and 
swaging axis are perpendicular. The second corresponds to a parallel 
alignment of these directions. The previous calculation for x allows 
determination of the parallel reciprocal space, as shown in Fig. 
4.3.12(a). Results are combined with that shown in Fig. 4.3.ll(a). 
Double weighting 1s g1v n to the (1 0 0) reflection which is not 
perpendicular to the swaging axis compared with the perpendicular axis 
(Fig. 4.3. 7). Such a construction gi ves a reciprocal lattice pattern 
indistinguishable from the powder lattice (as observed through neutron 
diffraction). This result would be obtained regardless of the degree of 
preferred orientation (x). 
The validity of any conclu s ions, and hence the initial 
assumption, is seen through the stanJ ardi zed i nten s ity plot of Fig. 
4.3.13. Similar to the powder measurements, the curve closely follows 
the B.C.S. theoretical function until approximately 250 K. The high 
temperature ordering reveals a fairl y gradual tailing effect, with the 
ordered structure existing up to 450 K. Excellent agreement is seen 
between sets of results for the two swaged specimens. The value for the 
saturation magnetic moment, obtained from standardized intensities, is 
0. 42 ± 0. 04 µ 8 for the perpendicular rod, and 0. 41 ± 0. OS µ8 
for the "as 
swaged" rod. 
The consistency between th e two sets of results appears to 
confirm th reliability of the assumption that only AFl phase exists at 
160 K. Th i s is signifi ant as it el i minates any confusing overlap of 
AF2 and AFO phases (ind i stinguishabl e using po"der neutron diffraction ) . 
It must be concluded th refore that the AF2 ph ase is spread both below 
as well as abov e 123 K, whilst the AFO phase first appears between 200 K 
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and 250 K. The Bacon & Cowlam phase diagram fairly closely resembles 
the diagram obtained for the swaged rod, though the powder is more 
heavily distorted (Fig. 4.3.14). 
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Once again, care must be taken in interpreting the phase 
diagrams, as accurate determination of the proportion of phases is made 
difficult as discussed in Section 2.1. 
4.3.4 Annealed Chromium 
Measurements by Bacon & Cowlam [1969] showed a return from the 
perturb d ordering towards the normal structure as a result of partial 
annealing of the powder chromium. In order to show that a complete 
return was possible (as a result of complete recrystallization), 
measurements were undertaken on thoroughly annealed samples (Section 
4.2). 
In addition to this, it was intended to show that the return 
to th normal structure resulted from the decreasing specimen strain, 
and not as a result of any change of surface area. 
The two annealed specimens, only one of which was sintered, 
were studied in the powder diffractometer. The resulting (1 0 0) 
neutron peaks are shown for varying temperature in Fig. 4.3.15 (for the 
non-sintered sample). An abrupt AF2~AF1 transition is apparent between 
measurements at 110 Kand 133 K, resulting from a sharp spin-flip 
transition close to 123 K. Ordering was not present at 335 K, 
indicating a return to a less spread transition at the Neel temperature. 
The sintered bar showed a less abrupt transition at 123 K 
whilst ordering still existed at 325 K (though only slightly beyond 
statistical variation). 
The neutron intensity as a function of temperature 1s shown in 
Fig. 4.3.16, with close agreement between experim nt and the theoreti cal 
B.C.S. variation. The slight deviation for the sintered sample at 
around 300 K arises presumably from incomplete annealing. Nevertheless, 
the effect of intering is insignificant, and this fact, in conjunction 
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with r sults for the swaged rod, would appear to onflrm that stress, 
rather than increased surface area, hasp rturb ed the s.d.w. ordering. 
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The saturation magnetic moment was determin d for the sintered 
bar giving a value of 0.4 ± 0.04 µ 8 . The magnetic phase diagrams (Fig. 
4.3.17) show the return to the normal structure (Fig. 1.3.1), with the 
AF0 phase exi s ting in only a limited region of the specimen at 320 K. 
4.3.S Saturation ~1agnetic Moment 
For measurements reported so far, a s aturation magnetic moment 
has been quoted. Calculation of the moment was performed by comparison 
with Bragg reflections for a copper standard (Appendix Al). 
Values thus obtained showed excellent agreement not only 
between respective specimens, but also with previous studies. The 
results obtained are swnmarized and contrasted with previous measure-
ments in Table 4.3.1. It appears clear that, to~ ithin experimental 
accuracy, the saturation magnetic moment is independent of the specimen 
dislocation density (i.e. random strain). 
4.4 MAGNETIC TRANSITIONS 
4.4.1 Neel Temperature Anomaly 
Anomalies in various physical prop erti es r esulting from the 
Neel transiti on are unstable with respect to str ess. This instability 
has not b en obs rv d to cause the complete loss of the anomalous 
behaviour at 311 K. 1easurements of resistivit y by De Morton [1958], 
Marcinkowski & Lipsitt [1961], and Matsumoto & li t sui [1968] have shown 
the effect of strain arising from dislocations in pol ycrystalline 
specim ns. 
To obs r the eel temperature an oma l}· ith greater precision, 
resistivity studies\ er undertaken using a vari et y of specimens, each 
displaying different degr e of strain. Th e r esult of this study is 
shown in Fi g . 4.4. 1. Absolute resistiviti es could not be accurately 
Source of t-leasurernent 
Shull & Wi lkinson [1953] 
Corli ss e c al . [1959] 
Bykov et al . (1960] 
Bacon [1960] 
Ba on [1960] 
Wilkinson et al. (1960] 
Shirane & Takei [1962] 
Koehler e t a l. (1966] 
Bacon & Co"· 1 am [ 1969] 
Current In estigation 
Current Inv estigation 
Current Investigation 
Current I nv estigation 
Table 4.3.1 
Specimen 
Fine powd r 
Single crystal 
Single crystal 
Fine powder 
Coarse powder 
Fine powder 
Single crystal 
Single crystal 
Powder 
Fine powder 
Coarse powder 
Swaged rod 
Annealed powder 
Saturation 
lagn eti c Moment 
0.40 µB 
0. 4 0 ± 0. OS µ B 
0.42 ± 0.02 µB 
0. 4 3 ± 0. 04 µ B 
0.38 ± 0.04 µB 
0. 40 ± 0. 02 µ 8 
0.42 µ 8 
o.40 µ 8 
0.42 µ
8 
0.41 ± 0.04 µB 
0. 43 ± 0. 04 µ
8 
0. 4 2 ± 0. 04 µ 8 
0. 4 0 ± 0. 04 µ B 
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determined; however they approximately co i nc i ded for each speci1nen (the 
curves have been displaced to allow compariso11 of th e anomaly itself). 
The specimens are shown in order of increasing strain, 
revealing the resultant decrease in anomaly si ze . The annealed rod 
shows an anomaly with an almost discontinuous drop in resistivity at 
311 K. All th e s trained samples display a smooth curve in the vicinity 
of 311 K. Th anomaly size is measured by extrapolating the resistivity 
back fr m temp eratur s above the anomaly, and d t ermining the difference 
betwe nth r a l and extrapolated curves at 290 K. The value obtained 
for the ann al ed rod i s in good agreement with previous r esults [Akiba & 
Mitsui, 1972 ; Mu ir & Strom-Olson, 1971; Me adon e t a l ., 1970]. 
The nomaly is less pronounced f or uccessively increasing 
strain, b 1ng reduced in size by about 75% for th e fine po \d er. The 
anomaly ize is plotted against -ray half-width (fo r the (3 1 0) peak) 
in Fig. 4.4.2. 
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Fig. 4.4.1. Resistivity in the vicinity of the eel temperature anomaly 
for: 
(a) \ 11 annealed, high purity, polycrystalline chromium ; 
(b) Swaged, 0.5" diameter chromium rod; 
(c) 0.078" rolled chromium wire; 
(d) 0.01" rolled hromium wire; 
(e) Finely crushed (0 .1 mm) chromium po\-:der. 
Absolute valu s of resistivity are approximately equal for each 
specimen above the transition. Curves in tl1 e above figure have been 
displac d to allow greater clarity. 
5 10 15 20 25 
X-RAY PEAK WIDTH (arb. un i t s) 
Fig. 4.4. 2 . Si ze of N~el temperature anomaly as a function 
of s pec i men internal strain (as i ndicat ed by the width 
of the (3 1 0) x-ray diffraction peak ). 
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Nod gr c of s t rain has caused the complete l oss of the Nee l 
temperature anomal y , and successive strain serves only to spread out the 
transition. Even for the fine powder, th e anomaly siz indicates that 
25% of the specim n undergoes an AF -+ P transi t ion bet\..,,een 295 K and 
320 K. The S\vaged rod as used in the neutron diffraction investigation 
undergoes a transit ion 1n 75% of the specimen in the vicinity of 311 K. 
Specific he t measurements were und ertaken in the vicinity of 
the Neel transition in order to observe the en t ropy associa ted with the 
transition. Mea s urements performed using the continuous heating method 
produce an averaged curve which does not allow observation of abrupt 
discontinuities. Nevertheless, a change of entropy about TN is clearly 
visible for the annealed rod as we ll as for the swaged bar, and loose 
fine powder. The powder result is less reliabl e than the previous 
results, due to the difficulty of ensuring uniform temperature through-
out the powder. Nevertheless, associated entropi es are determined, 
being shown in Table 4.4.1 in conjunction with r e lated resistivity 
anomaly size. 
Table 4.4.1 
Spec imen Res. Anomaly % Ent ropy Ratio 
Ann eal ed chromiwn* 4.53 70 15.5±1 
Ann aled chromiwn 4.58 66 14. 4 ± 1 
Swa ged chromium 3.31 45 13.6 ± 1.5 
Powder chromiwn 1.62 23 14. 2 ± 2 
* R s ist i vity data from Meadon et al . (1 970] and spec i f ic heat 
data from Weber & Street (197 2]. 
The entropy change is proportional to the r sis tivity anoma ly 
size, supporting th conjecture that the relati\.' e anoma l y size is 
proportional to the "amount" of specimen transforming about 311 K. 
This inform t ion 1s us ed in onjuncti on \ ith th e neutron 
diffraction data to det rmine th phase diagrams in the vicinity of 
311 K. The spreading of the anoma ly occurs both above and below the 
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Fig. 4.4.3. Spe' if1c heat in the v1 c1n1ty of t he , ee l t emperature 
showing the ent r opy as sociated with th AF P transition for: 
(a) We ll ann ealed, polycrystalline chromium; 
(b) Shag ed chromium; 
(c) Fi nel y crushed (0.1 mm ) ch r omium powd er. 
Ab solut e values of specific heat appro ximat e l y coi ncide and the 
above urves hav been displa ced for cl ar i ty. 
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unstrained TN indicating the existence of paramagnetism below TN in some 
regions of the specimen [Marcinkowski & Lipsitt, 1961]. 
The absence of any resis t i vity discontinuity in the strained 
samples suggests that TN varies continuous ly 1n the specimen, and hence 
there is no first order transition occurring at 311 K when strain is 
present. 
The resistivity could be m asured to l part in 10000, and the 
resistivity anomaly is about 4.5%. For the strained samples, no 
discontinuity was observed to within the obtainabl e accuracy, and henc e 
any first order trans ition would have to correspond to a transition in 
less than 0.5% of the sample. 
4.4.2 High Temperature Ordering 
That strained chromium remains ordered to high temp eratures is 
fairly well established. Nevertheless, the existence of the high 
temperature ordered structure, with a resultant transit i on to 
paramagnetism, has only ever been reported us ing neutron diffraction 
data, and Mossbauer spectroscopy. Measurement of various other physical 
properties, on a variety of specimens, has revealed no evidence of a 
transition associated with this "upper Neel temperature". For this 
reason, an lectrical resistivit y study was undertaken on a series of 
strained sampl es , with particular interest in tempera tures in the 
vicinity of 450 K. With a measuring accuracy of 1 in 10000, no high 
temperature discontinuity wa s observed in any specimen . This indicated 
that any transition would not be likely to be first order. 
Th e f i rst temperature deri vati ve of resistivi t y indicated an 
anomalou s change of gradient. The curve slowly increased (Fig . 4.4.4), 
fin lly lev e lling out at a cons tant value abov 450 K. The high 
temperatur e J . /dT is consistent with a linear r esistivity curve. The 
gradual change from linearity coincides with the introduction of 
magnetic ordering. Results of Fig. 4.4.4 for a swaged rod were r epeat ed 
and reprodu ed quite reliably under non-identical xperimen t a l 
conditions. It was possible to perform a similar study on wire and 
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powder specimens, wi th s imilar results. Th e mor e heavil y strained 
samples show a deviation from linearity occurr i ng at successively higher 
temperatures. 
A transition temperature is de f ined a s the temperature at 
which the curv e bec omes non-linear, and thi s is plotted as a function of 
strain (as estimated from x- ray line widths). Thi s plot is shown in 
Fig. 4.4.S where an upper limit to magnetic ord ering would appear to be 
around 500 K (in agreement with the results of Window [1970]). 
An annealed specimen would be expected to show a linear 
resistivity dependence from 311 K upwards. The ann ealed rod studied 
here, however, remains non-linear up to approx i mately 380 K. This could 
be due to incomplete annealing of the sample ( Fig. 4.3.17b) or to the 
effects of short range order above T [Bjerrum-Moller et a l., 1974). 
The latter may well be a better explanation, a s all available data on 
well-annealed chromium supports the apparent 380 K transition. 
If this anomaly in dp/dT is as s um ed to be associated with a 
high temperature Neel transition, then the transition must be extremely 
gradual. The transition temperature determined from current data 
represents an upper limit to the ordering, rath er than a true transition. 
Specific heat measurements wer e performed on swaged and powder 
chromium (Fig. 4.4.6) in order to observ e any entropy associated with 
the loss of ordering. The smooth variation wh i ch is observed suggests 
that any entropy must be well spread in temper a ture. The data again 
supports the belief that the transition must hav e order hi gher than 
first. 
It i s conclud ed that ther e i s a ver y gradu a l lo s s of ord ering 
from 311 K onward s and fo r even the most ex tr eme l y s tra ined system, the 
ordering i s lost by 500 K. There is no evid ence to support a 
significantly abrupt trans ition at 450 K. 
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cryostat shield control, resulting in unreliable results 
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4.4.3 Young's Modulus of Strained 
and Annealed Chromium 
103 
Measurement of Young's modulus is a useful means of observing 
the magnetic transitions in chromium . The transi ti ons at 123 Kand 
311 Kin pure unstrained chromium produce very large discontinuities 1n 
the elastic properties (Fig. 2.6.l). 
The effect of strain on the spin-flip transi tion anomaly 1s 
quite dramatic. Even limi ted strain results in a preferred s.d.w. 
orientation, and hence limited freedom for the Q Jirections to "flip" 
with the oscillation of the specimen. The discontinuity is lost as a 
result of the introduction of strain, and replaced by a shallow cusp 1n 
the curve. The Neel transition remains as an easily measurable "dip" in 
in the curve, though strain causes smoothing and a l oss of the 
discontinuity at 311 K. 
There is no evidence of any anomal y in the vicinity of 450 K 
for a swaged rod (Fig. 4.4. 7). There is similarly no anomaly indicating 
the low temperature introduction of the commensurate structure. 
The change in Young's modulus with strain i s revealed 1n the 
plot of the difference between the Young's modulus for a swaged rod 
before and after annealing (Fig. 4.4.8). Total Young's modulus has been 
shifted as a res u 1 t o f the strain by about 0 . 1 x l 0 1 1 m - 2 . 
The low t emperature value corresponds with the value above 
450 K, consistent with the fact that there is no difference between the 
magnetic ordering 1n swaged and annealed specimens below about 80 K 
(AF2), and above 450 K (paramagnetism). This provides further evidence 
of the gradual transition to paramagnetism, which is completed by 450 K. 
The rise in the curve between 200 Kand 250 K coincid es with 
the introduction of the AF0 commensurate phase. Evidence of the 
commencement of this phase can also be seen through measurement of 
neutron diffraction i nt ensities (Fig. 4.3.2), in \hich th e experimental 
points deviat e from the ideal unstrained B.C.S. variation between 200 K 
and 250 K. 
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4.5 MAGNETIC PHASE DIAGRAMS 
Compiling the data collected in this chapter allows a 
representation of the phase diagrams for variously strained chromium to 
be constructed. All evidence suggests that magnetic phase transitions 
are smooth and gradual, and are further spread with increasing strain. 
The AF0 phase in strained samples appears to arise not lower 
than 200 K, and becomes the dominant ordered phase by 350 K (being the 
only ordered phase by about 400 K). The paramagnetic state is more 
extensive than previous phase diagrams suggest (Fig. 4.1.1), existing in 
sections of the specimen to well below 311 K. The ordered phases are 
gradually depleted to final extinction at a temperature of at most SOOK. 
The transverse s.d.w. (AFl) phase covers a wider temperature 
range with increasing strain, extending down to OK in some regions of 
the powder samples, whilst persisting to 400 K before complete 
transition to AF0 occurs. The longitudinally polarized s.d.w. phase 
(AF2) extends over a wider temperature range with increasing strain, 
persisting up to 200 Kin the most heavily distorted powders. At OK, 
this phase exists in only about 50% of the fine pressed powder specimen. 
The influence of strain is best appreciated through 
observation of the phase diagrams for increasingly strained samples 
(Fig. 4.5 . 1). The diagrams here range from the ideal structure (Fig. 
4.5.lf) to that of a heavily crushed and pressed powder (Fig. 4.5.la). 
The transition between these extreme states is seen as a -gradual 
spreading of TSF and TN along with the gradual introduction of the 
commensurate phase. 
4 . 6 UNIFORM STRAIN 
Interpretation of results listed so far is made difficult due 
to the random orientation and magnitude of strain. Previous 
interpretations of the perturbed ordering [Bacon & Cowlam, 1969; 
Marcinlowski & Lipsitt, 1961] have referred to the pressure dependence 
of the Neel temperature [Bridgman, 1933; Mitsui & Tomizuka, 1965]. For 
that reason the pressure and tension dependence of TN was investigated. 
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4.6 . 1 Hydrostatic Pressure 
An annealed bar of chromium (as used for the Young's modulus 
study) was placed in a pressure chamber and electrical contact made 
using spring contacts. Temperature was monitored, using a copper-
constantan thermocouple. Large pressures were achieved by manually 
pumping kerosine into the specimen chamber with a maximum pressure, thus 
obtainable of 3 x 10 8 N m- 2 • Cooling to O °C was achieved by placing 
the copper "tail" of a kerosine bath in liquid nitrogen. Gaseous 
nitrogen was bubbled through the kerosine to facilitate temperature 
uniformity. The design of the system was by Dr . A. Dempster, in 
conjunction with the Monash University Physics Department workshop. 
The transition temperature was determined by measuring the 
electrical resistivity of the sample, with TN being defined by the 
minimum value of dp/dT. The results thus obtained arc shown in Fig. 
4.6 . 1. Comparison with the results of Mitsui & Tomizuka [1965] is made 
giving a linear dependence of TN with hydrostatic pressure, and a 
gr ad i en t of d TN Id P = 5 . 2 ± O . 5 x 1 o- 8 K m 2 N- 1 • 
A separate study was undertaken, using a swaged chromium 
sample for which a rather spread transition existed. The experimental 
points, though following a linear dependence, deviate slightly from the 
annealed chromium result. The deviation is due mainly to the 
uncertainty in defining the transition temperature, resulting from the 
slightly ill-defined transition anomaly. The non-zero internal strain 
of the specimen will also contribute to the shifted Neel temperature. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that the transition temperature varies 
proportionally with the externally applied hydrostatic stress. 
4.6.2 Tensile Stress 
Experimental difficulties, combined with the brittle nature of 
annealed chromium make difficult the measurement of transition 
temperature dependence on tensile stress. Interpretation of previous 
measurements is however, greatly facilitated by a knowledge of the Neel 
temperature dependence on tensile stress . 
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the results of Mitsui & Tomizuka (1965]. 
A fin 0. 01" diameter S\vaged roll ed a nd drawn chromium iv1re 
was suspended between clamps, and weights attached to the lower clamp. 
The whole system was insulat d from room temperatur by wrapping in 
cotton wool. Four electrical leads were spring-loaded onto the chromium 
wire and a copper-constantan thermocouple monitored the temperature at 
th centre of the wire. Thick rubber insulated the wire from the 
supporting clamps and weights. The system\ as initially cooled by 
immersing the specimen surrounds in the boil-off gas from liquid 
nitrogen. Slow heating of the specimen was obtained with the aid of two 
large heating r sistors placed symmetricall y about the specimen system. 
Because of the strained nature of th specimen, the transition 
anomaly was not well d fined, making prediction of the transition 
109 
temperature difficult. Just above the anomaly however, for all 
unstrained and randomly strained s mples, th e resistivity becomes 
linearly dependent on temperature at 318 K ± 2 K (Fig. 4.4.1). This 
temperature is independent of random strain and is used as a definition 
of the transition t emperature. 
The wire \vas cooled through the Ne e l transition with the 
weights in place. Resistivity was measured as a function of temperature 
with a sequence of weights suspended from the specimen. Measurements 
were repeated, and found to be reproducible. The transition temperature 
as defined above linearly increases with ten s ile force (Fig . 4.6.2a). 
It is noticeable that the transition loses some of its sharpness, 
becoming spread over a slightly wider temperature range. 
The tensile stress dependence of the transition temperature 
may be obtained (Fig. 4.6.2b). A gradient of 2.4 ± 0.2 x 10- 8 K m2 -i 1s 
measured, being less than half the magnitude obtained from hydrostatic 
pressure measurements, and of opposite sign. Clos er inspection of the 
situation explains why such a comparison is not justified. 
For hydrostatic stress, the strain (uniform 1n any direction), 
will be given by 
E: = _ r 1 - 2v] E o ' (4.6.1) 
where v 1s the Poisson ratio, Eis the Young's modulus, and o 1s the 
stress. For a tensile stress however, the strain will not be uniform, 
but in the direction of stress will be given by 
E: = [!] a . (4.6.2) 
In the perp ndicular dire tions, the strain \vill be 
E: = 
-[~] a (4.6.3) . 
which will, in fact, be a compres sive strain. This non-uniform strain 
will cause the observed spreading of the transition for increasing 
tensile stress; whilst the small rise in transition temperature is due 
to the larger tensile strain along the specimen axis than the transverse 
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Fig. 4.6.2. (a) Resistivity variation sho\vin g e e l temperature anoma ly 
with (b) anomaly position plotted against varying tensile stress. 
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compressive strain 
/Estr ss dirnl = l IE I v perpendi cular dirn ' (4.6.4) 
where 1/v eq uals 4.54 at 25 °C [Pursey, 19571. 
A quantitative discussion of this re ~ult requires knowledge of 
the strain exis tin g in the sample. Such a discussion will be a ttempted 
in Section 4.7.3 usi ng the strain distribution deve loped in Section 
4.7.2. Th e import ant result howev er i s that the t ensile s tress has 
linearly increased the transition temperature, in contrast with the 
lowering caused by hydrostatic pressure. 
4.7 orscu sroN 
4.7.1 Hyd rostatic Stress 
fhe result of heavy co ld \\'Ork i_n g on i.J cr :::s tal structure 1s 
to produc dislocations. Thes e dislocation s , representing some 
irregularity of packing in the structure , a re surrounded by a stress 
field which induces strain on the surrounding atomic sites. 
Previ ous discussions of the strain induced changes to the 
magnetic ordering have proceeded from an analysis of the hydrostatic 
stress surround ing each dislocation [Bacon & Cowlam, 1969 ]. For 
simplicity, onl y edge d i slocations are considered; though the extension 
to include disloca tions should not significantly alter the general 
degree of speci me n strain. 
About a single edge dislocation (Fig. 4 . 7. 1) , there will be a 
stress field gi ven i n polar coordinates as [Hirth & Lothe, 1968 ] 
where b is the 8 urg 
a = 
rr 
0 00 = 
a = 
zz 
µ b Sin8 
2TT (l-v) r 
µb v Sin 0 
TT( l - v)r ' 
(4 .7.1 ) 
(4 . 7.2) 
0 
s vector taken to be 2.49 A lMarcinkowski & Lipsitt, 
1961], vis the Poissonsratio tak en to be O.2 ~ [Purs ey, 1957] andµ is 
X 
• I 
_J_ 
Fig. 4.7.1. Structure of edge di ~locations, asswned 
infinite and parallel (in z di rection). 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
HYD ROSTATIC STRESS 
Fig. 4.7.2. olume di -tribution of hydro s tat ic s tr ss about a 
single edge dislocation to a surrounding radius r 0 = ½R 0 . Stress in units of . 4 793/r O x 10
1 1 m- 2 , \\'here r
0 
is in 
angstroms. 
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the shear modulus. The hydrostatic stress is given by 
0 = ! (0 + 0 + 0 ) 
3 xx yy zz (4.7.3) 
or 
0 = _ [l + V b l Sin8 . 1 - V µ 3TTr (4.7.4) 
It is possible to calculate the distribution of hydrostatic 
stress due to a single dislocation, in an infinite crystal, with the 
result that the volume probability density P of a given stress 0 is 
given by 
p ex: 1 3 • 
0 
(4.7.5) 
This, however, is an oversimplified model as the lattice will contain 
many dislocations with an average separation R0 (= 2r 0 ) as shown in Fig. 
4.7.1. Thus the volume distribution should not be extended to infinite 
volume, but only to a radius r 0 surrounding the dislocation. 
For simplicity, it is assumed that all dislocations are 
infinite and parallel. The resulting stress distribution is shown in 
Fig. 4.7.2, where the most probable hydrostatic stress is given by 
0 = -[l + V l 1 1 - V bµ 3TT (4.7.6) 
The curve shows only positive stress; however the distribution of 
hydrostatic stresses will be symmetric about the a= 0 axis. 
There remains certain inadequacies with this distribution, 
however, as it ignores any interaction with neighbouring edge 
dislocations. T0e problem of including interaction with neighbouring 
dislocations is too difficult to be solved algebraically, due to the 
uncertainty in both the dislocation orientation and the large number of 
interacting dislocations. An average stress distribution acting on the 
central dislocation, as a result of nearest neighbour dislocations may 
however be determined. This distribution, when combined with the 
central distribution (assuming random orientation), gives a new volume 
distribution of stress, as shown in Fig. 4 .7.3. Once again the curve is 
symmetric about the a= 0 axis. Combination of the distributions was 
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Fig. --l.7.3. V lume distribution of s tr es s about a s ingl e edge 
dislocation including an averaged interaction from nearest 
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achieved using numerical approximati ons on the computer. 
The alculation may be ext ended to next near s t neighbour 
dislocations including all neighbour sites which give a s ignificant 
contributi on. The computer cal culation " as performed taking into 
considerat i on the 24 nearest neighbour sites, and then extending to 49 
sites (each successive site corresponding to an i nc rea s ing number of 
dislocations). The two calculations were identica l to within the 
accuracy which could be plotted (Fig. 4. 7 .4) indicating that the effect 
of more di · tant dislocations would be insigni fi cant. 
This distribution of hydrostati c st re ss is c learly dependent 
on the average dislocation separation R0 (stress is in units of 
[(l+v)/(l- v) •bµ/3nr 0 ]). 
Following the arguments of Bacon & Cowl am [1969], the stress 
state of a given region of the specimen\ i ll determine the local 
transition temperature TN (using the hydr ostatic s tr ss dependence of 
the transition temperature as determined i n S ction 4.6). Due to the 
symmetric spread of o about zero, there will be an equivalent spread of 
TN about 311 K. From this distribution, a ma gnet ic phase diagram may be 
determined. Such diagrams are shO\.;n for an av er age dislocation 
separation of 200 A (dislocation density= 2.5 x 10 11 cm- 2 ) in Fig. 
0 
4.7.S(a), and for a separation of .ioo A (dislocation density= 6.2 x 10 10 
cm- 2 ) in Fig. 4.7.S(b). 
Insp ction of these diag r ams reveals certain inadequacies. 
There is no way of distinguishing between the two s.d.w. phases using 
this hydrostatic stress model; and so no complet comparison may be 
made with experiment. Further, this model in no ~ay accounts for the 
commensurate AFO phase whi h has been shown to exist at high 
temperatures. 
Apart from th ese limit ations, Fig. 4.7.S(a ) fo rms a fairly 
good repr sentation of the extent of ordered phas s fo r the swaged rod; 
whilst a higher dis location densit y would be r equir ed t o obtain the 
powder results. Th i• dis lo at ion densities requir d to ob tain the 
experiment 1 r sult :-; are 2.5 x 10 11 cm- 2 for th S\ aged rod, and 1 x 10 12 
cm-
2 for the fine po der. Bacon & Cowlam [ 1969] expres s doubt as to 
(a) 
(b) 
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Fig. 4.7.5. Phase diagrams for hydrostatic stress model 
assuming (a) an average dislocation separation of 200 X 
and (b) an average dislocation separation of 400 A. The 0 
transition temperature dependence on hydrostatic pressure 
is obtained from Fig. 4.6.1. 
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whether such high di s location densiti es could exi s t 1n a re a l syst em. 
Th only r ecorded estimates of di slo cat jon den s ities in 
chromium were measur ed by McLaren (1964]. He s hoh ed that well-anneal ed 
polycrys tall i ne sheets contained densities bet1 een 10 6 cm- 2 and 10 7 cm- 2 , 
whilst deformation of 1.5% (change in length of sh eet) resulted in an 
increase of dislocation densit y to 5 x 10 9 cm- 2 • Such a dislocation 
density is far too low to cause the observed r esult. The swaged rod 
however had been deformed 50% (in length), far in exce s s of that for 
McLaren's sheet, though the required density of 2.5 x 10 11 cm- 2 would 
still seem rather large. 
The powder sample, though clearl y more heavily strained than 
the swaged rod (as determined from x-ray l i ne widths), could not contain 
such a high dislocation density as 10 1 2 cm- 2 . Such a density would 
0 imply an average di s location spacing of only 100 A, or roughly 35 atomic 
spacings. Considering that the s.d.w. has a beat wavelength, o, of 
between 25 and 35 atomic spacings, it would seem unlikely that the 
s.d.w. state could be maintained with such closely spaced dislocations. 
This hydrostatic stress model therefore contains a number of 
severe inadequacies, though it gives a qualitative ly acceptable 
explanation. 
~ 
4.7.2 Limiting Q Model 
Previous discussion s hav e been based on the Ne e l transition 
temperature dep ndence on hyd r ost atic pres sure. I t is more practical 
however to consider the dependence of T on th e strain i n the direction 
of the s.d. wave. Section 4. 6 .2 has s hown that i t 1s th i s strain which 
1s important when considering linear s t res ses. It is cl ear from 
previous investigations (Bastow & Stre et, 1966] that linear strain 
causes preferred alignment of the s.d. 1 . polari zation and hence 
~ 
effectively of the Q vector. 
It follows from the assumpti on t hat th e transition temperature 
varies with strain, that regi ons of a specimen ord ered to hi gh 
t 1nperatures shoul d b r gion - of large t ens il e s t rain . These high 
temperature ordered regions should ther efore displ ay an increasingly 
large average atomic spacing. 
The positions of satellit e (1 0 0) peak s in the neutron 
diffraction pattern allo\v a determination of both the average atomic 
-+ 
spacing, and the average Q vector for the AFl phase, 
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A 
a = (Sin8 1 + Sin82 ) 
(4.7.7) 
Q 2a11 ( 1 (Sin8 2 - Sin8 1 ) l = - (Sin8 1 + Sin82 ) , (4.7.8) 
where A is the neutron wavelength, and 8 1 , 82 are the angular positions 
of the two satellites. 
The "a" value obtained for swaged chromium is shown in Fig. 
4.7.7(a), whilst that for a fine powder is shown in Fig. 4.7.7(b). The 
variation is as might be expected, with only those r egions of extreme 
tensile strain remaining ordered to high temperatures. 
The temperature plot of~ is sh own in Fig. 4.7.6 where~ 1s 
plotted in units of 2n/a - the local average atomic spacing. The 
experimental points fall on the curv e det e rmined by Arrott e t al. [1 967] 
which was determined for unstrained chromium. That the experimental 
-+ points give such good agre ement woul d seem to suggest that the Q vector 
is independent of strain, or, more correctly, that o (Q = (l - l/o)2n/a) 
takes on a value corresponding to a fixed number of atomic spacings at a 
-+ given temperature (independent of strain). If Q is then plotted in 
multiples of the unstrained atomic spacin g (2n/ a
0
) , there will be a 
distribution of Q about th e Arrott line, corresponding to the 
distribution of strain in the specimen (F i g. 4.7. 8). 
Fig. 4.7.7(a) allows a determina tion of the strain in th e 
extreme high temperature r egion of the AFl pha s e which should approach 
the value of strain necess ary to raise the AFl -+P transition to this 
-+ 
temperature. ssumin g Q ( i n units of 2n/a ) f a ll s on the Arrott line, 
+ 
then Q0 (in units of 2n/a 0 ) will fall below th e l i ne a s indi cated in 
Fig. 4.7.8 (point B). The Q0 va lue for th e tr ansi tion at 311 K is by 
definition on the line , and is also plott ed in Fi . 4.7.8 (point A). 
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Constructing a straight line (N) through th ese points gives a 
-+ -+ 
variation of Qo as a function of temperatur e , where Q0 corresponds to 
the value at which a tran s ition from the ordered state occurs. This 
-+ 
emphasis on the significance of Q 1n determining th e transition 15 a new 
concept , but i t s justification lies in the conclus"ions \ hich may be 
drawn from it . 
The gradient of the line, N, is us ed t o determine a strain 
dependence of the transition temperature which 1s then compared with the 
hydrostatic pressure dependence. The predicted pressure dependence is 
= 4. 6 ± 0. 8 K/ kbar 
which compares most favourably with the experimental values of 5. 2 ± 0. 5 
K/kbar. 
It is an obvious extension to assume tha t there is a similar 
-+ 
critical Q for the spin-flip transition. Using the limiting strain 
value for the AFl phase as it is about to und ergo transition at 80 K 
-+ (point E), and the unstrained Q transition value (point C), two points 
-+ 
may be plotted on the Q curve. The maximum strain observed in the high 
temperature AFl phase should correspond to the value in the AF2 phase as 
it undergoes final transition at 150 K (point D). Using these three 
points, the line SF may be constructed (Fig. 4.7.8). As the curve 1s 
not straight (as 1s the N line), certain licence must be taken in 
drawing the curve. 
The distribution of strain 1n the specimen will correspond to 
a range of spin-flip temperatures. It remains to determine a 
distribution of strain which would result from th e dislocation structure 
discussed earlier. 
Using the expression for stress in eqns (4.7. 1) and (4.7. 2) , 
the strain in each direction may be det ermined. The expressions 
obtained for the strain are 
E: 
rr 
= = 
( 1 - V - 2v2 ) 
E 
C = 0 . 
zz 
µ b Sin8 
2TT ( 1 - v ) r (4 . 7 . 9) 
(4 . 7.10) 
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Thus th strain 1n the direction of the dislocation will be zero , whilst 
the strain in th e rand 8 directions \vill be proportional to the hydro-
static st ress (as determined in Section 4.7.1). 
A thorough analysis should require det erm ination of E and 
xx 
£ , and also the latti ce structure. Such an an lysis however becomes yy 
too involved for solution. A rea so nable estimat e of the general size of 
strains can be obtained by repres nting the s tra ins in polar coordinates, 
and assuming a random alignment of lattice structure (i.e. a random 
alignment of di slocations \ith respect to th e l attice ) . 
Assuming once again the model of only edg e dislocations being 
aligned parallel and of infinite length (model 1), then a distribution 
of strain in the two directions perpendicu lar to th e dislocations will 
be of identical f orm to Fig. 4.7.4 (assuming intera tion with up to 49 
nearest neighbour sites). The strain in the direction parallel to the 
dislocation will always be zero. 
Alignm ent of s.d. waves will not be random; but is determined 
by the magnitude of strain in the various directions. Munday [1968] has 
shown that the magnetic polarization of the wave will align 
perpendicular to tensile strain in the AFl phase (and parallel to 
compressive strain). Assuming such an alignment is complete, and using 
the strain distr i butions for the three directions, it is possible to 
-+ determine a dist r ibut ion of strain in the direction of the s.d. wave Q 
vector. This di s tribution, determined us ing numer i cal approximations on 
the computer, is show11 in Fig. 4.7.9(a), where the zero strain is about 
100 times more probable than any other single strain. 
For a parti cular average disloca tion separation, the shift in 
TN will be great r thJn for the hydrostatic model by a factor of about 
-+ 
three, as th e Q vec to r s will be much more commonly aligned along 
directions of large s t rain, and the individual strain components will be 
much larger than the hydrostatic strain. 
As n alter native model (model 2) , it \vas assumed that the 
edge dislocat ions , though long compar d with the Bu rge rs vector, are not 
infinite and paral lel , and are randomly aligned. The strain 
distribution in each direct ion resulting from a particular dislocation 
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Fig. 4.7.9. The volume distribution of s trai n 1n t he direction 
-+ f the s .d. wavevector Q for (a J parallel j nfinit e edge 
dislocations uniformly spaced and (b) l ong , randomly 
oriented, edge dislocations. The strain i me asured in 
units of 0.285/r 0 where 2r 0 is the aver age dislocation 
separation measured in angstroms. 
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(including interaction with its various randoml)· aligned neighbour 
dislocations) may be determined. The re ulting strai n distribution 1n 
-+ 
the s.d.w. Q direction is shown for model 2 in I·ig. 4.7.9(b). 
The distribution of model 1 is combin 'd wi th the "critical Q" 
values of Fig. 4.7.8 to pr diet phase diagrams iL S we ll as variations of 
the atomic spacing in the AFl pha s e. In determ Lning the atomic spacing 
0 
variation, an unstrained va lue of a= 2.868 A ha s b en taken. This value 
was obtained from a series of measurements on well annealed powder, 
using the (1 0 0) neutron diffraction peak. To the accuracy obtainable, 
"a" was found to be constant as a function of t emp erature for this 
unstrained sample. The phase diagram obtained for a dislocation density 
of 2.5 x 10 11 cm- 2 is shown in Fig. 4.7.lO(a), with the atomic spacing 
variation for the powder plotted against the model curve in Fig. 
4.7.lO(b). The phase diagram gives quite reasonable agreement with that 
expected for a fine powder though the ordering is predicted to extend to 
temperatures higher than those actually observed. The fine powder 
diagram could be accounted for using a slightly lower dislocation 
density of perhaps 10 11 cm- 2 • The S\vaged rod results appear to coincide 
fairly closely with the variation of model 1 for a dislocation density 
of 6.2x10 10 cm- 2 • The transition at around 311 K is less extreme than 
for the swaged rod, and so a slightly lower dislocation density of about 
S x 10 10 cm- 2 would be sufficiently large to account for the observed 
results. 
A similar set of calculations may be per formed, using model 2 
giving similar phase diagram and atomic spacing variations (Fig. 
4.7.12). The two models reveal only minor differences, though model 2 
r quires slightly larger dislocation densities th an model 1 to obtain 
an equivalent phase diagram. 
As was di scussed in Section 4.7.1 , dislocation densities of 
size S x 10 9 cm- 2 have been observed i n 1. 5% deformed chromium [McLaren, 
1964], and ther efor a density of S x 10 10 cm- 2 would not seem unreason-
able for a swaged rod deformed 50%. Simil ar l y the fine powder (which 
clearly is more heavi ly dislocated than the swag ed rod) could contain a 
dislocation of 10 11 cm- 2 • This \Ould correspond to an average 
0 dislocation separation of about 300 A or around 110 a tomic sites - we ll 
in excess of th e ma .· imum s. d. beat \ ave length of 35 a tomic sites . 
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These models then account quite\ e ll for the experimental 
results, except fo r two main features. The first is the absence of the 
commensurate phas e at high temperatur s, and th s cond is the limited 
extent of the AF l phase at OK, even for th e most st rained system. This 
limit on the AFl phase can easily be seen to result from the uncertainty 
in the line SF (I ig. 4.7.8) at very low temperatur es . Suitable 
re-drawing of th i s line will increase the xtent of the AFl phase at OK. 
The fi na l difficulty to be accounted for is the existenc of 
the commensurate AFO phase, which has so far been ignored. Earlier 
discussions have suggested that dislocation densities resulting in 
average separations of less than o could not support a s.d.w. system. 
It is predicted that when dislocations become too closely spaced, the 
s.d .w. phase becomes unstable with respect to a commensurate structure. 
That closely spaced dislocations would make unstable the s.d.w. 
-+ 
structure can be seen by considering that Q will adjust in magnitude 
with the changing atomic spacing. Therefore, if the s.d.w. is described 
by 
M = Mo Sin(Q•l) (4.7.11) 
then 
dM 
Mo Cos (Q• 1) [:~ • 1 + Q] = dx (4.7.12) 
which will be zero when 
= 0 . (4.7.13) 
But when dM/dx = 0, the magnetic moment will be constant, and so the 
s.d.w. will effectively be converted to the simple AFO state. 
the s.d.w. should only b stable when 
In fact, 
(4.7.14) 
Calculation of the strain nea r th e c ntre of a dislocation 
allows ad t ermination of Q as a function of;_ From this, it can be 
shown that eqn (4. 7. 14) is satisfi d wh enev er ! x I ? 3 .0 • Su ~h regions 
would corr spond to only bout 0.02% of tl1e sp cimen, which is quit 
insignifi ant. Th s regions would ho~ ever act as a barrier to the 
setting up of a s.d.w. when the dislocation cores are closely spaced. 
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In a sample showing a particular a vera ge dislocation 
separation, there will be a distribution of s epa r ations about the mean. 
This distribution can bed termined, and all tho s e r egions of the 
specimen for which the separation is less t han 
the AFO phase. 
are assumed to exist 1n 
Dislocations will fall into two ma in categories . The first is 
those dislocations constituting part of a gr ain boundary, and the second 
are those which are distributed throughout the bulk of the specimen. 
Those forming the boundary will influence the magnetic ordering in 
regions up to at most 100 A from the boundary centre. If grains in the 
powder are typically about 0.01 mm in size, then, the boundary 
dislocations will affect a volume of the sp c1men of only about 0.3%. 
Such a region would not be detectable through the measuring techniques 
available. It is therefore necessary to consider those dislocations 
distributed throughout the lattice. 
Hirth and Lothe (1968] have discussed dislocations in crystals, 
and suggested that there is a pile-up of dislocations near barriers such 
as grain boundari s. Two types of pile-ups will be considered - the 
first being a single edge dislocation pile-up (F i g. 4.7.13(b) ) , and the 
second a double edge dislocation pile -up (Fig. 4.7.14(b)). The density 
of dislocations as a function of dist anc e from t he barri ers is gi ven by 
n (x) = N 1 (4.7.15) 
for a single pile-up, and 
N x 
n (x) = - ----- - ~ (4.7.16) 
LO [ ( I_, 0 / 2 ) 2 - X 2 ] ' 2 
for a double pile-up, where N is the cotal number of dislocations, and 
n(x) is the density at distance x fro m the c entr e of the two barriers. 
From eqns (4.7.15) and (4.7.16), it i s possible to determine a 
distribution of dislocation separations; and th ese are s hown for the 
two types of pile-ups in Fig. 4. 7 .13 (' ) and Fig. 4.7.14(a). 
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proportion of the spe imen be ing in a reg1 1m 1vh 1.: re 1s greater than the 
dislocation separation . Using t he di s locu r ion Jensity of 2 . 5 x 10 11 cm-2, 
an d th e strain di s tril"'ution of mode l 1 , it is possible to cons t ruct an 
approximat e phas diagram , including the Al O ph ase (Fi g . -+ . 7 .15) . The 
genera l form of t ile phase diagram i s 1 n good agreem ent 1vi th that 
observed for fine po1vders (Fig . 4 . 5 .1 ) , ex~ep t j n tne low t emperature 
regi ons , here t he AFO phase do es not exis t . I f i t is assumed t ha t a t 
low temper atures , t he AFO phas e is r ep l ace ll by an A Fl phase t hen the 
diagram tak es on the desi r eJ appearan ce. 
It is t herefore c oncluded that st rain of t he magnitud e 
resulting from a me an dislocation den s it y of about 10 11 cm- 2 is quite 
suff ici ent to account for t he perturbation s to t he chromium magnetic 
system as observed in fine powd ers. 
As a fin a l exerci se, i t is inter esting t o det ermin e the 
expected neu t ron i ntensity varia tion as a f unction of t emperature , 
assuming a variat i on of TN given by model 2 , and a Brilloun function 
(B1 ) 2 for eac h loca l TN. The AFO pha s e ha s been i gnor ed, and a ~ 
dislocation densit y of 2.5 10 1 1 assumed. The var i ation obtained, using 
computer analysis of the Tt\ distribut i on, l S shown 1n Fig . 4.7.16; and 
included fo r comparison ar e the exper i ment a l point s for the fine 
powders. Despite the larg experimen t al uncertai nty, the po i nts f i t 
very well on the t heor et i c a 1 cur ve. The l ow temp erature s ection of the 
curve 1s qu ite ins ens i tive to changes in the stress di s tribution; 
howe ver, the curve above about 350 K s hows a crit ical depend enc e on 
di s tribution. The agr eeme nt with exp eriment i n th i s r egion i s 
particularly interest i ng, considering that it is at these hi gh 
temperature s that t he AFO Jlhase becomes dominant o er the AFl phase (the 
theoretical model mak es no account of the AFO phas) . 
It can t hen be conc luded thdt th e magnetic moment 1n the AFO 
phase will equal t he r oot mean s quare moment in t he s. d.w . phas es (as 
assumed ear lier ) . Suc h an eq ual i ty gives equa l neu tron i nt ensiti es fo r 
both APO and s.d.w . phases . Th is conc lus ion is in agr eement wi th the 
conclus ions reached by Bacon & Cowlam [19 69]. 
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4.7.3 Ten s ile Strain 
In Section 4. 6 .2, the variati on of eel t mpe r ature with 
tensile strain was investigated, though only a qua l itative dis cussion 
was given. For a more sound ly ba ed di s cuss j n, it is necessary to 
refer to t he strain distribution of Fi ~ . -+. 7.9(b) . Thi s di~tribution 1s 
obtaine d by assumin g a rando m ori entat i on of dis l ol...'.a ti ons \vi th respect 
to a parti cu lar cen t ral disl ocation. l he st1 ess d1s tr i bution i n th e 
plane perpendicular to the central di s lo cati n lin e 1vi 11 be di f ferent 
from the stres s distribution in t he di re ction para l lel to the 
dislocation line. The distributions f or th e three perp end icu l ar 
directions may be combined (assuming al ignment of t he spin polarization 
vecto r along the direction of maximum 12 ompre::;sive s train) , to give th e 
distr ibution of strain 1n th e s.d.w. v~ctor di re c t i on (Fig . 4. 7 .9(b) 1 . 
Assuming the tensile stress 1s applied a long the line of the 
dislocation, then the strain distribution in t hat J irection will be 
shift ed to higher s trains, whilst the perpend i cular strain dist r ibutions 
will be lo\\ered. The most heavily randomly strain(·d direction 1.,r ill lie 
perpendicular to the line of the dislocation. The shift in stra in due 
to the a pp 1 i ed stress w i 11 be given by E: I I = o / E , f or the d i s 1 o cat ion 
direction, and E:l = ov/E, f or th e perpendicul ar di r ection. The amended 
strain distributions may be combined to determine :1 s train distribution 
for the s.d .w. vector direction. This was done usi ng numer ical 
approximat i on on the comput er, and the di s tri bu t io11 obt ai ned is shown i n 
Fig. 4 .7.1 7 , bing compared with the dist r ibut ion obtai ned f or the zero 
tensile st re ss case. The central ma . imum of t he d j stri bution is shifted 
to higher :-; tra i ns, \vhich \vo uld correspond to an eq uiva l ent shift in t he 
Neel temp r ature . It is \ or th noting that th e distribution s hap 1s 
only sligh t ly affe(: ted by t he shift. 
The chan ge in pos Lt ion of t he c ent rc:1 l ma)..i mum as a function of 
applied te nsile strain is p lotted in Fig. 4. 7. 18. The plot is non-
line r, th ugh it i s necess ,iry to consid r onl y th region of low stress 
as the exp ~rimental investi :ation dea lt kith a eel tem per ature shift of 
less than lS K. For this l ow stress reg ion, th e effect ive shift in 
strain is ,tpproxim tel y linearly dep ende nt on t ensi le strain in the 
direction of appli ed stress . Th e gradient of t he cu rve as it approach s 
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t ig . 4.7.18. The ffective shift i n s t r ain resulti ng fro m 
a st r ess appli d al ong th di1 ec tion of t he dislocation . 
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zero strain is 0.30, which indicates that a tensile stress induced 
strain should raise the transition temperature at a slower rate (by the 
factor 0.30) than an equivalent hydrostatic s tra in causes it to be 
lowered. The hydrostatic stress necessary to cause a particular linear 
strain will be greater by a factor 1/(l - 2v), th an t he lin ear s tress 
required to cause the same linear strain. Therefore to compare the 
measurements for linear stress with hydrostatic mea surements, it is 
necessary to include a factor 1.7. 
The experimentally determined rate of Neel temperature change 
with tensile stress is 2.4 x 10- 8 K m2 N- 1 . This, when increased 
according to the factors 1/0.30 and 1/1.7 gives an equivalent hydro-
static rate of change of 4.7 x 10- 8 K m2 N- 1 , which compares favourably 
with the value of 5.2 x 10- 8 K m2 N- 1 for hydrostatic stress measurements. 
The discrepancy is easily accounted for by experimental uncertainty 
(4.7 ± 1.0) though is also due to the crudeness of the approximations 
made in calculating stress distributions. It then is possible to state, 
within the limitations of this model, that tensile strain does raise the 
transition temperature at a rate equal to the hydrostatic pressure 
lowering. This conclusion supports the discussion of Section 4.7.2. 
As a final comment, it 1s noted that the swaged and wire 
specimens exhibit a preferred s.d.w. vector alignment along the axis of 
the specimen. This preferred alignment has been largely ignored during 
calculations in this section, apart from considering a more extreme 
stress distribution in the directions perpendicular to the specimen axis. 
No explanation for the preferred alignment may be obtained from the 
theory discussed to date. This theory has assumed a random distribution 
of dislocations, which is clearly not justified in a sample such as the 
swaged chromium. The preferred crystallographic orientation must 
influence the orientation of both grain boundar ies and di s locations. 
The strain di s tri bution, though similar in order of magnitude to the 
modelled distributi on, must in reality be some\ hat di f f erent. The strain 
distributions in ea -h direction have been assumed mutually independent 
(an assumption never entirely correct), although a dependence of one 
direction or the other will obviously arise from preferred orientation 
of dislocations. The complexity of the swaging process does not allow 
any insight into the arrangement of dislocations, and hence into the 
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strain distribution along the various ( 1 0 O) directions. No attempt is 
made, therefore, to give a quantitative account of the preferred s.d.w. 
alignment in the swaged and wire chromium. 
-+ 
4.7.4 Alloys and the Limiting Q Model 
The basis of interpreting the strain effects on the s.d.w. 
system has been the assumption of a critical Q value at which the s.d.w. 
state becomes unstable with respect to the paramagnetic state. It is 
interesting to test this model as related to dilute alloys of chromium, 
in which the solute atoms may be considered small perturbations. 
Studies of alloys [Lebech & Mikke, 1972] have revealed that 
the Q vector is critically dependent on the excess electron 
concentration resulting from the impurity atoms. For that reason, this 
discussion must be limited to alloys which do not change the electron 
concentration of chromium. This condition is fulfilled by the elements 
molybdenum and tungsten which fall in the same group as chromium. 
For both molybdenum and tungsten, the atomic radii is 
approximately 1.550 A [Cahn, 1965], whilst the value of chromium is 
1.423 A. When alloys are formed, the average atomic spacing, "a", will 
be given by Vegard's Law [Friedel, 1955], 
(4.7.18) 
where a 1 and a 2 are atomic radii of the components, and c 1 and c 2 are 
-+ the respective concentrations. Assuming the critical Q model in which 
the Q vector takes on a fixed number .of atomic spacings, then the Q 
vector in terms of the pure chromium spacing, "a", will be increased by 
the ratio a/a 1 . 
Reference to Fig. 4.7.8 then allows a determination of the 
change in Neel temperature with Mo and W concentration. The value 
obtained is -19 K/At% compared with an experimental value of -25 K/At% 
for tungsten, and -16 K/At% [Arajs et al., 1973] for molybdenum. 
Considering the extreme simplicity of the theoretical calculations, the 
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final agreement is quite good - explaining both the decrease 1n TN, plus 
the linearity at low concentrations. 
4.7.5 Specific Heat 
The validity of assuming strain distributions of the form of 
Fig. 4.7.9 can be seen by reference to specific heat measurements. The 
distribution (Fig. 4.7.9(b)) is centred, not about the unstrained atomic 
spacing, but about a strain given by 
s = 0.2 85 
To 
(4.7.17) 
If it is assumed that fairly well annealed chromium [McLaren, 
1964] contains a dislocation density of 10 7 cm- 2 , then r 0 will be equal 
to 15800 A. Thus the strain may be determined to be 0.000018, and this 
will correspond to a transition temperature shift (as determined from 
Fig. 4.7.8) of approximately 0.2 K. 
The effect of introducin g dislocation s into the chromium 
system is to both spread the transition temperature, as well as shift it 
upwards. Such an observation has, in fact, been made from specific heat 
measurements by Polovov [1974] and Garnier & Salamon [1971] for 
variously annealed single and polycrystalline samples. A summary of 
their results, including the dislocation density predicted by the above 
model is presented in Table 4. 7.1, assuming a strain free Neel 
transition at 311.30 K. 
4.8 SUMMARY 
The principal results presented and discussed 1n this chapter 
may be summarized as follows. 
(1) Mea urements performed on annealed fine powder chromium reveal 
a r eturn from the perturbed fine powder magne tic ordering to 
that expected for ideal chromium. The return to the ideal 
state is achieved whether or not sintering is allowed to occur. 
Polovov 
Polovov 
Polovov 
Garnier 
Garnier 
Garnier 
Weber & 
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Table 4.7.1 
Calculated 
Ref rence Specimen Temp. Dislocation 
Density 
(K) ( cm- 2 ) 
(1974] Pure single crystal 311.35 2.5Xl0 6 
(1974] Single crystal 311.60 9,1Xl0 7 
(1974] Polycrystal 311.90 3,6Xl0 8 
& Salamon [1971] \\'ell annealed 311.50 4.0Xl0 7 
& Salamon [1971] Light anneal 311.70 l.6Xl0 8 
& Salamon (1971] Unannealed 311.90 3,6Xl0 8 
Street (1972] Well annealed 311.50 4.0Xl0 7 
This result confirms earlier suggestions that strain 1s the 
sole cause of the magnetic perturbations observed in powder 
chromium. 
(2) A specimen of swaged chromium has been intensively 
investigated. The specimen exhibits perturbed magnetic 
ordering indicative of a sample slightly less strained than 
the fine powders. This observation of perturbed ordering in a 
polycrystalline rod further supports the stress induced origin 
of the perturbations. 
The neutron diffraction investigation of this sample 
reveal s a spreading of the spin-flip temperature both above 
and below 123 K. The incommensurate AFl phase persists in 
some r egions of the specimen to above 400 K. 
(3) Resist i vity and specific heat measurements reveal that the 
311 K eel anomaly is maintained for each strained chromium 
specimen. The anomaly size i s lessened for increasing strain, 
though remains even for the f i ne powder s pecimen. 
The previously observed transition to paramagnetism at 
around 450 K has been studied using resistivity techniques. 
An anomaly in dp/dT is observ ed for each specimen indicating a 
transition (of order higher than first). The anomaly po~ition 
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is dependent on the degree of specimen strain, varying up to 
500 Kat most. 
(4) The results of measurements on the effects of hydrostatic 
pressure on the Neel temperature of chromium specimens are in 
agreement with those previously reported. 
(5) 
Tensile strain applied to chromium causes an elevation of 
TN' and reveals that the Neel temperature shift in chromium is 
directly proportional to strain (for both compressive and 
tensile strain) . 
-+ Measurement of Q variation and atomic spacing variation with 
temperature has revealed that o (Q = (1 - l/o)2TI/a) takes on a 
fixed value independent of lattice strain (at a particular 
-+ 
temperature) . The absolute magnitude of Q therefore is 
directly related to the specimen strain. 
It has been assumed that the AFl-+ P and AF2-+ AFl 
-+ 
transitions occur at critical values of Q. The measurements 
-+ 
of Q and a have allowed calculation of the temperature 
dependence of these critical Q values. 
Magnetic phase diagrams and r.m.s. magnetic moment 
variations with temperature are constructed with the aid of 
estimated specimen strain distributions. Results give agree-
-+ 
ment with experiment, which supports the critical Q concept. 
-+ Use of the critical Q about the Neel transition allows 
accurate prediction of the Neel temperature dependence on 
hydrostatic pressure. 
(6) The close link between the lattice and s.d. waves impli ed by 
-+ 
the critical Q model is employed to predict the onset of 
commensurate ordering. It is assumed that s.d.w. ordering 
becomes unstable in regions of closely spaced dislocations and 
that a transition to commensurate ordering occurs when the 
dislocation separation is less than 8 (the beat magnetization 
wavelength~ 30 a). 
This assumption, 1n conjunction with the expected 
distribution of dislocation separations, allows prediction of 
the range of temperature over which the AF0 phase exis ts. 
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Approxi mLL te agreement between the predi ct ion and experiment 1s 
obtained . 
-+ (7) Th e crit ical Q model i n conjunction with predict ed strain 
dis tribu ti ons has been used to pred i ct th e Neel temperature 
shi ft with random str in. Pred i cti ons ar e comp ared with 
experiment al Neel tem perature shift s obs erved from specific 
hea t re su lts. 
All oys of chromi um wit h is oel ec tron i c molybdenum and 
tungsten displ ay Neel temper atures in appro ximate agreement 
-+ 
with tho se predicted f orm the crit i cal Q model and the 
expected strain resulting f r om thes e solutes. 
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CHAPT ER 5 
THE ENTROPY CHANGE IN ALLOYED CHROMIUM 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter 4, the instability of the s.d.w. system with 
respect t specimen strain has been demonstrated. Considerable research 
[Arajs et al., 1973; Trego & Mackintosh, 1968] has also been undertaken 
in order to observe the change in the magnetic ordering of chromium as a 
result of alloying. This work has demonstrated the instability of the 
s.d.w. sy . tem. 
It has been shown that in general, alloying \,;ith transition 
metals to the right of chromium in th periodic table raises the Neel 
temperatu1e rapidly, wl1ilst metals to the left, lower TN. This rule 
does not .. dways hold however, as the ferromagnetic metals - iron, cabal t 
and nicke l - form exc eptions (by lowering TN). Molybdenum and tungsten, 
which lie in the same group as chromium, lower TN slightly, a fact which 
is attrib table to their differing atomic radii (Sec tion 4.7.4). 
Investigations have rev ealed that for large solute 
concentra t ions, alloys with elements to the right of chromium exist 1n a 
commensurLtte antiferromagnetic structure. For increasing concentrations 
of any solute metal, the s.d.w. tructure become s l ess stable with 
respect t o either paramagnetism or commensurate ant i ferromagnetism. 
It is intended to obse r ve wheth er the changing stability of 
the s.d.w . state can be observed through meas urement of the entropy 
associated with the Neel transit i on. 
Due to the dif f iculty i n r ecordin g th ~ anoma lous specific heat 
of chromium at the Neel 1ransition, few report s may be found in the 
literature conc ern ing obs erva tions of the effec t of a l loyi ng on this 
anomal ) . Th only de tai led investi gat ion under ta ke n [Pepperho f f & 
Ettwig , 1968 ] stud i d th e s pecific h a t a bout T fo r a ser ies of 
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mangan se all oys of chromium. The en tropy has been de t er mi ned from 
these graphi ca l resu lts and is p lott d as a f un c t i on of mangan se 
concen t ration in Fig . 5. i.2. There is a rap i d incr eas e of entropy with 
increa s ing concentra tion . Unfortunate ly thes e measu r ements wer e 
performed on alloys with manganese concentration s exceeding 1%, for 
which ordering exists as commensurat e antiferromagnet ism below TN 
[Bastow, 1966]. The system may no l onger therefore be consider ed in a 
perturbed s.d.w. state. 
In or der to ma intain a s.d.w. system, i t i s nec 8ssary to 
restr i ct investigations to very low concentration all oys (for which onl y 
limit d data exists in the literature). A re cent inv esti gation of 
dilut chromium alloys by Benediktsson et al. [1 97 5] has r eveal ed a 
decrease of latent heat at TN associ ated with th e increas ed solute 
concentration. This lat nt heat var i ati on i s summari zed in Table 5.1.1. 
Tabl e 5. 1 . 1 
[ t3enediktsson e t a l ., 19 75 ] 
Alloy Neel Temperatur e La tent Heat (K) (J/mol e) 
Chromium 311. .+ 1.04 
Cr 0.6 at % , lo 303 0.80 
Cr 0.3 at % \J 303 0 . 92 
Cr 0.4 at % Co 298 0 . 44 
Cr 0.3 at % , \1 300 0 . 36 
The latent heat bserved for cool i ng and heat i ng cyc l es has been 
averaged and onl y s. d. w. -yst ms have been i ncluded . It wa s observ ed 
that when the ordering b Low TN bec ame commensurate , th e Nee l transit ion 
became second ord er with a lo s s of any l atent heat . Unfortunat e ly thi s 
inves tigation has been l imited to solut e_ wh ich cause a l ower ing of TN' 
whil s t no det ermination of th e total ent ropy asso Liat ed \ it h ord ering 
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+ Rhenium [Lebech & Mikke, 1972.] 
• ~langan ese [Bastow, 1966] 
e Iron [Arrott et al., 1967] 
[Ara j s et a l. , 19 7 3] 
0 . 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
SOLUTE CONCENTRATION (at%) 
Fig. 5 .1.1. Neel temperatu r e shift for chromium alloys. 
0 2 4 6 8 
1AN GANESE CO CENTRATIO (at%) 
10 
Flg. 5.1.2. Entropy associated with the ee l transi tion 
in chromiwn-mangan se alloys [P epperhoff & Ettwigg, 
1967]. 
14 3 
has been made. 
In order to gain informat ion concerning s. d.w. ordering in 
dilute chromium alloys, measurement on a variety of a lloys are reported 
1n this chapter. Particular intere t lies in alloys\ ith manganese, due 
to the poss i bility of alignment of localized magnetic moments at the 
manganese atoms, causing some restriction or enhancement of the s.d. 
wave [Easton & \ eber, 1971]. Manganese alloys are of further interest 
as their el evated Neel temperatures are adequately predicted by existing 
theory. Vanadium alloys, which hav a lowered TN' are typical of alloys 
with metals to the left of chromium in the periodic table. Iron is 
studied due to its exceptional beha,·iour (in lowering TN)' plus the 
possibility of some interaction of i ts magnetic moment with the s.d. 
wave. Finally, rhenium will be used to give an indic ation of the effect 
of a solute met a l not in the first t ransition series. In sufficiently 
low concentrations, all these alloy · maintain a s.d.w. character, and 
follow a linear dependence of TN wi t h concentration (Fig. 5.1.1). 
The t r ansition temperatur e dependence may be obtained from 
band theory calculations [Lamer, 19 h2; Fedders & Martin, 1966; Rice et 
al., 1969] and i s given by, 
= To exp [ - !] , (5.1.1) 
where A will depend on the den s ity f states and the average Coulomb 
interaction. For vanadium and mang · nese alloys , Trego & Mackintosh 
[1968] have shohn a linear dep nden ce of 1/ A wi th electron concentration. 
A similar varia 10n would be expect ed for rhen ium. For low 
concentrations, when 1/).. is small, 
TN ; To [ 1 - ~] , 
or 
= To(l - kn ) , 
where n 1s the excess electron con centration and k 1s a constant 
related to the properties of the particular alloy. 
(5.1.2) 
(5.1.3) 
Eqn (5.1.3) accounts quite ad quately for t he variation of TN 
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observed in vanadium, manganese and rh enium alloys , wi th k approximately 
equal fo r each al loy (Fig . 5.1.1 ) . Th e iron result hme\er r 'mains 
unaccounted for by this theory. A more general th eory i s con s idered by 
Behera & Viswanathan (1969], in which account is taken not on ly of the 
change 1n el ctron concentration, but also of the scattering of 
electroI1s by paramagnetic impurities, and the inter-atomic potential due 
to the i mpurity. The estimated shift 1n Neel temperature cal culated 
with th ~ aid of this theory is presented in Table 5.1.2. 
Cr 
Cr 
Cr 
Table 5.1.~ 
[Behera & Vi swanathan, l9 b9] 
Alloy 
0.5 at% V 
0.5 at% M 
0.5 at% Fe 
Predicted Shift 
in TN (K) 
-70 
+61 
-16 
Lxperimental Shift 
in TN (K) 
-62 
+77 
-12 
There is no experimental ev idence to sho\,' a li gnm ent of lo ca li ze d 
magnetic mo ments in d i lut e chromium alloys, though observations have 
been made o f a change in t he average magnetic mo ment of the s.d. wave 
[Koehler et al., 1966]. These obs ervations of dilute chromium alloys 
with vanadium, manganese, molybdenum and rhenium have indicated that the 
average magnetic moment i s given by 
µ (alloy) 
µ (Cr) = 
TN(alloy ) 
TN (Cr) (5.1.4) 
The variat ion of magnetic mom ent with temp erature sti ll approximates a 
B.C.S. fun ction. Once again iron form~ an exception to the typical 
variation. 
1 he following discussion of entropy chang e at T for chromium 
alloys wit h manganes e, vanadium, iron J nd rhen ium wi ll give some insight 
into the stability of the s.d.w. struc t ure. Wh ere poss ible, analogy 
will be maJe with a chromium s.d.w. sy ·tem, perturbed by strain. 
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5.2 EXPERIME TAL DETAILS 
5.2.1 Specimen Preparation 
In order to produce alloys which maintain s.d.w. ordering up 
to TN' it was necessary to maintain a solute concentration of less than 
about 0.3 at% (or 0.8 at% for iron). Sucl1 low cone ntration alloys 
could not be produced by direct mixture of appropriate amounts of pure 
metal, but required production of a master alloy . In order to lessen 
the possibility of undesired impurities, high purity raw materials were 
utilized and details of these are presented in Table 5.2.1. 
Table 5.2.1 
Material 
Chromium 
Manganese 
Iron 
Rhenium 
Pur1ty 
99.999% 
99.995% 
99.999% 
99.95 % 
All alloys studied were prepared by A. Vas at the Physics 
Department, Monash University. 
Master alloys were first produced by crushing measured amounts 
of raw materials into fine powder, and then mixing the components. The 
mixture was then melted in an argon arc furnace, followed by annealing 
(Table 5.2.2). 
The iron alloys were water quenched at the conclusion of the 
anneal, resulting in minimization of clustering of iron atoms . 
Resulting alloys were further crushed and mixed with measured 
amounts of chromium powder, to achieve the final desired concentrations. 
After argon-arc melting of these alloys, a final anneal was undertaken 
in order to reduce strain . For some alloys, a third dilution was 
necessary before the final concentration was achieved. 
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Table 5.2.2 
Alloy Annealing Temp. Duration Atmosphere 
Cr 0.06 at % Re 1480 oc 140 hrs Hydrogen 
Cr 0.10 at % Fe 1200 oc 170 hrs Argon 
Cr 0.40 at % Fe 1000 oc 40 hrs Vacuum 
Cr 0.08 at % Mn 750 oc 40 hrs Argon 
Cr 0.19 at % Mn 750 oc 40 hrs Argon 
Cr 0.08 at % V 1300 oc 40 hrs Hydrogen 
During the melting and annealing procedures, a certain 
proportion of the component materials was lost due to "boil-off". In 
the case of chromium-manganese alloys, approximately 50% of the 
manganese evaporated off, as was determined from the amount of 
deposition on the furnace muffle. To avoid impurities, the furnace 
muffle was outgassed before the anneal was commenced and the alloys were 
heated very slowly. 
Final alloys, being an approximate half cylinder in shape, 
were of a size suitable for direct specific heat measurement. Tests for 
alloy purity were undertaken using the emission spectrometer at the 
Research School of Earth Sciences, A.N.U . No trace of any undesired 
metallic impurities was observed to a level of< 1 ppm. 
The concentration of the alloys was estimated by determining 
the position of the Neel temperature resistivity anomaly (with reference 
to Fig. 5.1.1). Estimation could also be made from a knowledge of the 
expected "boil-off". A summary of expected concentrations is presented 
in Table 5.2.3. 
The estimate from resistivity data is in approximate agreement 
with the values estimated from the preparation procedure and will be 
assumed to be the true concentration. The observed broadening of the 
Neel temperature anomaly suggests a fairly wide variation of 
concentration throughout each specimen. Atomic absorption spectrometry 
has been used to check concentrations, though values obtained vary 
according to what region of the specimen was tested. For the iron 
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Table 5.2.3 
Alloy Non inal Estimated Estimated (from boil-off) (from r esistivity) 
Cr Re 0.1 0 at % 0. l 0 at % 0.06 at % 
Cr tvln 0.2 0 at % 0 .10 at % 0.08 at % 
Cr tvln 0. so at % 0.25 at % 0.19 at % 
Cr Fe 0.10 at % 0.10 at % 0.10 at % 
Cr Fe 0.5 0 at % 0.50 at % 0.30 at % 
Cr V 0.10 at % 0 .10 at 0 . 0.08 at % /0 
alloys, the concentration varies from th e mean by up to 30% according to 
what specimen section was tested. 
After meas urement of specific heat, the alloys were cut into 
sections suitable for resistivity and Young's modulus measurements. 
Cutting was perform d using the spark erosion technique to reduce the 
degree of introduced strain. 
5.2.2 Experimental Procedures 
Specific heat measurements were perfo r med on the "as-melted" 
alloys by placing them in the solid specimen holder (Fig. 3.2.3). A 
rubber epoxy was us ed to ensure good thermal contact between specimen, 
heater, and platinum resistor. For some slightly oversized alloys, 
surface polishing was required to allow fitting of the specimen into the 
holder. 
Measurements were recorded over a temperature rang e of from 
273 K up to 3-+0 K, though the upper l imi t depend ~d on the position of TN. 
A detailed calibration of the specimen hold er plus r ubber had not been 
performed, though a fairly rapid calibration r eveal d no anoma lous back-
ground peaks. Absolute specific heat meas ureme11 ts could not be 
determined accurately though measurement s incor porating the approximate 
background gave absolute results in fairly clos e agre ment with previous 
determinations (Section 5 .3.1). The value of specific heat of pure 
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chromium d termined by Weber & Street [1972] at 300 K varies from 24.2 
J/mole/K t o 24.8 J/mole/K dependin g on t he rat e of hating . Values 
obtained for the va r ious alloys at 300 K lie wi t hin - 10% of this range. 
The observed deviat i on r esults from the s lightl y differing masses of 
rubber epoxy used for each experiment. 
Relative pecific heat measurements were quite reliable 
however, and anomalous specific heat values in the vicinity of TN were 
determined by subtracting away a smooth background curve (assumed to 
result from the specimen container as well as the non-magnetic chromium 
specific heat). This method of determining magnetic entropy change 
introduced certain errors in defining th e background; however, fitting 
various possible curves by hand resulted in an uncert ainty of at most 
30% in the final value of entropy. 
Resistivity and Young's modulus measur ements were performed 
using the techniques described in Chapter 3, thus obtaining a high 
degree of precision with a fairly precis e determination of the Neel 
temperature. The transition temperature is defined as the minimum value 
of Young's mudulus and also as the minimum in the first temperature 
derivative of resistivity (d p/dT). 
5.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
5.3.1 Pure Chromium 
Electrical resi s tivity of well annealed 99.999% chromium has 
been measured and reveals a sharp transition at 311. 3 ± . OS K (Fig. 
5.3.l(a)). The transition is at no point discontinuous, though this may 
be due to the very low residual strain in the specimen. Annealed 
chromium -ontains a dislocation density of 10 6 cm- 2 [McLaren, 1964], and 
hence a non-zero residual strain. 
The transition temperature may be slightly dependent on 
heating r ate, as an apparent transition temperature shift up to 
311.4 ±.OSK occurred wh en the heating rate was doubled from 0.06 K/min 
to 0.12 K/ min. 
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Fig. 5.3.1. Phy ical properties of high purity annealed chromjwn 
in the vicinity of the Neel transition. 
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The resistivity anomaly tends to spread with increasing strain 
(Section 4.4.1), resulting in a less precise definition of TN. 
Young's modulus of chromium (Fig. 5.3.l(b)) follows a 
variation similar to dp/dT, with a sharp discontinuity occurring at the 
Neel temperature. An estimate of TN from this data gives 
TN= 311.5 ± 0.5 K. 
The specific heat resulting from the magnetic ordering in the 
vicinity of TN is shown in Fig. 5.3.l(c). A smooth background curve has 
been subtracted. Much consideration has been given to the true "non-
magnetic" contribution to the specific heat [Polovov, 1974]; however 
the inadequacies of existing theory suggest that subtraction of a smooth 
background contribution should provide a reasonable estimate of the 
remaining magnetic specific heat (following the approach of Weber & 
Street [1972]). 
The entropy determined from these measurements along with that 
obtained from previous studies is presented 1n Table 5.3.1. The vast 
discrepancy in results cannot be accounted for by impurities, as all 
specimens investigated were of high purity. 
Table 5.3.l 
Reference Entropy Sample Purity (mJ /mole/ K) 
B awnont et al. [1960] 18 99.998 % 
Salamon et al. [ 1969] 29 99.997 % 
Weber & Street [1972] 70 99.99 % 
Polovov [1974] 121 99.995 % 
Current Measurement 66 99.99 % 
The results of \ eber & Street [1972] and Polovov (1974] are 
believed to be quit e reli able, with the discrepancy between them arising 
from a di f f ering definit i on of back ground specific hea t (non - magn tic 
contribution). Polovov as swnes an additional contribution to the 
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magnetic ~pecific heat in the region of 200 K to 250 K which increases 
the entropy from 70 mJ/mole/K to 121 mJ/mole/K. The entropy resulting 
from current results follows the method of determi nation of Weber & 
Street [1 972], and hence the value of 66 mJ/mole/K so determined gives 
good agre ement. 
The earlier reported values, g1v1ng entropies of 18 mJ/mole/K 
and 29 mJ / mole/K, would seem to vary due to excessive strain in the 
specimen (Section 5.4), and possibly due to the particular measuring 
technique. 
The vast uncertainty 1n entropy associated with the Neel 
transition in pure chromium must give rise to caution when interpreting 
the entropies determined for alloys. 
5.3.2 Manganese Alloys 
Alloys of manganese 1n chromium have been widely investigated 
due to the unusual magnetic structure of both metals. 
A detailed neutron diffraction study of dilute manganese 
alloys of chromium was carried out by Hamaguchi et al. [1965], revealing 
a rapid rise in Neel temperature with increasing manganese concentration. 
This study indicated that introduction of manganese gave rise to a 
commensurate antiferromagnetic structure immediately below the Neel 
temperature. This result was based on measurements for alloys with 
manganese concentrations greater than 0.5 at% leaving doubt as to the 
type of ordering in the extremely low concentration region. 
Bastow [1966) performed a similar neutron diffraction study in 
conjunction with Young's modulus measurements, though this investigation 
was extended to low r concentrations with a 0.12 at% manganese alloy. 
At such low concentrations, the material maintained a s.d.w. structure 
up to the slightly e levated Neel temperature. 
A study by Koehler et al. [1966) has r eve laed the 
incommensurate nature of ordering up to the Neel temperature for low 
concentration alloy s ($ 0.35 at% Mn). 
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Combination of all the above results allows construction of a 
magnetic phase diagram (Fig. 5.3.2). Alloys with manganese 
concentrations less than approximately 0.3 at% exist as a slightly 
perturbed chromium magnetic system, suitable for this current 
investigation . Two manganese alloys were prepared, one containing 0.08 
at% manganese and the other 0.19 at% manganese. As was discussed in 
Section 5.2.1, some variation of concentration existed in each specimen. 
Measurement of the (1 0 0) neutron diffraction peak for the 
0.08 at% alloy at 295 K revealed the triple peak characteristic of the 
transverse s.d.w. state (Fig. 5.3.3). 
Atomic absorption spectrometry of sections from the outer 
surface of each specimen revealed low concentrations of 0.03 at% Mn 
(for the 0.08 at% alloy) and 0.09 at% Mn (for the 0.19 at% alloy). 
Resistivity measurements were performed on sections cut from 
closer to the specimen centre and the resulting anomalous variation 
about TN is shown in Fig. 5.3.4. The Neel temperature obtained from 
these results is determined from the point at which dp/dT is minimum, 
though the broadening of the transition makes a precise definition of TN 
difficult. The transition temperature defined in this way is slightly 
lower than the observed peak position for specific heat. The magnetic 
contribution to the specific heat is shown in Fig. 5.3.5. 
The entropy change is dependent on the definition of the non-
magnetic specific heat contributions . For each specimen, the specific 
heat passes through a "peak", though the transition is sufficiently 
spread as to remove any ".:\-spike". The concentration gradient near the 
specimen surface will no doubt resul~ in a spreading of entropy over a 
wide temperature range. There may therefore be contributions to the 
entropy over a wider temperature range than is indicated in Fig. 5.3.5. 
A summary of entropy results is presented in Table 5.3.2. 
The concentration gradient is revealed through the discrepancy 
in TN determined for differing sections of each alloy. The entropy is 
drastically reduced from the pure chromium value of 66 mJ/mole/K, and 
even a more liheral interpretation of non-magnetic specific heat would 
be unlikely to raise the calculated alloy entropies to near tl1e pure 
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Table 5.3. ~ 
Entropy Alloy TN - Resistivity T - Specific Heat (mJ/mole/K) 
Cr 0.08 at % Mn 317 K 32 0 K 27 
*Cr 0.12 at % i~ 320 K 32 2 K 12 
Cr 0.19 at % 1n 324 K 329 K 21 
* For the 0.12 at% alloy , the Neel temperature has been determined 
using Young's modulus measurements, whilst the specific heat was 
determined by Easton & Weber [1971]. This sample had been heavily 
swaged and rolled. 
chromium value. The anomalously low entropy a s sociated with the 0.12% 
alloy may be attributed to specimen strain - a point which will be given 
further consideration in Section 5.4. 
5.3.3 Vanadium Alloy 
Vanadium when mixed with chromium cause s a lowering of the 
Neel transition temperature. Neutron diffraction studies of chromium-
based vanadium alloys were performed by Harnaguchi et al. [1965] and 
Koehler et al. [1966], r evealing the exi s tence of a s.d.w. state, and 
the non-existence of co~1ensurate ordering for all concentration alloys. 
The temperature extent of ordering decreased, such that TN varies 
linearly with concentration until the ev entual loss of any magnetic 
ordering at around 4 at % vanadium (Fig. 5.3.6 ) . 
There is no stringent restriction therefore on the vanadium 
concentration requir ed for this investigation. In order to make reason-
able comparison with manganese alloys, and al s o to maintain an 
approximately pure chromium ordered state , an alloy of about 0.10 at % 
vanadium was produced. 
Initi a l attempts to produce such an alloy resulted in a t wo-
phase system with concentrations of 0.25 at % and approximately .0%. 
Measur ements on this sample r evealed a doubl e transition, th e loi er one 
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at 286 K rev e.lling an entro py change if 20 mJ/mole/K . From the 
resist ivity a nomal y si ze it would app ar that about 70% of the s pecimen 
contributed t o the concentr ted phase and so the entropy change for a 
single phase, 0.25 % alloy, would be ex pected to be approximatel y 
28 mJ/ mo le/K. Such a ca lculation is subject to great uncertainty, as 
the exac t form of the speci men r emains in doubt. 
A s econd alloy wa s produced 1vhich contai ned 0.08 at% vanadium 
and a uniform concentration throughout the specimen. A scan of the 
(1 0 0) neutron diffraction peak at 295 K revealed the triple peak 
charact eristi c of the transverse s.d.w. phase. Measurements of the 
(1 0 0) peak as a function of temperature for the two phase alloy 
revealed the characteristic B.C.S. intensity variation. 
The electrical re s istivity of the 0.08% vanadium alloy is 
shown 1n Fig. 5.3.8, wi th a Neel temperature of 302.5 K. This is a 
lower transit i on t emperature than the specific heat anomaly value of 
305 K (F ig. 5.3.9). The discrepancy again arises from the choice of 
resistivity specimen, considering the concentration gradient across the 
specimen diameter. Th e res i stivity anomaly size is somewhat larger than 
for pure chromium (Fig. 5.3.l(a)). 
The entropy associated with the Neel transition 1s lower than 
the value for pure chromium, being 29 mJ/mole/K. 
No previous entropy meas urements are available for vanadium 
alloys with chromium as the literature reports measurements for either 
large vanadium concentrations (Schroder & Shabel, 1966] or low 
temperatures [Cheng et al ., 1958]. 
It is concluded that f or these vanadium alloys the size of the 
entropy change 1s not directly r e lated to the res is tivity anomaly size 
or to the sign of the Neel temperature shift. 
5.3.4 Iron Alloys 
The iron - chromium syst mas been int ensive l y inv estigated over 
a long period of t ime (Shimizu & Takahashi, 1961; Powell et al ., 1961; 
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Arajs & Dunmyre, 1966]. i eutron diffraction i nvestigations [Ishikawa e t 
al., 1967; Arrott e t al., 1967) have revealed a complex behaviour of 
the magnetically ordered structure for dilute iron alloys in chromium. 
Unlike manganes e, iron tends to successively lower the Neel 
trans i tion for increasing concentration. Similarly, the spin-flip 
temperature is lowered, whilst for concentrations greater than about 
1.2 at% iron, a commensurate antiferromagnetic structure appears at low 
temperatures. Above 4 at% iron, the entire ordered structure up to TN 
is commensurate. 
There was no stringent restriction on the concentration of 
alloy which could be used for this entropy investigation. The criterion 
was to maintain concentrations similar to those of the manganese alloys. 
As a result two iron-chromium alloys, one containing 0.10 at% iron and 
the other containing 0.30 at% Fe, were produced. Results indicated a 
greater degree of concentration uniformity than for manganese and 
vanadium alloys. This is perhaps due to the extra care taken during 
specimen preparation to avoid clustering of the iron atoms. 
Cr 
Cr 
A summary of results is given in Table 5.3.3. 
Alloy 
0.10 at% Fe 
0.30 at% Fe 
Table 5.3.3 
TN - Resistivity 
308.8 K 
306.5 K 
TN - Young's Modulus 
309.0 K 
304 K 
Entropy 
(mJ/mole/K) 
48 
29 
Resistivity (Fig. 5.3.10) and Young's modulus (Fig. 5.3.11) 
estimates of TN differ slightl y due to the differing s ections of 
specimen which were studied. The Cr 0.10 at % Fe gives a fairly sharp 
transition, particularly as observed in the Young's moJu lus measurements. 
Similar to the manganese and vanadium alloys , there is a 
lowered entropy associated with the magnetic ~~el transi tion for both 
iron alloys. 
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Previous measurements [Wertheim, 1961; Kimball et al ., 1963] 
using Mo s sbauer t echniques, has led Arrott et al . [1 967] to s uggest t hat 
the iron magneti c moment acts i ndep endentl y of th e s.d.w . ordering . 
Such an i ndepend ence could account f or the decrea sing order and 
resultan t lowered entropy cha nge. 
5.3.5 Rhe nium Alloy 
Current interest 1n the chromium-rhenium s ys tem is due largely 
to its s imilarity in electronic structure with manganese alloys. 
Neutron diffraction investigations [Koehler et al., 1966; Lebech & 
Mikke, 1972] have indicated a rapid elevation of the Neel temperature 
with rhenium concentration (F i g. 5 . 1.1), accompanied by a lowering of 
the spin - flip temperature. For increasingly larg e rhenium 
concentra tions, a commensurat e structure arises in the high temperature 
region becoming the only ord ered phase at around 1.1 at %. Below 0.18 
at% Re [Lebech & Mikke, 19721, th e alloys maintain a s.d.w. similar to 
that of pure chromium for all temp ratures up to TN. 
One chromium-rhenium all oy was produced containing an 
estimated concentration of 0. 06 at % Re. The concentration could not be 
determined by atomic absorpti on spec trometry, as the requir ed facil i ti es 
were not available. 
The pos ition of the resi s tivity anomaly at 316.1 K (F i g. 
5.3.13) (in conjunction with t he Neel temperature variation with 
concentration of Fig. 5.1.1) a llowed an estimation of the r henium 
concentration. Resistivi ty measur ments on vario us sections of the 
alloy revealed an anomaly posit ion consistently at 316 ± 0.5 K whilst the 
spec ific heat det ermination fo r th e bulk alloy indica ted a eel 
temperature of 316.4 K (F ig. 5 .3.14 ) . Thes e consist ent res ults suggest 
a uniformity of concentration throu ghout th e specimen. The "magne tic 
specific heat" p lott ed in Fig . 5.3.14 r eveals an ent ropy as sociated with 
the Neel transition of approximatel y 28 mJ/ mol e/K, mu h low er than the 
pure chromium v lue of 66 mJ /mo le/K. 
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5.4 DISCUSSION 
5.4.1 Analysis of Results 
It has been emphasized that previous entropy measurements vary 
significantly, and that present values are heavily dependent on the 
choice of background specific heat. To give some indication of the 
uncertainty of mea$urements due to background, entropies were determined 
from a variety of sets of data. Employing the specific heat versus 
temperature curve over an extended temperature range (80 K to 400 K), 
with well calibrated specimen holder, it is possible to obtain 
an entropy of 66 mJ/mole/K (consistent with the value obtained by Weber 
& Street [1972]).' This estimation assumes a smooth background specific 
heat curve between low and high temperature results. If a limited 
temperature interval is used however, (280 K - 340 K), it becomes 
difficult to perform an accurate extrapolation to low temperatures and 
entropy measurements become less reliable. There is a tendency to 
underestimate the extent of the Neel temperature anomaly with a 
resultant lowering of the measured value. Entropy calculation for pure 
chromium using such a restricted temperature range allowed an extreme 
low estimation of 45 mJ/mole/K. 
The problem of entropy determination becomes even more severe 
when dealing with alloys, as the spread of concentration tends to 
"smear" the anomalous specific heat about TN. It is important therefore 
to realize that entropy measurements for these alloys may be somewhat 
underestimated for the above reasons, and that too detailed conclusions 
regarding these measurements must be avoided. Nevertheless, the 
observed entropy changes are extreme enough to allow certain trends to 
be observed, and quite significant qualitative conclusions made. 
Before proceeding with a discussion of results, it is 
necessary to realize that entropy changes at TN are also affected by 
varying specimen strain. The results and discussions of Chapter 4 have 
indicated that the proportion of specimen transforming in the vicinity 
of TN is dependent on stress. 
Resistivity anomaly size for strained and annealed pure 
chromium is plotted against entropy changes in Fig. 5.4.1. There is a 
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linear dependence , which indicat es that the en t ropy hange at TN is 
directly proport ional to the amount of specim n transforming at (or 
about) TN. I f t he alloy specimens contain any st rain , t hen the measured 
entropies about TN would be less than should o cur for an unstrained 
alloy. To avoid excessive strain, a ll specimens were annealed at 
temper tures as large a s each metallic component cou ld tolera t e (without 
causing undu e "boil off"). 
Resistivity measurements for each specimen were us ed to obtain 
the anomaly siz and hen e an indication of th d gree of strain. The 
anomaly size is plotted against alloy composition in Fig. 5.4.2, and 
compared with the results obtained by past investigations. All alloys 
currently studied have anomaly siz es consistent with previous measure-
ments on alloys a ss wned well annealed and strain-free. It is therefore 
considered that the specimens studied her e are s train-free, with 
measured entropies representative of a total transition in all regions 
of the sp ec imen. 
Entro y change for all alloys has been lowered on i ncreasing 
the solut e concentration. The si ze of the decrease is d ependent not 
only on the concentration of the solute metal, but also on which metal 
1s used. The entropy is related to Neel t emp er at ure shift. A swnmary 
of results is given i n Table 5.4.1, whilst a plot of entropy versus Neel 
temperature shift is shown in Fig. 5.4.3. 
The ntropy associated with the Neel tr ans ition decreases with 
increasing solute concentration. Although exp rimental unc ertainties 
may have enhanced t hi s decrease, there is neverthe less a definite drop 
in entropy for ea h alloy r egardless of the particular solute. 
5.4.2 In terpretation of results 
No theoretical discussions xist to ad equately predic t the 
entropy change associated with the Ne 1 transition. It therefore 
becomes difficult to pr diet the effect of various alloying materials on 
the entropy. 
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Table 5.4.1 
Alloy TN TN Shift 
Entropy 
(mJ/mole/K) 
Cr 0.08 at % Mn 317.5 K 6.5 K 27 
Cr 0 .19 at % ~ln 324 K 13 K 21 
Cr 0.08 at % V 304 K 7 K 29 
Cr 0 . 10 at % Fe 309 K 2 K 48 
Cr 0.30 at % Fe 304.5 K 6.5 K 29 
Cr 0.06 at % Re 316.5 K 5.5 K 28 
The Ne 1 t ransition t mperature is estimated from the various 
measuring techn i ques on each sample and may be assumed reliable to about 
-1 K. 
The s.d.w. theory of Overhauser (1962], related the entropy 
change to the an malous drop in resistivity. Overhauser reasoned that a 
5% drop in electrical resistivity corresponded to a participation in the 
magnetic ordering by 5% of electrons. As the total electronic entropy 
up to 311 K was given by, 
S -- I311 vT[dTT] , ~ 0.10 cal/deg , 
0 
(5.4.1) 
where y is the Sommerfeld constant, then the entropy expected to be 
associated with the magnetic transition would be 0.005 cal/deg. This 
value is in clos agreement with the then experimentally accepted value 
[Beaumont et al. , 1960]. More recent entropy measurements ho\vever, have 
indicated a much larger entropy at TN (Table 5.3.1) whilst the 
resistivity anomaly is slightly less than 5%. 
The Sommerfeld constant y is sligl tl y lowered for low 
concentration vanadiwn and manganese alloys [Cheng ~t al., 1960] whilst 
the resistivity anomaly size varies dependin g on the shift in Neel 
temperature. It is not possible for the obs erved alloy entropies to be 
explained in the light of Overhauser's discussion. 
Attempts have been made in Chapter 4 to discuss the ordered 
structure of chromium by reference to the Q-vector of the spin-density 
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\vave. his discussion of strain 1n chromiwn indjcates the relationship 
-+ 
between th · order-di sorder transition and the Q vec tor. Previous 
studies of alloys [L ebech & ~likke, 1972; Hamaguchi e t al ., 1965] have 
shown that the comm nsurat -incommensurat e transirion is also related to 
-+ 
the Q vector. 
To within the limited accuracy of results available 1n the 
literature, the maximum vector which exists in any alloy is~ 0.97 2TI/a. 
Upon reaching this va lue, a transition to commensurate antiferro-
magnetism oc urs. The reason for such a critical dependence on Q vector 
lies perhaps in the coulomb forces between electrons in the ordered 
-+ 
structure. Thus a particular Q vector could correspond to a critical 
energy at which the incommensurate phase becomes unstable with respect 
to either the paramagnetic or commensurate phase. A lowering of Q would 
correspond to a low ring of the energy of ordering a~ th e fe l 
temperatur e is decr eased. This would give rise to a smaller entropy 
change about TN . 
The alloy s with metals to the right of chromium 1n the 
periodic table (including iron) cause an elevat i on of the Q vector. 
This accounts for the introduction of the commensurate structure with 
increas i ng con entration (Q ~ 0.97 2TI/a). This increase of Q, plus an 
increase in th number of electrons available to contribute to the 
ordering would seem incompatible with the observed lowering of the 
entropy cha nge about TN . 
With the exc ption of molybdenum and tung ::, ten, the changing Q 
vector resulting from a change in atomic spacing is only one of many 
featur es which will aff~ct the s.d.w. Other met a ls will change the 
electron one ' ntration swell as perhaps introduce locali zed magnetic 
moments in the system. 
It has b en suggested [Arrott et al ., 1967] that in dilute 
iron alloys of chromiwn, the iron atom maintains a locali zed magnetic 
moment quite indepe nd nt of the surrounding chromium latt ice . This 
independ nee\ ould tenJ to disrupt the s.d.w. st ate as the iron atoms 
would act as interferen·e centr s. By analogy\ ith dislocation centres, 
this could account for the eventual introduc tion of the commensurate 
stru tur at high cone ntrations, as well as explaining the decrease in 
stability of the order ing. A lowered ent ropy change wou l d then be 
expected. 
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A simil ar discus s ion may be app lied t o mangan se i mpuriti es . 
It was sugg s t ed [Ius an e t a l ., 1973] that for mangan es e a lloys with 
chr omium, the man gan es e atoms mainta i n f ixed l oca l i zed magnet ic moments. 
This mom ent, even if align ed with the s.d.w . phas , would, bec ause of 
its siz e , act as a disruption to the incommensurat e s tructures. Such a 
disruption \vould once again le s sen the s tability of the incommensurate 
ordered structure and decrease the entropy change . 
The abov e di ·cussion is obviou s ly inadequate, due to a lack of 
real unders tanding of t he inter action of impurity atoms with the 
chromium l atti ce and magnetic s tructure. 
l t i s quite appar ent that for every dilute alloy of chromium, 
the s .d.w. stat e becomes un stable with r espect to either commensurate 
ordering or par amagnetism (on increasing the solut e concentration). In 
view of th i s, it is perhaps not surprising that t he entropy associated 
with the l oss of orderi ng s hould a lways be decrea s ed. 
It might he expected th t when anally 1s produced with an 
elevated N' el temper ature, an incr eased stabili t y and l1ence increased 
entropy change would oc ur. That this does not oc cur may be partially 
explained in terms of the temp erature extent of th e entropy. For the 
alloys, th entropy change 1s f airly well l oca liz ed about the Neel 
transition, ext end ing down to onl y about 20 K be l ow TN. For pure 
chromium h wev er, t he s.d.w. entropy contribut i on to the specifi c heat 
extend s do\ n t o 40 K below TN. Therefore it may be necessary to 
consider t he t empe1 ture distribution of entropy , as well a s the t ot a l 
value. 
5.5 SUMMARY 
,leasurements of the ntropy change associated \ ith th e 
magne t i c order- disorder t r ansition have b~en r cord d for alloys of 
chromi um wi th dilute once11trations of mangan e~e , vanadium , iron and 
rh eni um. The solute concent r ations\ ere maintained at an extremely low 
...... 
-
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level in order to maintain s.<l.w. ordering for all temperatures up to 
the Neel transitio11. These alloys th erefore each represent a perturbed 
chromium magnetic ~ystem. 
Entropy m•asurements have been shown to be heavily dependent 
on the degre of sp ec imen strain. For thi s r eas on, specimen strain was 
reduced as f ar as possible, t his being checked from a measure of the 
resistivity J nomaly sizes. 
The measured entropies are lowered for all th e alloys studied. 
The magnitude of the entropy change decreas es\ i th increases in the 
magnitude of the Neel temperature shift, be i ng i nd pendent of the 
direction of the hift. 
There is no indi ation of any ali~ment of localized magnetic 
moments in the mangan se and iron alloys, and it i s suggested that any 
localized moments would tend t o disrupt the s.d.w. (by analogy with 
structura l dislocations). 
It appears that the stability oi the s.d.w. system 1s 
invariably decreased by all solutes until th e eventual introduction of 
commensurate ordering or paramagnetism. 
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CII/\PTER 6 
SPECIMEN SIZE AND MAGNETIC ORDERING 
6.1 LNTl{OlllJCTLON 
6.1.1 Surface Effects or Strain 
Neutron diffraction and M~ssbauer studies of fine powder 
chromium were discussed in Chapter 4. In previous investigations lBacon 
& Cowlam, 1969; Window, 1970] it was assumed that strajn resulting from 
high speci1ncn dislocation densities was the sole influence perturbing 
the magnetjc ordering. This assumption, though apparently quite 
adequate, could not be completely justified. Another possible 
perturbing influence was the limiting particle size exist1ng 1n the 
powder specimens. Such fine particles would contain a large surface 
area (per unit volume), and therefore any restrictions on s.d.w. 
ordering close to a specimen surface, would become significant in the 
powder. 
The resu1 Ls of c.1 neutron Ji rrraction study of fine (0.1 mm) 
powder chromium has alrea<ly been described (Section 4.3.1) and 
reproduced quite closely the earlier measurements of Bacon & Cowlam 
ll96~)j. ln order to delineate strain as the perturbing influence, it 
was necessary to reduce the strain content of the pow<ler and hence show 
a return to the "i<lec.ll" chromium magnetic ordering. 
Strain was rc;111oveJ by thoroughly annealing the powder (24 
hours at 1300 °C [McLaren, 1964J). The resultjng recrystallized 
specimen was stuJicd, revealing a magnetic phase diagram as shown 1n 
Fig. 6.1.1. This diagram closely approximates that of the "ideal" 
chromiun1 structure. Unfortunately, the annealed specimen had undergone 
a partial sintering of particles, with an effective increase in particle 
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Fig. 6.1.1. Magnetic phase diagram for annealed fine 
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size. This gave a spec1n1en with notic ably smaller surface area, and 
hence any " s urface effects" would be greatly reduced. 
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To isolate stress as the sole cause of the perturbed mugnetic 
ordering, it was necessary to produce a strain -free fine particle size 
powder. 
A 4uantity of fine chromium powder was mjxed with an excess 
amount of Al 2 0 3 powder of similar particle size. The mixture was spread 
in a furnace in a layer of approximately one particle thickness, and 
annealed at 1200 °C in an oxygen free argon atmosphere for 24 hours. 
The Al 2 0 3 powder was later removed by floatation. Microscopic 
jnspcction of the chromium revealed a fine powder (0.1 mm) for which no 
sintcring had occurred. 
Neutron djffraction measurements allowed determination of a 
magnetic phase diagram (Fig. 6.1.2) which appears indistinguishable from 
the "ideal" diagram. 
lt must be concluded therefore that strain alone caused the , 
observe<l perturbation to the magnetic ordering, and that surface area 
effects are not detectable for partjcle sizes of 0.1 mm. The strain 
origin of the perturbation is further reinforced by the neutron 
diffraction study of solid swaged polycrystalline chromium. The phase 
diagra,n for this specimen (Section 4.3.3) can only be explained by 
reference to strain resulting from specimen dislocations. 
6.1.2 Specimen Size and Spin Density Waves 
Though surface effects have appeared insignificant with 
respect to s.d.w. ordering, it is possible that extreme limitations on 
specimen size may inhibit the ordering. 1n Chapter 4, it was assumed 
that interruptions in the chromium luttice, spaced more closely than 6, 
would disrupt the s.<l.w. ordering in preference to commensurate ordering. 
Reduction of specimen size to less thun 6 would be expected to prevent 
the existence of s.d.w. ordering as it normally exists in chromium. 
lt was intent.led therefore to observe the magnetic ordering 1n 
..... 
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successively smaller specimens, perhaps observing some magnetic change 
at a "critical" specimen size. Two problems arise however; the first 
is the difficulty in observing the magnetic ordering in small specimens, 
and the second is the problem of producing specimens of exceptionally 
small size. 
The problem of size may be partially solved by reducing 
specimen size 1n one dimension only (i.e. as thin films). This study of 
thin films will have some drawbacks, as there is no restriction on the 
remaining two "large" dimensions. 
The problem of the direct detection of ordered structure is 
not solvable for the thin films. There remains the possibility of 
observing the Neel temperature anomaly in resistivity measurements. 
This anomaly may be observed for successively thinner films. The 
disappearance of any ordering should coincide with the disappearance of 
the anomaly. A change from incommensurate to commensurate ordering 
presumably should noticeably alter the anomaly shape and size. 
The resistivity anomaly for fine powder and wire specimens 
(Fig. 6.1.3) is indistinguishable from that of bulk chromium (except for 
the influence of strain). Removal of strain from the fine powder 
specimen returns the resistivity anomaly to the unstrajned size and 
shape. The anomaly size is approximately 5% (without strain) and is 
easily detectable using apparatus capable of measuring to an accuracy of 
1 part in 10000 (0.01%). 
6.1.3 Preliminary Thin Film Measurements 
Some preliminary measurements were undertaken to investigate 
the feasibility of an electrical resjstivity study of thin films of 
chromium. A series of films were dcposjtcd on glass microscope slides. 
The c.Jeposition wus performed 1n a vucuum of 10 6 torr and the chromium 
m tal wus evaporated by lectrical induction heating. No means was 
available to determjnc the thickness of the resulting fjlms, and only 
approximate estimates were made. 
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Fig. 6.1.3. The variation of electrical resistJVJty for 
(aJ 0.25 mm c.Uamctcr wire; c.1n<l (b) 0.1 mm fjnc powd er. 
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Four electrical contacts were attached to the film by bonding 
wires with silver conducting epoxy resin. Measurement of resistivity 
revealed absolute values much larger than expected, and it was concluded 
that this was due to the non-uniformity of the films. The resistivity 
of the chromium contained a large component due to the contact 
resistance between individual "spots" of chromium (which would cause a 
decrease in the percentage sjzc of any anomaly). 
Most of the films studied gave unstable resistivity measure-
ments due to the poor chromium-Araldite contact. Data from some 
specimens however, did show the existence of an anomaly at around 311 K. 
Results for two films are shown in Fig. 6.1.4. 
The medium thickness film had an estimated thickness of 
sev ral thousands of angstroms, and a characteristic Neel temperature 
anomaly is visible. A thinner film, estimated during deposition to be 
about 1000 X thick (order of magnitude) revealed a distinctive 
oscillation in the resistivity curve at around 310 K. For this film, 
the background resistivity was approxi,nately temperature independent 
(consistent with the variation expected for a film of this estimated 
thickness). 
The preliminary measurements give only limited information, as 
there are no data on the film thickness. In addition, the poor vacuum 
during deposition may result in unacceptable impurity levels within the 
film. 
It was decided to undertake a more reliable and detailed study 
of thin films, using more sophisticated pumping and deposition equipment. 
6.2 THIN FILM DEPOSITION EQUIPMENT 
6.2.1 Vacuum and Deposition Control 
The pumping system, supplied by Varian Pty. Ltd., and the 
deposition system, supplied by Sloan Pty. Ltd., are shown schematically 
in Fig. 6.2.l. 
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The vacuum chamber was a large multi-purpose system which has 
been adapted for the present purposes. A rough vacuum (10- 4 torr) was 
achieved with a Vacsorb pump (A) and measured with a thermocouple gauge 
(C). After rough pumping, the chamber was sealed with a high vacuum 
valve (B). 
lligh vacuum was achieved with Vacion pumps (D) of large 
pumping speed and ultra-high vacuum is obtained with the additional 
pumping of a liquid nitrogen cryopump (G), and a titanium sublimation 
pump (E). 
A final base pressure 10- 10 torr has been obtained, though 
this is critically dependent on the cleanliness of the chamber interior. 
Pressure was determined from the current passing throu~h the Vacion pump 
(which decreases as a function of pressure), or by using an ionization 
gauge (F). 
The top of the chamber may be removed by breaking the seal 
(M). This seal is secured using a copper gasket and a series of twelve 
clamps, adjusted to an appropriate tension. Before removing the "lid", 
the chamber was purged with dry nitrogen gas. The chamber was left open 
to the atmosphere for the shortest possible time, to reduce possible 
contamination. 
Before pumping, the closed chamber was heated using the strip 
resistance heaters (N). This "bake-out" causes rapid outgassing of the 
interior and components. The length of the "bake-out" is determined by 
the degree of expected contamination. "Bake-out" over a period of 24 
hours allowed later pumping to the base pressure of 10- 10 torr. The 
pumping time to achieve this pressure is several days, though a pressure 
of 10- 9 torr was obtained within 24 hours of "bake-out". 
The deposition equipment consisted of a hearth, substrate, 
shutter, and sensing device. These were mounted in the chamber as shown 
in Fig. 6.2.1. 
The water cooled hearth (H) was loaded with 99.999% KOCH-LIGHT 
chromium flakes. Power to melt the chromium was supplied by an electron 
beam emitted from a filament, which was deflected by a magnetic field 
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through 270° (P) into the hearth. The electron beam was distributed by 
oscillating x-y magnets to cover the entire hearth. 
A quartz crystal sensor (L) placed at the top of the chamber 
was always exposed to the chromium vapour, and served as a measure of 
the thickness of the deposit. This sensor operated a digital deposition 
controller which was programmed to operate the power input to the 
filament and the shutter (J). This shutter could be opened to expose 
the substrate (K) to the he;Jrth c111issions. The shutter was uctivated by 
variation of pressure in stainless steel bellows. 
The digital deposition controller determined the rate of power 
increase, and the length of "soak" time to heat the chromium. At a 
given time, the shutter was opened and closed after a pre-determined 
thickness had been deposited. The accuracy of the thickness measurement 
depended on the known density of the film. Assundng the film density 
was that of the bulk chromium, the digital controller gave deposit 
thjckness to an accurucy of ±2 A. 
6.2.2 Resistivity Measurement 
In order to decrease film contamination, measurement of 
resistivity was performed with the deposit still in the vacuum chamber. 
It was thus necessary to deposit the film on a substrate mount capable 
of temperature variation over the region of the expected Neel 
transition. 
The substrate (A) was a 2.54 cm diameter disc of cleaved mica 
mounted on a sapphire disc. Four strips of gold (E) were deposited 
directly onto the mica (Fig. 6.2.2(a)) and a rectangular shield (F) 
fitted to allow deposition on only the centre of the substrate. Four 
stainless steel clips were spring load ed onto the gold strips, and these 
held in position between strips of sapphire. Thick copper wir es (C) led 
to the outlet plug. 
A coppcr-constantan thermocouple (calibrated against a known 
thermocouple) was held onto the substrate wjth a screw. Lt was 
Liquid 
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Fig. 6.2.2 . Thin film substrate mount for temperature 
variation and resistivjty measurements, including view 
from below (a). 
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insulated from the substrate surrounds by glass tubing (H). 
The substrate was placed in a copper block (Fig. 6.2.2) which 
was in close contact with a hollow stainless steel base. Stainless 
steel tubes led to the outside and allowed a flow of liquid nitrogen to 
the arrangement. Cooling was inefficient due to the poor contact 
between the components of the substrate mount. A temperature of 260 K 
could be achieved after approximately 4 hours cooling with a continuous 
low nitrogen flow. 
A nichrome heater wire was wrapped onto a sapphire block to 
provide heating. Copper wires (B) were mechanically attached to the 
heater wire, and held in position in glass tubing (H). A power input of 
approximately 15 watts allowed heating to 320 K after several hours. 
More rapid heating was achieved using the vacuum chamber "bake-out" 
heaters, which allowed a maximum temperature of 470 K, with heating to 
370 K achieved in approximately 2 hours. 
Resistivity measurements were highly stable (to within the 
measuring accuracy; Section 3.1) though only small currents could be 
employed as contact resistance between gold strips and stainless steel 
clips was quite large (4 ohms) and excessive currents caused slight 
overheating of the contact points, with a subsequent loss of contact 
continuity. 
Electrical resistivity was measured using the conventional 
four terminal metl1od, with the aid of the electronic system described in 
Section 3.1. 
6.3 RESISTIVITY OF THIN FILMS 
Initial measurements were performed in order to check the 
reliability of the apparatus and the likely resistances of the films. 
One substrate was mounted in a rough vacuum (10- 6 torr during 
deposition) and a film of 100 A was deposited. A resistance of 
approximately 110 ohms was observed, whilst a check of voltage versus 
current revealed the ohmic behaviour of the film (Fig. 6.3.1) measured 
at fixed temperature. Measurements became unreliable at large currents 
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of between 10 and 20 mA, due to contact probl ems . 
Following this initial study, a new substrate was fitted, and 
the hamber baked out for 24 hours. Pump down proceeded over 72 hours 
until a base pressure of 6.7 x 10- 10 torr was achieved. At this stage, 
the chro,nium was heated to just below the point at whi ch deposition 
occurred, and then allowed to remain in this state until outgassing had 
effectively ceased. 
0 
A deposition of 30 A was then made, with the pressure during 
deposition r1s1ng to l x l 0- 7 torr. After deposition, liquid nitrogen 
was pumped to the substrate mount, cooling the substrate to 270 K. The 
resistance was recorded for increasing temperature through the region of 
the expected Neel transition. Resistance measured for forward and 
reverse currents agreed quite closely for all currents, and indicated 
that no significant thermal gradient existed across the length of the 
film. Temperature was monitored with a copper-constantan thermocouple 
placed on the substrate surface. This appeared to monitor quite closely 
the temperature of the film, as was deduced from the rapid response of 
the thermocouple temperature to changes in the film resistance. The 
ohmic bel1aviour of the film at constant thermocouple temperature (Fig. 
6.3.1) showed that the effects of self heating of the film during 
measurement were negligible. 
After completion of the measurements, an additional deposit of 
0 
chromium was made, giving a film of 100 A. Resistivity vs. temperature 
measurements were made. 
Further deposition was made, g1v1ng a film of 250 A thickness 
on whjcl1 another resistivjty s tudy wa s undertaken. 1:or success iv e 
deposits, the pressure <luring deposition improved, with the value during 
the final deposition being 6 x 10- 8 torr. 
At this stage , cont act between the film and the deposited gold 
electrodes wa s found to be brok en. 
The absolute resistivities of the films (at 273 K) taking the 
thjcknc ss values indicated by the thjckness gauge, 1s plotted jn Fig . 
6.3.2, revealing values far in e xcess of th bulk chromium resistivity 
of 12 x 10- 8 ohm-m. 
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The 250 X film was studied using only t wo e lect1·i al cont ac ts. 
This was due to a loss of ontact to on of th e gold strips . To 
determine the actual resis t ivity, it was necessary therefore to mak e an 
estimate of the contact re s istance of t h connec tion s . This introduced 
some uncertajnty into the absolute res istivity estimate, as a contac t 
resistance of 4 ohms was xpected for each connection (compared with a 
film resistance of approx i mately 20 ohms) . 
The temperature variation of resi stivity 1s shown in Fig. 
6.3.3 for each film. Each curve passes through a maximum somewhere 
between 280 Kand 340 K. Above the maximum , the resist i vity decreas es 
linearly with temperature . To the accura y obt a inable, there is no 
evidence of any fine structure in the vic jnity of 311 K. 
Poor electrical contact between t he gold strips and the 
stainless steel clips, prevented measuremen t of the res i stivity of 
thicker films. These results ar e still in the preliminary stage as 
insufficient time was available to redesign the contact syst em, and so 
no furth er measurements were undertaken in the chamber. 
One further film was prepared ho \ ever, on a mica disc without 
0 
any gold strips. A deposit thickness of 8380 A was produced 1n a vacuum 
of 2 x 10- 7 torr (during deposition). The s ubstrate was then removed 
from the chamber. A resistivity s tudy was undertak en on th e substrate 
using clips attached directly onto the chromium to provide contact. 
Temperature was monitored using a copper-constantan thermoc ouple 
attached directly onto the mica. Cotton wool was wrapped about the 
arrangement to provide insulation, and aluminium foil enclosed this. 
Low temperatures were achieved by cooling the foil with liquid nitrogen. 
A 10 ohm resistor, placed on the foil, pro\ided heating. Rapid 
temperature change caused instability in t he r esi s tivity due to large 
thermal gradients. For low heat inputs, tl~erma l gradients were 
negligible and a stable reproducible resistivity curve could be obtained. 
This curve is shown in Fig. 6.3.4. 
An ob vious Neel anomaly is evide1 t, being very similar in s ize 
and shape to tha t for the 0.254 cm diamete1 wire l Fig. 6.l.3(a)). The 
exact shape of the anomaly would be depend ent on t he xperimental 
conditions. The crudeness of the measuring t echn ique may therefore 
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interfere with the exact shape of the anomaly; how ever there is clear 
evidence of the existence of an anomaly in the results plotted in Fig. 
6.3.4. 
6.4 DISCUSSION 
The deposition and investigation of thin films of chromium 
have been reported fairly widely in the lit erature [Bennett & Wright, 
1972; Leung & Wright, 1974; Kazmerski & Racine, 1975; Whyman & 
Aldridge, 1975]. Very little has been reported relating to the magnetic 
ordering of thin films however. 
Resistivity measurement by Leung & Wright [1974] on a thin 
chromium film reveals an unusual behaviour in the vicinity of 311 K 
(Fig. 6.4.1). Using x-ray results, they confirmed a b.c.c. crystal 
structure at this temperature, though the deposit was amorphous at low 
temperatures. The variation at 310 K was tentatively interpreted as a 
Neel anomaly. 
The results of Fig. 6.3.3 are in agreement with the variation 
observed by Leung & Wright [1974] around 300 K. The position of the 
maximum as observed here increases with film thickness. It is unlikely 
that this maximum is related to the onset of s.d.w. ordering, as the 
s.d.w. Neel transition would be expected to approach 311 K for 
increasing thickness, though such is not the case for this anomaly (Fig. 
6.3.3). An anomaly "centre" of 340 K is observed for the 250 A film, 
0 
whereas a value of 290 K is observed for the 100 A film. Furthermore, 
the 30 A film would correspond to an average thickness of only about 11 
atoms, much smaller than 8. It would be unlikely that a uniform b.c.c. 
structure could exist at such a thickness. Even assuming a lattice 
structure however, a s.d.w. could not ex is t perpendicular to the 
substrate, and would not be likely to exist at all. Furthermore, for 
larger samples, the Neel anomaly is about 1% of the absolute resistivity, 
much small r than the variations of Fig. 6.3.3. 
The anomaly of Fig. 6 . 3.4 would app ar to confirm the 
existence of magn etic ordering Lpresumabl y s.d . w. ordering) at a film 
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0 
thickness of 8380 A. The earlier measurements of Fig. 6.1.4 would 
suggest that ordering exists in films of even smaller dimension. The 
thin film reveals a general resistivity variation characteristic of 
films of approximat e ly 1000 i. Existence of a Nee l anomaly at 
310 K ± 10 K infers that s . d.w. ordering may persist in films of this 
thickn ess. 
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It 1s concluded therefore that s.d.w. or dering exists 1n films 
0 
of thi ckness 8000 A and greater. It seems unlikely however, that 
magnetic ordering is still present (in its usual form) at thicknesses of 
a few hundred angstroms. Measurements (Steinitz e t al., 1972] have 
shown that s.d.w. polarization domains are approximately 3.6 x 10- 16 cm 3 
in size. This corresponds to a domain width of only 700 A. It may be 
that s.d.w. ordering becomes unstable in regions smaller than a typical 
polarization domain. This would account for the loss of the 
characteristic s.d.w. Neel transition 1n ultra-thin films. 
Any surface effects must be limit ed to a depth of only a few 
thousand angstroms, which would correspond to a perturbation to tl1 e 
ordering in a t most 1% of the fine powder specimen . Obviously such a 
weak contribt1tion (or lack of contribution) could not be observed with 
the availabl measuring accuracies. 
If simple AFO ordering replaces s.d.w. ordering 1n regions of 
closely spaced "barriers", then the anomalies observed 1n Fig. 6.3.3 and 
by Leung & Wright [1974] could correspond to an AFO-+P transition. 
6. S SUMMARY 
The measurements reported in this chapt er must be regarded as 
preliminary; howev r it is possible to draw the f ollowing tentative 
conclusions. 
(1) Neutron diffraction studies of annealed fine chromium powd ers , 
showed tha t surfa ce effects and particl size ("' 0.1 mm) play 
an insignificant part in perturbing the magnetic ordering. It 
1s estimated that surface effects, if th ey exist, may be 
confined to a depth of not more than"' 1000 A. 
(2) 
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S.d.w. ord ering ha s been observed 1n chromium fil ms down to 
0 S.d.w. i n fi l ms of A. 8000 A. ordering may also exist "'1000 
0 
Measurements on films~ 250 A do not show any effects 
characteristic of the AF 1 + P transition at 311 K. It lS 
concluded that s.d.w. ordering does not exist in these ultra-
thin films. 
(3) A broad resistivity maximum bet\ een 280 Kand 340 K has been 
observed in ultra-thin films of chromium. There is at present 
no firm evidence to suggest that this is in any way related to 
magnetic effects. 
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CONCLUSION 
''he object of this thesis was to s tudy perturbation to spin 
density wa· e ordering in chromium. Investigations have been made of 
metallic c1romium, the magnetic structure of which ha s been perturbed by 
strain (ChJpter 4), alloying (Chapter 5) and specimen size Limitation 
(Cha pt er 6) . 
(1) Limitations on specimen and grain size are shown not to cause 
any discernibl e change in the magnetic ordering of chromium. 
The magnetic ordering in fine powders (0.1 mm), though 
perturbed by strain, is not affected by particle size, and 
films down to 8000 A thi ck reveal a normal s .d.w. ordering . 
It is deduced that any surface e ffects are confin ed in a solid 
s pecimen t o a depth of about 1000 A. 
(2) The Neel and spin-flip transitions in chromium are shifted in 
proportion to the degree of specimen strain. The s.d. waves 
-+ 
are aligned with Q vectors parallel to the direction of 
-+ 
maximum tensile strain and it is the strain in this Q 
direction which determines the transition temperature shifts. 
Specimens of chromium which are heavily strained exhibit 
transitions which are widely spread in t emperature. For fine 
powder chromium, the AF2 phase ranges fr om OK to 200 K, 
whilst the AFl phase ranges from 0 K to -+00 K. The AFl-+ P 
transition at 311 K is maintained, thoug h only in limited 
regions of the specimen. 
(3) The wavelength of the s.d.w. is tie<l to t he lattice such that 
cS (Q = (1 - 1/ cS ) 2n/ a) takes on a fix ed va l ue at a particular 
-+ 
temperat re indep endent of s train. The tt bsolute va l ue of Q 
therefore is directly proportional to the lattice s t rain (in 
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-+ 
the Q direction). 
The AFl-+ P and AF2-+ AFl transition s occur at critical 
-+ 
values of Q. These critical values are s lightly temperature 
dependent. The strain dependence of T has therefore been 
determined and reveals a variation dTN/dP in close agreement 
with experiment. 
Magnetic phase diagrams and r.m.s. magnetic moment 
variation with temperature have been determined from estimated 
specimen strain distributions and give close agreement with 
experimental results. This is advanced as support to the 
-+ 
critical Q concept. 
The concept of transitions occurring at critical values 
-+ 
of Q is further supported from previous studies which reveal 
an AFl-+AFO transition occurring for all chromium alloys when 
-+ Q ~ 0.97 2n/a. Further justification for this model arises 
from a study of chromium alloys with isoelectronic solutes. 
Such alloys exhibit a Neel temperature shift with solute 
concentration in agreement with the shift predicted by the 
-+-
strain dependence of Q. 
(4) The effect of dilute concentrations of solutes on s.d.w. 
ordering in chromium has been investigated. For all solutes 
studied, the s.d.w.-+- paramagnetic transition exhibits an 
entropy change lower than that for pure chromium. The size of 
the entropy change decreases with increasing Neel temperature 
shift independent of the direction of the shift. 
There is no evidence of a stabilization of the s.d.w. as 
a result of localized magnetic moments at the solute atoms. 
It appears that these moments, which are expected to exist, 
act as a periodic disruption to the s.d.w., thereby decreasing 
its stability. 
(5) Commensurate ordering appears to arise when closely spaced 
barriers occur in the lattice. A study of strain indicates 
that closely spaced dislocations inhibit s.d.w. ordering in 
preference to the commensurate phase. Magnetic phase diagrams 
in general agreement with experiment are obtained by assuming 
... 
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that dislocation cores spaced more c l osely th an 6 give rise 
0 
to commensurate ordering. Th i n fil ms~ 250 A do not exhibit 
s.d.w. ordering though an app rent anomaly about 300 K has 
been tentatively ascribed to an AF0 P transition. These 
closely spaced barriers (film surfaces ) apparently inhibit 
s.d.w. ordering. 
The most significant conclusion which may be drawn from this 
investigation is the close link between the lattice and the s.d.w. 
ordering. Early theories tended to assume a free electron situation to 
describe the ordering in chromium, whilst later refinements arose by 
emphasizing an interaction with the lattice. 
Previous neutron diffraction studies of the magnetic form 
factor [Moon et al., 1966] revealed the localized nature of the magnetic 
moments, indicative of a close link between lattice and itinerant 
electrons. 
Measurements in this thesis have shown that it is the atoms 
-+ 
themselves which det ermine the magnitude of Q, independent of the degree 
of strain. 
Disturbances to the lattice such as strain, dislocations, and 
solute atoms cause a disruption to th e s.d.w. These disturbances do not 
necessarily alter th electronic structure of the chromium; however 
they invariably deer ase the stability of the s.d.w. 
Though the cl-electrons do not ma intain a localized magnetic 
moment [Wilkinson et al ., 1962], it appears that the sand d electrons 
interact strongly. This interaction, perhaps induc ing a localized 
moment on the cl - electrons, would account for the localiz ed nature of the 
-+ 
spin density, as well as the strong dependence of Q on the atomic 
positions. 
-+ 
The critical Q could then arise due to the changing Coulomb or 
exchange interaction between lo caliz ed electrons resulting from a change 
in the average atomic spacing. The apparent dependence of ordering on 
the separation of latt ice disturbances suggests that int eractions are 
fairly long range, ext ending over at least 30 atomic positions. 
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APPENDIX Al 
CALCULATION OF MAGNETIC ~10.MENT 
The magnetic moment s presented 1n Sec tion 4.3 were calculated 
by comparison with a copper standard. 
The diffr ,tc ted int ens ity can always be calculated directly 
from a knowledge of beam and specimen charact ristics using the 
following equation [Bacon, 1962, p.96], 
= 
).. 3 ~ j N2 F2 -2W 
8nr ZsV p Sin8 Sin28 e A 
g1v1ng 
do = F2 = P 8nr _Q_ Sin8 Sin28 e2W .!_ • 1 
Io .>,.3Zs p' j N2 V A , 
where the different ia l cross section, do, depends on many beam 
characteristics whi ch would prove difficult to calculate accurately. 
This difficult)' can be eliminated by determining do for a reflection 
whose scattering length is known, and then comparing this with the 
unknown. This gives for the unknown cross section, 
do = o O _Q_ J:__ Sin8 Sin28 4TT p' P0 Sin8 0 Sin28 0 
where the subscript "0" refers to the standard material, and 
00 lS the standard materi a l cross section 
p lS the theoretical spe imen density 
p' lS th e measured specimen densi ty 
p 15 th scattered neutron intensity 
e 15 the scattering angle 
J 15 the numb er of co-operating planes f or the reflection 
N 15 the numb er of unit ce lls per unit volume 
2W 
e is the Debye temperature correction factor 
V is the volume of sample in the beam 
and A is the absorption factor. 
The Debye t emperature correction factor was calculated from 
Klug & Alexander (1967], whi l s t the absorption factor was determined 
from Bacon (1962]. 
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The remaining information was simply determined from the 
experimental arrangement. The standard was chosen as copper using the 
(2 0 O) reflection for which 28 = 34.9°, and the scattering cross 
section, a 0 , equalled 7.25 barns. From these values, the cross section 
for the chromium samples could be determined. 
It has been readily shown [Bacon, 1962] that the magnetic 
moment and cross section for a s.d.w. system are related by the 
following (Section 2.1), 
do = 2 [ e
2 
]
2 
3 2mc2 yµf , 
whereµ is the magnetic moment, and f is the electronic form factor. 
The other symbols have their traditional meanings. The form factor for 
chromium may be obtained from Moon et al. (1966], whilst do is obtained 
for the neutron intensity extrapolated to OK. 
Considering all the sources of error, a final accuracy of ±10% 
is obtainable. 
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APPENDIX A2 
CALCULATION OF ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
Chapter 3 gives an account of the method of resistivity 
measurement, revealing that facilities were available for processing 
data on-line to a DEC 10 computer. The main advantage of such a direct 
computer calculation was that it allowed precise determination of 
resistivity and temperature at large numbers of closely spaced 
experimental points. A further advantage was that data thus stored 
could be later further analysed to extract detailed information about a 
transition. 
The appropriately formated data consisted of seven readings 
representing respectively, 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Specimen 
Specimen 
Specimen 
Cryostat 
Specimen 
Specimen 
Specimen 
Thermocouple Voltage 
Voltage forward current 
Current forward current 
Thermocouple Voltage 
Current - reverse current 
Voltage - reverse current 
Thermocouple Voltage. 
Each piece of data consisted of a range integer (N(I)] and a voltage 
reading [X(I)]. 
Data was averaged for forward and reverse current (to account 
for thermal voltages) and multiplied by a suitable constant (B) to 
convert to resistivity. An average first temperature derivative of 
resistivity (DR) was also calculated by determin ing the change in 
resistivity and temperature over an interval of three experimental 
points. 
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The main feature of the analysing program was the 
determination of temperature. The extreme thermocouple range was 
divided into three intervals [A(l),A(2) ,A(3)], and polynomial fits (in 
powers of thermocouple voltage) for temperature determined. Three sets 
of coefficients were determined appropriate to each temperature range. 
The standard copper-constantan thermocouple wire had been 
calibrated at Monash University, Physics Department, and the particular 
thermocouples used were checked at a series of fixed temperatures 
(liquid nitrogen, ice point of water, room temperature, and boiling 
point of water). They were found to agree with the calibration to 
within experimental accuracy. The calibration chart was then used to 
computer fit a polynomial which gave agreement to within 0.1 Kat all 
temperatures except those close to liquid nitrogen("" 0.3 K) and high 
temperatures, where the calibration was less reliable ("" 0.2 K). 
Measurement of temperature about the Neel temperature (311 ±SOK) could 
be relied on to within"" 0.1 K which was as good as could be obtained 
from the experimental cryostat arrangement. 
Some measurements undertaken at A.N.U. employed thermocouple 
wire from a different batch, and calibration was performed against the 
Monash standard. The calibration revealed a slight difference between 
the two thermocouples, though this could be accounted for by multiplying 
the A.N.U. thermocouple voltage by a constant (C) before substituting 
into the polynomial. Accuracy thus obtained was again as good as for 
the original thermocouple wire. 
The computer program designed to calculate resistivity and 
temperature is as follows. 
Resistivity Program 
DIMENSION X(7),N(7),A(25),AA(8) 
100 FORMAT (I2,F7.0,6(I3,F7.0)) 
200 FORMAT (F8.2,F10.4,F15.7) 
300 FORMAT (F15.7) 
READ (5,300) B 
Rl=O. 
R2=0. 
R3=0. 
Tl=O. 
T2=0 . 
T3=0 . 
C= 1. 06093 
A(l) =-3.0000 
A(2) =3.0000 
A(3) =13.76 
A(4) =273.295 
A(5) =23.310453 
A(6) =-3.16082478 
A(?)=-1.49 507999 
A(B) =-0.45441729 
A(9) =-0.06327168 
A(l0)=-0.00380093 
A(11)=273.151 
A(12)=24.57099 
A(13)=-0.66859603 
A(14)=0.07708067 
A(15)=-0.03403420 
A(16)=-0.00208314 
A(17)=0.00263 94 1 
A(18)=275.522 
A(19)=24.30771446 
A(20)=-1.47225583 
A(21)=0.35775971 
A(22)=-0 . 04838175 
A(23)=0.00304071 
A(24)=-0.00007126 
1 READ (5,100) (N(I),X(I), I=l,7) 
10 WRITE (2,100) (N(I),X(I), I=l,7) 
DO 2 I= 1, 7 
F=(10**5.0)/(10.0**N(I)) 
2 X(I)=X(I)*F/1000.0 
R=0.5*B*(X(2)/X(3)+X(6)/X(5)) 
V=0.5*C*(X(l)+X(7)) 
IF(V.LT.A(3)) K=18 
IF(V.LT.A(2)) K=ll 
IF(V.LT.A(l)) K=4 
IF(V.GT.14.0) GO TO 6 
DO 4 J=l,7 
4 AA(J)=A(J+K-1) 
T=AA(l) 
DO 5 J=l,6 
5 T=T+AA(J+l)*(V**J) 
DR=(R-R3)/(T-T3) 
R3=R2 
R2=Rl 
Rl =R 
T3=T2 
T2=Tl 
Tl =T 
WR ITE (1,200) T, R,DR 
GO TO 1 
6 STOP 
EN D 
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The above Fortran program simply involves a choice of thermo-
couple voltage range [A(l ) - A(3)] to decide which s e t of polynomial 
coefficients [A(4)-A(l0), A(ll)-A(l7), or A(l8)-A(24)] to us e . Having 
done this, the temperature may be calculated according to line 5. 
Resistivity i s determined by a series of trivial calculations and 
averaging (following line 2). 
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APPENDIX A3 
CALCULATION OF YOUNG'S MO DULUS 
Young's modulus meus urements could no t lend themselves to on-
line computer analysis, though the detailed and tedious calculations 
involved could be much more reliably calculated using the computer. For 
this reason, data was recorded manually and lat er processed by computer. 
Temperature calcul ation was performed exactly as discussed 1n 
Appendix A2, using a polynomial fit over three thermocouple voltage 
ranges. The calculation of Young's modulus and logarithmic decrement 
was somewhat more involved, as can be seen from the equations of Section 
2.4.1. 
Initial data, rel ating to specimen and transducer masses, 
transducer frequency, specimen length, and density was r ead 1n. Then a 
particular s et of data containing maximum and minimum frequency, along 
with appropriate currents, and thermocouple volt ag e could be introduced. 
The jnitial step was to calculate temperature (following the polynomial 
fitting method applied in th e resistivity determination - Appendix A2), 
and from this to determine the resonant frequenc y of the transducer 
alone at this po i nt. This r esonant frequency had been previously 
determined as a f unction of temperature for an 85 kH z qu artz transducer, 
and the curve thus obtained was represented as a pol ynomial in 
increasing powers of temperature. Once again, as with the thermocouple 
polynomial fit, t he temperature has been divided into three ranges with 
three appropriat e sets of coefficients for the polynomial ranges. The 
curve was found t o be identi a l for all similarly cut tr ansducers, and 
so a change of z •ro frequenc y could be simply accounted for by 
multiplication with the const ant C, which\ as the ratio of experimental 
transducer frequ ency to stand ard transducer fr quen y. 
The specimen-transducer combined r esonan t fr equency was 
det ermined using eqn (2.4.3), and from thi s the spec imen fr equency 
cal culated (eqn 2.4.4). For calculation, the equa tion (2.4 . 4) was 
approximated as, 
wh ere it has been as s umed that, 
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(A3.l) 
(A3. 2) 
This assumption hold s quite well providing f 0 and f 5 are approximately 
equal, and this may a lways be arranged by suitable choice of specimen 
length. 
It is then a simple matter to calculate the logarithmic 
decrement according to eqn (2.4.5). 
Th e comput r program which performed the data analysis 1s 
presented as follows. 
Young's Modulus Program 
DIMENSION A(25),AA(8),B(l6),BB(5) 
100 FORMAT (5Fl0.4) 
200 FORMAT (5X,Fl0.2,5X,Fl0.4,5X,Fl0.5) 
300 FORMAT (48H TEMPERATURE LOG. DECREMENT YOUNGS 
MODULUS) 
400 FORMAT (52H (DEG. KELVIN) (*10(-4)) (*10(-12) 
DYNE/CM(2))) 
WRITE (2,300) 
WRITE (2,400) 
PI=3.14159265 
A(l)=-3.0 
A(2)=3.0 
A(3)=13.76 
A(4)=273.295 
A(5)=23.310453 
A(6)=-3.16082478 
A(?)=-1.49507999 
A(B)=-0.45441729 
A(9)=-0.06327168 
A(l0)=-0.00380093 
A(ll)=273.151 
A(l2)=24.575099 
A(l3)=-0 .66859603 
A(l4)=0. 07708067 
A(l5)=-0 .03403420 
A(l6)=-0 .00208314 
A(l?)=0. 00263941 
A(l8)=27 5.522 
A(l9)=24 . 307714 
A(20)=-l .47225583 
A(21)=0 . 35775971 
A(22)=-0 .04838175 
A(23)=0. 00304071 
A(24)=-0.00007126 
B(l)=0.80 
8(2)=3.075 
8(3)=6.0 
B(4)=85.3896179 
B(5)=-0.0483590476 
B(6)=0.00323578806 
B(7)=0.000811118647 
B(8)=85.16677 
B(9)=0.490148868 
B(l0)=-0.371782564 
B(ll)=0.0645372225 
B(l2)=85.7928572 
8(13)=-0. 467262 54 
8(14)=0.0933775781 
8(15)=-0. 00701045193 
WRITE (6, 500) 
500 FORMAT(52 H TYPE - SPEC.MASS,TRAN.MASS, FREQ,SPEC.LONG, 
DE r~ S. , 10 . 4) 
READ (5,100) SMASS,QMASS,FQO,SLONG,RO 
C=FQ0/85.388 
1 WRITE(6,600) 
600 FORMAT(43 H TYPE- FMAX,FMIN,CMAX,CMIN, THERM.VOLTS,10.4) 
READ (5,lOO)FMAX,FMIN,CMAX,CMIN,VTH 
IF(FMAX.EQ.0.0) GO TO 8 
IF(VTH.LT .8(3)) K=l2 
IF(VTH.LT .B(2)) K=8 
IF(VTH.LT .B(l)) K=4 
DO 2 J=l,4 
2 BB(J)=B(J+K-1) 
FQ=BB(l) 
DO 3 J=l, 3 
3 FQ=FQ+BB( J+l)*VTH**J 
FQ=C*FQ 
IF(VTH.LT .A(3)) K=l8 
IF(VTH.LT .A(2)) K=ll 
IF(VTH.LT .A(l)) K=4 
IF(VTH.GT .A(3)) GO TO 8 
DO 4 J=l, 7 
4 AA(J)=A(J +K-1) 
TEMP=AA ( 1) 
DO 5 J=l, 6 
5 TEMP=TEMP +AA(J+l )*VTH**J 
FO=FMAX+CMIN/(CMAX+CMIN) *(FMIN-FMAX) 
D=SQRT((FMIN-FMA X)*(FO-FMAX)) 
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DEL=D*2.0*PI*(l.0-QMASS/SMASS)/FO 
DEL=DEL*lOOOO.O 
SS=SIN(PI*FO/ FQ) 
CC=COS(PI*FO/FQ) 
TAQ=SS/CC 
FSl=FO+QMASS*FQ*TAQ/PI/ SMASS 
6 SS=SIN(PI*FO/FSl) 
CC=COS(PI*FO/FSl) 
TAS=SS/CC 
FS3=PI*FO/(ATAN((-l.O)*QMASS*FQ*TAQ/SMASS/FSl)+PI) 
DEV=ABS(FS3-FS1) 
FS2=0.5*(FSl+FS3) 
IF(DEV.LT.0.0005) GO TO 7 
FSl=FS3 
GO TO 6 
7 YMOD=R0*(2.0*SLONG*FS2) **2.0 
YMOD=YMOD/(10.0**6.0) 
WRITE (2,200) TEMP,DEL,YMOD 
GO TO 1 
8 STOP 
END 
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